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Chapler I UNCONSCIOUS COMPONENTS OF AUVERTISING F,FFECT
CHAPTER 1
UNCONSCIOUS COMPONENTS OF ADVERTISINC EFFECT
l.l Levels of involvement and advertising effect
Already thirty years ago, Hcrbert Krugman (1966) obscrvcd that tclevision advertising
may elicit another type of consumer leaming than the traditional models of information
processing assume. The traditional modcls of advertising effects assume a high level of
involvement of consumers and an active intcrest in the advcrtised topics, products, and brands.
Based on this active interest, consumers will engage in processing of the information, more or
less extensively. Krugman coined the term 'low-involvement Icarning' for another type of
learning. Repeatedly being exposed to, often trivial, information may induce a passive rather
than an active information processing. This may increase thc familiarity and recognition rather
than an active recollection (rccall) of this information.
Explaining the effects of advertising exposure, especially under low-involvement
conditions, keeps the interest of consumer researchcrs. Some authors, e.g., Hansen (1981, 1984),
Janiszewski (1993), Krugman (1977, 1986), and Nakagawa (1994), speculated that the left and
right hemispheres of the brain have different functions and involve different learning processes.
The left hemisphere specializes on verbal, rational processes, requiring high involvement and
effort, such as reading and speaking. An advertising effect measurc of this type of information
processing is (an activc) rccall of information. The right hemisphere, on the other hand,
spccializcs on imagc pcrcchtion, rcyuiring only low involvcmcnt, such as nonvcrbal lcarning. An
advertising effect measure uf this type of information processing is (a more passive) recognition
1
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of information.
High and low levels of involvement are also distinguishing criteria between the central
and peripheral routes of information processing and attitude change in the Elaboration
Likelihood Model (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986). Whcn the conditions foster people's motivation
and ability to engage issue-rclcvant thinking, thc elaboration is likely to be high. This means that
people are likcly to attend to the appeal (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986). According to the ELM
(Petty and Cacioppo, 1984), the 'central route' to persuasion represents the process involved
when elaboration likelihood is high and thc 'peripheral route' typifies the processes operative
when elaboration likclihood is low. These routes represent positions on a continuous dimension
ranging from high to low likclihood of elaboration (Cacioppo and Petty, 1986). High elaboration
refers to attaching semantic content and meaning to a stimuluslmessage. Thus reactions to the
stimuluslmessage are consciousness dominant. Low elaboration means that only surface
elements of the stimuluslmessage arc processed. Thus, rcactions to the surface element provide
a good chancc for affcct to bc dominant.
In the line of affect research, another major impact had the mere-exposure monograph by
Zajonc (1968): "Mere repeated exposure of the individual to a stimulus is a sufficient condition
for the enhancement of his attitude toward it." Thus, a simple, unreinforced exposure leads to
increased liking for a stimulus. For instance, frequcntly used words are liked better (Thorndike
and Lorge, 1944). The merc-cxposurc effect of increased liking is not only confirmed for stimuli
that are familiar and remembered, but also for stimuli that seem to be familiar, but are not
remembered. Familiarity with thesc stimuli may be intcrprcted as liking for thcse stimuli. Zajonc
(1980) concluded from thcsc and othcr findings that affcct is not only post-cognitivc, but that
affect may also be pre-cognitive ('affective primacy') and that affect and cognition may be
considered as two separate systems in humans.
2
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ln mcasuring advcrtising e(7ccts, advcrtising rccall mcasures arc gradually supplcmcntcd
or replaced by recognition measures. This is not only truc for tclevision advertising (Krugman,
1966), but also for print advertising (the Starch method; Schaefer, 1995). A further move is
needed from recognition measures to measures capturing the effects of reactions without
awareness, one of which is the mere-exposure effect. These memory effects may show up in a
better performance of tasks performed after the exposure to the stimuli perceived without
awareness. Grafand Schacter (1985) called this phenomenon im~licit memorX.
To conclude, we arguc that marketing-communication effect includes not only conscious
cognition measures, but also unconscious process measures such as measuring the primary affect
reactions. Conscious components of the marketing-communication effect are mostly determined
by the behavior under high-involvement conditions. Unconscious (affective) components of the
marketing-communication effect are determined mostly by the behavior under low-involvement
conditions. For instance, consumers' considering to buy a house process real-estate
advertisements with high involvement, including processes such as intentional search,
comparison, and extensivc decision making. Howcver, an advertisement of a pencil may be
processed with low involvcment and in a more af~cctive way. However, low-involvement
behavior occurs frequcntly in daily lile.
1.2 Implicit memory
Implicit memory is revealed when performance on a task is facilitated in the absence of
conscious recollection. The term "implicit memory" is used as an equivalent of "unconscious
memory" throughout the book. Although no information is consciously recalled or recognized,
'unconscious' memory effects show up through task facilitation. Explicit memory is revealed
when performance on a task requires conscious recollection ofprevious experiences or stimulus
3
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confrontations (Graf and Schactcr, 1985). Implicit mcmory may bc largcly indcpcndcnt of
explicit memory recollection. Marketing-communication effects on behavior may thus be present
even if not indicated by explicit memory measures such as recall and recognition. Therefore,
affective reactions constitutc part of the marketing-communication effect.
1.3 The unconscious component of the communication effect
Three directions of studies exhibit the unconscious affective memory component of the
marketing communication cffect. These studies are the primary affective reactions, the mere-
exposure effect, and the familiarity of rccognition memory. Markcting communication
includes brand advertising, brand packages, brand logo building, etc. In the studies reported
below, advertising, as a specific form of markcting communication, is used to assess the effects.
1.3.1 Primary affective reaction
The affective primacy hypothesis assumes that an affective reaction can be evoked with
minimal sensory input and virtually no cognitive processing, and evoked and retrieved quicker
than cognitive responses (Zajonc, 1980). Thc hypothesis was further applied to advertising
research as the primary affcctive rcaction (PAR) (Van Raaij, 1989). It was classified as a first
global affective reaction to stimuli bcfore a more detailed cognitive reaction can be formed. The
PAR may bias the direction and degree of subsequent information processing for belief
formation and change. It may thus influence the subsequent cognitive processing.
Apart from these mentioned approaches, concepts such as perceptual defense, perceptual
vigilance, subliminal perception (Moore, 1982, 1988), effects of mood on memory (Gardner,
1985), and automatic~categorization and discrimination without awareness are relevant. All these
concepts point into the same direction of more and other effects of stimulus exposure such as
4
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unconscious affective memory than can be assessed with measures of conscious affective
memory (attitude) and conscious cognitive mcmory (recognition, recall).
The PAR model may not only be applied to advertising effects based on the affective
primacy theory, but also to person perception and liking, product perception and liking (e.g.,
food preference), social interaction, thinking and categorization. It may not only be applied to
visual stimuli, but also to auditory, olfactory, tactilc and othcr stimuli.
1.3.2 Exposure-affect relationship
1.3.2.1 Overview
Fechner (1876) already observed that repeated exposure to stimuli results in an increase
in positive affect toward these stimuli. Zajonc (1968) concluded from his experiments that "mere
exposure to a stimulus is a sufficient condition for the enhancement of one's attitude toward the
stimulus." Typically, experiments are performed with a study phase, in which new stimuli are
presented, and a test phase, in which somc old (stimuli of thc study phasc) and some new stimuli
are presented. A mere-exposure effect can be shown if `old' stimuli are liked better than `new'
ones.
The mere-exposure effect has been demonstrated in a variety of contexts using a wide
assortment of stimuli. Examples are ideographs (Moreland and Zajonc, 1977; Zajonc, 1968),
letters (Nuttin, 1987), nonsense words (Matlin, 1971), odors (Balogh and Porter, 1986; Davis
and Porter, 1991), music (Obermiller, 1985), flavor (Newlin and Pretorius, 1991), colors
(Franchina, 1991), food ( Plincr, 1982), and trivia statcmcnts ( Hawkins and Hoch, 1992).
Bornstein ( 1989) obtained, in a meta-analysis of over 200 studics, a combined effect size of r-
.26. The exposure~affect relationship is found for most of these stimulus types, such as
meaningful words, including names, nonscnse words and syllables, polygons, ideographs,
5
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photobraphs, auditory stimuli, and cvcn (iir rcal pcrsons and objccts. Il was ncit found for
paintings, drawings, and matrices. In general, the exposure~affect effect is stronger for complcx
than for simple stimuli.
Zajonc (1980) argues that an affective reaction "comes first," before a passive or active
cognitive reaction can be formed. Recognition is thus not needed for an affective reaction.
Zajonc (1980) proposed a general response hierarchy: sensory processes, affective response
(goodlbad, pleasantlunpleasant), recognition (olcVnew), passive cognitive reaction, feature
discrimination, and activc cognitivc rcaction.
1.3.2.2 Exposure manipulations
In most studies, the exposurclaffect rclationship is related to repeated exposure. A small
number of brief exposures usually produces the effect, a ceiling is reached with more exposures,
whereas a decline in affect ratings occurs with a larger numbers of exposures. With larger
numbers of exposures cognitive effects seem to overrule the affective effects.
Varying the exposure duration is another way to obtain the exposure-affect relationship
(Hamid, 1973; Vanbcsclacrc, 1983). Hamid (1973, Expcrimcnt 3) found an invcrtcd-U
relationship between exposure duration and liking ratings of exposed stimuli (polygons). Very
brief (less than 5 seconds) and long cxposure duration (longcr than IS seconds) produce small
exposure effects. The optimal exposurc duration in Hamid's experiment is around 10 seconds. In
other experiments with other stimuli, optimal exposure duration are even less than 1 second.
However, Ye and Van Raaij (1998) found in their experiment no inverted U-curve and
no optimal point within the range of exposure durations (ofbrand names) between SOOms and 2s.
The optimal point of exposure duration for stimuli like brand names may thus be even shorter
than SOOms.
Seamon, Marsh, and Brody (1984) studicd thc tcmporal dynamics of rccognition and
6
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affect over different exposure durations of target and distractor stimuli. Target selcction by
recognition (passive explicit memory) requires rclatively long stimulus exposures and improves
with increasing duration. Affèctivc sclcction of stimuli, that arc not rccognizcd (implicit
memory), is already possible with brief exposurc duration (in a time interval between 2 and 8-
ms). See Figure 1 of Seamon et al. (1984, p. 468). Several explanations exist for this
phenomenon. This result may be explained by a sort of unconscious familiarity, or by "separate
systems" (Zajonc, 1980) of affective and cognitive reactions, of which the affective system is
"faster".
1.3.2.3 Dependent variables
The dependent variables in the exposurc-affect studics may be naming or categorization
of stimuli, affect and liking of or preference for stimuli, perceived truth of statements, perceived
fame of persons, and perceptual flucncy.
Repeated exposure of the stimuli may be the basis for thcse exposure effects
(categorization, liking, perceived truth, perceivcd fame, and perceptual fluency). The mere-
exposure effect in these studies can be explained by the priming mechanism, with facilitation in
the affective performance because of previously (repeated) contact.
Repeated exposure may lead to a bctter naming or categorization of stimuli. In some
experiments the stimuli are perceptually reduced, i.e., partially, vcry brieíly or in an oblitcrated
version presented at the test phase.
Most mere-exposure studies employ affect ratings. The type of affect rating varies. Some
authors use liking judgmcnts, goodncss-of-mcaning cvaluations, or plcasantness ratings. Other
authors employ forced preferences or forced choice. In general, the liking, goodness, and
pleasantness ratings produce stronger exposure-affect effects than preference or forced choice
(Bornstein, 1989).
7
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Repeated exposure to trivia statemcnts under conditions of low-involvemcnt learning
may create more belief in thc truth of these statements at the test phase (Bacon, 1979; Hawkins
and Hoch, 1992). Pcoplc sccm to think: 'This sounds fàmiliar or this rings a bcll, and thus it must
be true.' The truth effect is not the same as thc mere-exposure eftcct. The truth effect assumes a
role for familiarity and recognition. Statements that arc rccognized as having been repeated,
seem to increase in validity. Perceived rather than actual repetition has a significant effect on the
dependent truth rating. Another explanation is that repetition increases familiarity with the
semantic content in the statement. This familiarity then serves as a cue or indicator to validity
and 'truth'.
Repeated exposure may lead to 'false fame' effects. Person names that one is exposed to
before, are judged at the tcst phase to be morc famous than new namcs, even if people are
forewarned for this effect (Jacoby ct al., 19K9). This is a way to become (amous without cven
being recognized! The same may be true for brand names. Brands may become well known and
famous just by repetitive exposure, not necessarily through conscious recollection and favorable
experiences with the brand.
Repeated exposure may also lead to 'perceptual fluency' effects (Vanhuele, 1994).
Stimuli that one is exposed to at an earlier occasion, are easier to perceive at the test phase than
new stimuli. `Old' words, for instance, are easier to pronounce than `new' words.
1.3.3 Familiarity of rccognition mcmory
The unconscious componcnt of advcrtising cffcct shows up not only as thc primary
affective reaction and the mere-exposure effect, but also as a component of recognition memory
measures. Yonelinas (1994) proposed that thc (unconscious) familiarity component of
recognition memory is independent of the conscious recollection process. A study was carried
8
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out following this dircction rcporlcd in.Chaptcr 2.
It was discovercd that with longer exposurc durations an inhibition of the mere-exposure
effect occurs. Is it recollection or familiarity that produces this inhibition? Seamon et al. (1984)
and Bornstein (1989)'s findings suggest that recognition may inhibit the mere-exposure effect.
This also follows from the two-factor model ofexposure effects (Stang, 1974). Kihlstrom (1987)
hypothesized that a`conscious counter-control' process might attenuate affective responding to
the stimuli. Thus, recollection of better-than-chance recognition should inhibit the mere-
exposurc effect. Ye and Van Raaij (1997), howcvcr, í'ound that familiarity of thc recognition
may produce stimulus satiation, and this satiation Icads to tlic inhibition of the exposure cffect.
As the unconscious component of the advertising effect, it is suggested for practitioners
that increasing the mere-exposure effect mean an increment of the advertising effect. A
conclusion from the above research is that optimal stimulus strength, such as repetition times or
duration and level of the target familiarity, may produce the maximum mere-exposure effect as
an unconscious advertising effect.
1.4 Explaining the mere-exposure effect
1.4.1 Two-factor model
Several models are proposed to explain the mere-exposure effect. The two-factor model
(Berlyne, 1970; Stang, 1973, 1974) is, in our opinion, the most successful model. They
conceptualize the mere-exposure effect in terms of the combined effects of (1) stimulus
habituation, producing an enhanced affect as a stimulus becomes familiar and hence is no longer
threatening; (2) stimulus satiation or boredom that results from overexposure, producing a lower
affect and a downturn in the frequcncy-affect curve. Stang (1974) also noted that the positive
affect resulting from stimulus familiarization is analogous to a learning curve, with affect
9
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becoming more positive as the stimulus becomes more familiar until satiation, i.c., boredom,
starts. The frequency-affect curve takes thus the form of an inverted-U function.
The two opposing factors may be seen as a wear-in and a wear-out process. During the
wear-in process, habituation and learning takes place. During the wear-out process satiation,
boredom, and irritation occur. See table 5 for an overview of the wear-in and wear-out factors.
Actually, it is the strong familiarity component but not recollection of the recognition
that inhibits the PAR (Ye and Van Raaij, 1996c)
T I








Mere exposure may also be called 'repetition priming' or 'direct priming' (Schacter,
Cooper, Delaney, Peterson, and Tharan, 1991). The samc stimulus is presented twice or more
and thus evokes a positivc affect. Priming may also involve another stimulus, either from the
same or another context. The mere-exposure effect is, howcver, stronger with stimuli from the
same context (Graf and Schacter, 1985). It is argued that the priming effect can account for the
10
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mcrc-cxposurc cffcct.
Tulving and Schactcr (1990) definc 'priming' as a non-conscious form of human
memory, which is concerned with perceptual identification of words and objects and which has
only recently been recognized as a separate form of inemory or memory system. It is a type of
implicit memory. It does not involve explicit or conscious recollection of previous experiences.
Its function is to improve identification of perceptual objects. Priming effects are present in 3-
year-olds, in amnesics, and in elderly subjects having difficulty in recalling and recognizing
earlier presented stimuli. Tulving and Schactcr (1990) explain the priming phenomenon by the
idea of a pre-semantic structural description system (PSD), operating independently from
explicit memory.
The typical priming experimcnt consists of two stages, similar to most mere-exposure
experiments. In the first (study) phase, the subject is presented with a series of stimulus objects
(source stimuli). In the second (test) phase, old and new stimuli are presented. Normally, a more
positive evaluation of the'old' stimuli is obtaincd.
Priming may also occur, ifthe target stimulus is different from the source stimulus, but in
some way related to the source stimulus. Source stimuli of laughing faces may induce a positive
affect for later presented target stimuli that are differcnt from the source stimuli.
1.4.2.2 Affective priming effect
Three types of priming may be distinguished: cognitive, affective, and behavioral
priming, depending on whether the target stimulus in the test phase is responded with cognition,
affect or behavior. In table 1 the three types of priming are crossed with the different dependent
variables. Table 1 is a tentative attempt to classify the different types of priming and tasks. The
crossed and commented cells indicatc that the type of priming is accountable for the tasks. N.A.
Il
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indicatcs no rclationship has bccn identificd yct.
s itive riming is a content-specific type of priming, e.g., in lexical priming sub-
optimal primes affect only judgement of words that are semantically related, e.g., NURSE and
DOCTOR. Cognition is dedicated and content-specific. Cognitive priming is about an object,
person, concept or idca.
Bargh (1996) introduced the concept of social or behavioral priming: The message is the
source stimulus, whereas behavior is the target stimulus, cf. modeling, vicarious or social
learning (Bandura, 1986). Applications in advcrtising and consumer bchavior are easy to
develop, e.g., showing people using a specific product or brand.
12
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a 1 2
Types ofpriming versus types of tasks
Type of tasks
Ty en s of riming Categorization Likine P~r iv False fame PerceQtual
~th fl-~.i~n,~X




Affective Affective x N.A. x x
categorization
Behavioral N.A. choice N.A. choice x
Murphy, Monahan and Zajonc (1995) introduced the concept of affective riming. In
affective priming, the source stimulus is affective. Affect, of which the individual is not aware, is
the source, i.e., it is the eliciting stimulus condition. Affective priming is the transfer of affect
from the unknown source stimulus to a later prescnted target stimulus. For persons, cognition
normally has a known source or origin, or a known target, or both. Cognition is normally
dedicated to and content-specific about somcthing. Affect, howcvcr, may not have a source that
persons are aware of. Non-conscious affect is diffuse, not dedicated, may be 'free floating' and
'spill over' (through misattribution of arousal) to new targcts. Conscious affect, in contrast,
contains cognitive elements, e.g., beliefs, and is thus more constrained and dedicated to a target.
13
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Some type of cognitive elaboration may be rcquired to interpret the specific emotions (anger,
fear, joy, etc.). Conscious affect comes close to the concept of'attitude', if this affect is dedicated,
conscious and related to some object.
Affective priming is, for instance, the (subliminal) presentation of a picture of a laughing
face to induce a positive affective rcaction to a later presented stimulus. Therefore, the mere-
exposure effect is further classified as affective priming.
Zajonc and Markus (1984) distinguished three representations of affect: (physiological)
arousal, subjective experience, and (overt) expression. Remaining arousal, elicited by the souree
stimulus, is misattributed to the target stimulus through a(misleading) self-perception process.
The target stimulus is then experienced as bcing more positive or more negative than in the
situation without the earlier confrontation with the source stimulus. In any case, the evaluation of
the target stimulus is more extreme than without the earlier confrontation.
Zillman (1978) developed a theory of arousal elicitation and arousal transfer, which may
be an explanation for affective priming. Exposurc to a(source) stimulus may clicit in persons the
physiological aspect or representation of affect, i.e., arousal or activation of~ the central nervous
system. The arousal may be only slowly reduccd aftcr thc removal of the stimulus, and may be
misattributed to a new (target) stimulus. Notc that in misattribution of arousal, there is not
necessarily a connection between the source and the target stimuli.
1.4.3 Multinomial model for the mere-exposure effect
In Chapter 5, a multinomial-binary-tree (MBT) model for the mere- exposure effect
was proposed and tested with parameters representing memory processes including implicit
memory. This modcl is bascd on two cmpirical findings: (1) Implicit mcmory (Familiarity)
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always Ieads to liking; (2) There is memory process dissociation between implicit and
explícit memory.
In the experiment of Chapter 5, participants' liking of the stimuli depends on either
repetition liking or unbiased~biased itrst-impression liking given repetition liking failed.
Unattended stimuli were rated higher in liking judgment than attended stimuli. This suggests that
if consumers' liking judgment towards the stimulus is the communication objective, exposure is
more important than attention to the stimuli (logos, advertisements). Nevertheless, efforts should
be made to make the logos (advertisements) more attractive to increase repetition and first-
impression liking.
1.5 Explaining the primary affective reactions
The afiective primacy hypothesis states that affective reactions can be evoked with
minimal sensory input and virtually no cognitive processing, and that affective reactions can be
evoked quicker and earlier than cognitive responses (Murphy, Monahan and Zajonc, 1995). This
theory was applied to advertising research. The affect was classired as the primary affective
reaction. In the model of the primary affective reaction (PAR), the first individual reaction to a
stimulus, whether it be an advertisement, a brand logo or a product package, is is an affective
reaction of liking, appreciation or perceivcd attractiveness. This reaction is followed by a
(slower) elaborated cognitive reaction (recollection) (Van Raaij, 1984, 1989). We argue that the
PAR process is the construct of the mere-exposure effect in advertising research area. That is, the
mere-exposure effect is actually the effect on the primary affect that takes place before conscious
cognition.
Ye and Van Raaij (1996d) tested two possible PAR models for stimuli, respondents
'attended to' (focussing) and 'did not attend to' (non-focussing). The formation of a positive
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affective reaction was observed, even in the absence of awareness. Recognition and PAR tests
(liking) were employcd. Onc model fitted the data best, using multinomial modeling: PAR filters
the information in the attended condition ('central route'). PAR is the only process controlling
information in the unattendcd condition ('pcripheral routc'). Thc implications arc that in'attcndcd
to' or conscious information processing the PAR effect will be dominated by conscious
recollection and become explicit. In 'unattended to' or unconscious information processing the
PAR effect determines the outcome of the process by itself and remains implicit.
It was argued that the PAR process plays an important role in consumer information
processing (Van Raaij, 1989; Ye and Van Raaij, 1996ab). This is supported by a multinomial
model developed by Ye and Van Raaij (1996d). The Lack of understanding the PAR process
with consumers would result in misunderstanding about what is really going on in the minds of
the consumers. Therefore, our argument is supported not only conceptually but also
mathematically from the multinomial modeling which provided the detailed probability
estimates for each step ofthe information flow going through the minds of the respondents.
PAR is based on implicit memory, and based on global or partial structural description
(PSD) representations of previously viewed visual stimuli (Seamon et al., 1995). The
relationship between PAR and the exposure effect is like the nature of the object versus the
phenomenon of the object.
A variety of inethods may bc employed for this line of research, such as subliminal
versus unattended presentation (Zajonc, 1981; Ye 8c. van Raaij, 1997); functional and process
dissociation (Jacoby,l993); signal dctection thcory (Tashchian, Whitc and Pak, 1988); and non-
parametric signal detection analysis (Snodgrass, 1988).
The multinomial PAR model and the model for the merc-cxposure effect that will be
introduced in the following chapters, were developed by the multinomial modeling technique.
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The multinomial modeling technique is a statistically based technique that involves estimating
hypothetical parameters that represent the probabilities of unobservable events (Riefer and
Batchelder, 1988; Batchelder and Riefer, 1990). lt has been applied to study unconscious
memory processes (Buchner, Erdfelder and Vaterrodt, 1995), which is closely related to the
primary affective reaction (Ye and Van Raaij, 1996a, 1996b). Multinomial modcling uses a
maximum likelihood estimation to cstimatc the parameters. An MBT computer program can be
used to estimate the model automatically bascd on the data collected from the experiments (Hu
and Batchelder, 1994).
Table 3






Process Intentional process Unintentional process
Controlled process Automatic process
Memory Intentional rctrieval Unintentional retricval
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1.6 Implicit and explicit memory
We argue that the primary affect is based on implicit memory, an unconscious process
independent of the cognitive conscious process. The following section is a brief introduction on
implicit memory followed by the explanation for the primary affective reactions with
unconscious memory.
Earlier in history, sevcral ideas about different "memories" have becn proposed. See for
instance the historical introductions by Schacter (1987) and Roediger (1990). Maine de Biran
(1804) distinguished between mechanical memory (habits, movements, skills), sensitive memory
(feelings) and representative memory (conscíous recollection). Maine de Biran thus proposed
multiple memory systems, although not necessarily three separate systems.
1.6.1 Evidence on implicit memory
More than a hundred years ago, Hermann Ebbinghaus (1885), the founding father of
experiments on human learning and memory, distinguished three types of inemory. Voluntary
recollection relates to conscious acts to retricve from memory experiences from the past;
involuntary recollection relates to retrieval without any act of the will. The third type of inemory
is the most interesting to us here: prior expericnces reflected in present thought and behavior
without any conscious recollection. The third type comes very close to the concept of implicit
memory, to be discussed below. Ebbinghaus tcstcd the third type of inemory with the "savings
method" for measuring retention. A person first learns material in a number of trials to perfect
recitation (often nonsense words in Ebbinghaus' experiments), he~she forgets most of it during a
time interval, and then relearns the same matcrial. The savings can be measured as fewer trials
are necded to relearn than to Icarn new material. The savings method might, however, confound
implicit memory with recognition memory, Ebbinghaus' second type of inemory.
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In clinical psychology, many instances of implicit memory can bc traced, although not
labeled as such. In Janet's studies on amnesia and hypnosis, it was found that people respond to
infoRnation they were confronted with, although they do not remember or even recognize this
information. In Freud and Breuer's (1936) studies on unconscious traumata, e.g., hysteria, a prior
experience still affects a person's behavior, even years after the traumatic experience tool place.
Graf and Schacter (1985) distinguish implicit and explicit memory: "Implicit memory is
revealed when performance on a task is facilitatcd in the absence of conscious recollection.
Explicit memory is revealed when perforniance on a task requires conscious recollection of
previous expericnces." Graf and Schacter (1985) give the following differences of implicit and
explicit memory. Performance on implicit-memory and explicit-memory tasks is differentially
affected by experimental manipulations, i.e., some manipulations assess implicit memory,
whereas other manipulations assess explicit memory, or a combination of both. Second,
perforrnance on implicit memory tests is statistically independent of recognition. Third, patients
with organic amnesia, who are severely impaired on explicit memory tasks, are less impaired or
normal in priming tasks and various other implicit-memory tests. In table 2, some differences
between implicit and explicit memory are givcn.
Three forms andlor Icvels of inemory can thus be distinguished:
- Active exglicit memorv: Active and conscious recall pertains to active knowledge:
cognition and attitudes that are actively processed and remembered. Active explicit
memory is revealed when the task performance requires intentional recollection of
previous experiences and information. This is called: unaided recall.
- Passive explicit memorX: Recognition pertains to passive knowledge: cognition and
attitudes that are not actively known, but can be retrieved from memory and recognized
upon exposurc. This is called uided recull or recogirition.
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I 4
Comparison of implicit and explicit memory
Implicit memorv Explicit memorv
Memory: Non-conscious memory Conscious memory
Unaware of stimulus exposure Aware ofstimulus exposure
Indirect test Direct test
Limbic systcm Ncocortex
Early in philogcny Latc in philogeny
PSD Episodic mcmory
Processing: Automatic process lntentional process
Data-driven processing Conceptually driven processing
Stimulus-driven processing Intention-driven processing
Effects: Affect Recognition
Task facilitation Rccall, cued and spontaneous
Familiarity Recollection
Cognitive Non-analytic (categorization) Analytic (categorization)
(thinking) Task facilitation Rccognition,
Rccal l
Affective Implicit liking, Explicit liking,
(feeling) PAR Attitude
lmplicit memorv is a third form or level of inemory: Less conscious than recognition and
showing up during tasks after exposure to a stimulus, even if this stimulus is not recalled
or recognized. Implicit memory is unintentiona) retrieval of previously acquired
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information on tests that do not require conscious or intentional recollection of specific
previous experiences.
lmplicit memory may be based on the activation of preexisting memory representations.
Schacter, Cooper, Delaney, Pcterson, and Tharan (1991) coined the concept PSD, ~re-semantic
structural descrintion svstem. These authors could not find priming effccts for "impossible
objects," pictures of three-dimcnsional objects that cannot exist in reality. The memory system
may be unable or less able to settle in on a single global interpretation of an impossible object,
because there is no globally consistent interpretation of the structure of such an object (Schacter
et al, 1991, p. 16). However, implicit memory is also experimentally shown for newly acquired
associations that have no preexisting representation (Graf and Schacter, 1985).
In most of the expcriments on implicit and explicit memory, a study phase (priming), to
'learn' the stimuli, proceeds the test phase. In the test phase, the effects of the learning are tested
with, c.g., recognition test (to assess the lack of explicit memory), liking task or word completion
test (to assess implicit memory).
Implicit and explicit memory can ofteri be dissociated. This means that explicit memory
is superior on some tasks, while implicit rncrnory is superior on other tasks. If the stimulus
material is semantically (related to the meaning of the material) elaborated in the study phase,
explicit memory tests or direct tests are superior. Roediger (1990) calls this a conceptually-
driven test. On the other hand, implicit memory tests reflect data-driven (perceptual) processing.
Implicit memory tests are also called indirect tests. lmplicit tests, in which impoverished
perceptual stimulus material is presented, rely heavily on the match between perceptual
operations during the study phase and the test phase. Words in context (and thus with meaning)
facilitate explicit memory; words out of context maximize data-driven processing of the
"perceptual system". Note that the similarity of the cognitive operations at the leaming task
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(encoding) and at the subsequent test (retrieval) largely determines the facilitation of explicit and
implicit tests. Roediger (1990) cal(s this the "transfer-appropriate procedures approach".
1.6.2 Tasks and processes
Diffcrcnt proccsscs and diffcrcnt tasks~tcsts arc o(~cn wronglully cyualcd. Thc task~tcst is
then considered to have a one-to-one relationship with an underlying process. The indirect test is
thus often equated with automatic processes and implicit memory, and the direct test with
intentional processes and explicit memory. In one task, however, the effects of the two processes
may be present. A way to dissociate implicit and explicit memory effects in one task is the PDP,
the Process Dissociation Procedure, developed by Jacoby ( I 99l ). If automatic and intentional
proccsses work in opposition to one another, automatic proccsses are a source of errors and
intcrfèrcncc (cf. Frcudian slips). This is thc (proactivc) intcrlcrcncc approach. On thc othcr hand,
if automatic and intentional processes work into the same direction, automatic processes are a
facilitation of the intentional processes. If "A" refers to automatic processing and "I" to
intentional processing, interference and facilitation tasks may be designed in such a way that the
task outcomes are: A- I- 2 and A f I- 12, respectively. These equations are easily solved to
yield a solution of A- 7 and I- 5. It is assumed that automatic and intentional processes are
independent and additive. Process dissociation is defined in terms of differential effects of
manipulations on the parameters representing the automatic and intentional processes.
Multinomial modeling is an alternativc measurcment approach (Ye and Van Raaij, 1998).
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I .6.3 Schools of thcorists
In thc discussion among mcmory rescarchcrs, two "schools of thought" may bc
distinguished. In the first school (Schacter, Tulving and others), separate memory systems are
distinguished, e.g., declarative and procedural memory. Researchers ofthis school derive support
for their viewpoint from brain-damaged patients, particularly amnesics. In the other school
(Roediger and others), different proccssing modes are distinguished. The latter approach may be
more parsimonious in explaining the cxperimental results than the separate-system school that
needs differeni types ofinemories to explain experimental results.
In table 5, these two approaches are crossed in a 2x2 table (ef. Roediger, 1990, Figure 5).
It is difficult to tell which school is superior, because most studies employ effect measures in
cells 1 and 4, confounding data-driven processing with procedural memory, and meaning-based
processing with declarative memory. Only a few studies are done with effect measures in cells 2
and 3. These studies could show us whether memory systems or processing modes are a better
explanation for the experimental results. Blaxton (1989) devised a graphic cued-recall test for
cell 2: words with a similar sound but a dif'ferent mcaning, e.g., treasure and treason. He also
devised a test for cell 3: conceptual priming with trivial pursuit questions like "What is the name
of the capital of Uruguay?". Dissociations with explicit and implicit tests including these new
effect measures render more support for the processing-mode approach than for the separate
systems approach. A disadvantage of the separate-system school is that many separate systems
may be needed to account for all dissociations that are obtained in experimental research. If the
reality is complex, it could be necessary to match this with complex concepts. However, more
parsimonious models and explanations, such as the processing modes, are preferred.
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Ta I ~ 5
Effect measures for memory systems and processing modes
Memory svstems
Procedural Declarative
Processing modes (priming, implicit) (episodic, explicit)
Perceptual l. Pcrceptual idcntification 2. Graphic cucd recall,
(data driven) word stem and fragment
completion
Meaning-based 3. "Trivial pursuit test" 4. Free recall,
(conceptual) recognition
The different processing modes (perceptual or mcaning-based versus automatic or
intentional) may not only be applied to memory, but also to other arcas relevant for advertising,
such as attention, perception, and categorization. At the broadest level, the contrast between
automatic and intentional processes is the same as that between habit and reason (James, 1890;
Jacoby, 1991).
Reingold and Merikle (1988) distinguish direct and indirect measures of perception
without awareness. A measure is direct if the discriminative response is part of the task
definition. A measure is indirect if the discriminativc response is not part of the task definition.
For instance, recall and recognition mcasures are direct measures, while word-stem completion
or liking judgement tasks are indirect measures.
The mere-exposure cffect is based on implicit memory in the sense that it is based on
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(pre-semantic) structural dcscription representations of prcviously obscrved visual stimuli
(Schacter et al., 1991; Seamon et al., 1995). People like these stimuli better because they already
have structural description representations, whcrcas novel stimuli lack these representations. The
result is affective preference based onjudgments ofperceptualfluency. The perceptual fluency is
greater for "possible" than for "impossible" figures. In a similar manner, words that are relatively
easy to perceive, are cxpericnced as familiar and thus liked. Reading a word aloud enhances its
later perceptual identification more than just secing a word. The pcrceptual fluency heuristic
finds its application in education and advertising persuading people to read brand names, trivia
statements and slogans, to mimic behaviors, and to hum jingles.
Implicit memory and retention offers good opportunities for explanations of advertising
effects and consumer socialization and learning without awareness.
1.6.4 Explaining the primary affect with implicit memory
The mere-exposure effect was classified as one of the five forms of implicit memory
(Schacter, 1987), because the affective primacy theory assumes that the affective reactions can
exist without awareness. In advertising rescarch area, the primary affective reaction is the
construct of the mere-exposure effect. Therefore, it is argued that the primary affective reaction
without awareness exhibits implicit memory.
Implicit memory is interpreted as unconscious memory process by the school of
theorists holding the process theory, rather than separate memory systems. Yonelinas (1994)
argued that familiarity could be independent of recollection that is conscious process, and
that familiarity is an unconscious process ol~ recognition memory tests. Similarly, the PAR
process is independent of conscious processes. Therefore, we argue that the PAR process
and the unconscious familiarity arc based on thc same mechanism, the implicit memory
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process. This process can be measured objectively by the Process-Dissociation Procedure
(Jacoby, 1991) and the multinomial PAR model (Ye á Van Raaij, 1996).
To summarize, the advertising effect has a new unconscious component of the mere-
exposure effect, which is constructed with the primary affect (PAR). PAR process can be
interpreted as an implicit-memory process. Therefore, the advertising effect can have a new
component of implicit memory process. The implicit-memory process is also the underlying
mechanism of the unconscious familiarity of recognition memory of advertising cffect.
1.7 Conclusions and practical implications
Under low-involvement conditions, the major advertising effect may be the unconscious
effect. Thus, the marketing-communication cffcct should include not only explicit-memory
effect such as recall and recognition, but also the unconscious mere-exposure effect. The
construct of the mere-exposure effect is the primary affect occurring before consciousness. The
primary affect is further interpreted as an implicit-memory process. Implicit-memory effects of
marketing communication indicate that there are more effects than normally measured with
recognition and recall measures. Implicit-memory effects may be assessed with liking
judgement and false fame, or in the case of advertising, with brand appreciation or liking.
Implicit-memory effects of advertising may also show up in brand buying behavior, because
in the store the advertising brands are more attractivc than non-advertised brands without
brand awareness or recognition.
The implication for practitioners is that measuring advertising effect should not just
rely on traditíonal tools such as recall and recognition tests. Measures of the mere-exposure
effect, namely the unconscious prirnary affcct, should be developed and implemented. The
advertising effect should not be just recognized as what are measured by recall or recognition
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tests to the advertisements. It can contain traces of unconscious primary affective reactions.
The primary affective reactions can thus be regarded as an additional advertising effect. As a
start of advertising processing, the primary affective reactions can also bias the following
processes into a certain direction.
1.8 Summary
The mere-exposure effect can play an important role in marketing communication under
low-involvement conditions. It is argued that communication effect should have components of
not only conscious recollection measured by recall and recognition tests, but also the mere-
exposure effect measured by tests of liking judgments, preference, and so on. The unconscious
component can also exist as familiarity in the recognition measure of advertising effect. A
review of the traditional explanation on the mere-exposure effect is followed by the explanation
of the mere-exposure effect with a priming-effect mechanism.
The mere exposure effect is actually the effect on the primary affect happening before
conscious cognition. The primary affectivc reaction is an unconscious process without
awareness, which can be interpreted as an implicit memory process. [t supports the argument that
the primary affect reaction is based on thc implicit-mcmory process, independent of the
conscious explicit memory. Suggestions havc bcen made on developing and implementing
measures of the unconscious advertising effect.
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CHAPTER 2
FAMILIARI'1'Y INHIBITS THE MERE-EXPOSURE EFFECT
2.1 Introduction
Most emphasis in rescarch on the effects of communication is focussed on explicit memory,
i.c., the conscious processes and effects of recognition, aided recall, and free recall of
communication messages. This also applíes for advertising, person and product (package)
confrontations of consumers. The Starch company, for instance, performs commercial recognition
tests of print ads. Not only advcrtising rescarchcrs but many consumcr psychologists too focus on
conscious consumcr information proccssing and cognitivc catcgorization. Thcy study what may bc
called "explicit memory." In recent years, however, some experimental psychologists study
"implicit memory" (Graf and Schacter, 1985), i.e., processes of familiarization, affect formation,
unconscious retention in amnesia, and task performance in the absence of a conscious recollection
(recall or recognition) of the stimuli involved.
One line of implicit memory research is the mere-exposure effect (Zajonc, 1968),
interpreted as implicit memory (Schacter, 1987; Scamon et al., 1995). Mere-exposure effects are
relevant and interesting to experimental and cconomic psychologists and practitioners alikc
(Poicsz, 1983). Mcre cxposurc mcans thc formation of a positivc affcct toward a stimulus aftcr
singlc or rcpeatcd cxposurc withoul pcrsons ncccssarily rccognizing thc stimulus. Thc stimuli may
be artifacts, products, advertisements, brand names, pictures, persons, symbols, and logos. People
are frequcntly confronted with so many brand names, persons, products, and advertisements that
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they are unable to remember all these confrontations. However, an affect may be formed based on
mere exposure without consciously recognizing or remembering the stimuli. This means that the
effects of advertising and other forms of information extension are likely to be broader than is often
assumed and assessed with methods relying on explicit memory only. Note that in most mere-
exposure studies a liking judgment test is used. Actually, this is a specific case of implicit memory.
The liking judgment test is a measure of the primary affective reaction (PAR) toward the stimulus
(Van Raaij, 1989).
In the traditional exposure method to produce a mere-exposure effect, such as by Kunst-
Wilson and Zajonc ( 1980), a scries of irregular polygons were presented five times each, using a
heterogeneous presentation sequence and 1 ms exposure duration. After presentation of all stimuli,
participants were shown pairs of previously exposed and new polygons and were asked (a) which
polygons they preferred, and (b) which polygons they recognized as familiar. The order of
judgments was counterbalanced across participants. They found that although recognition accuracy
in detecting previously exposcd stimuli was at chanec Icvel (480~~), participants preferred
previously exposed stimuli 600~~ of the time. This classic result was replicated by many researchers
(Mandler and Nakamura, 1987; Mandlcr, Nakamura, and Van Zandt, 1987; Bonnano and Stillings,
1986; Barchas and Perlaki, 1986; Seamon et al., 1'983; Bornstein, 1987).
The mere-exposure effect has becn demonstrated in a variety of contexts using a wide range
of stimuli, such as ideographs or Chincse characters ( Moreland and Zajonc, 1977; Zajonc, 1968),
letters ( Nuttin, 1987), nonsensc words ( Matlin, 1971), odors (Balogh and Porter, 1986), flavors
(Newlin and Pretorius, 1991), and food ( Pliner, 1982). ln consumer behavior, the mere-exposure
effect is relevant for advertising, package and brand confrontations in general. Greenwald and
Leavitt (1984), Janiszewski (1993), Obermillcr ( I 985), Poicsz (1983), and Sawycr ( I 981) rcport
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consumer studics related to mere exposure. A recent application of implicit memory to brand
names is the study by Krishnan and Shapiro ( I 996). This is an example using implicit-memory
research to study advertising effects. In this study, a typical implicit-memory test, word-stem
completion, was used.
Mere exposure to stimuli may lead to increased liking of the stimulus. This kind of liking is
induced immediately after the confrontation with the stimulus. It is called the primary affective
reaction (Van Raaij, 1989). However, strong familiarity accompanied by awareness of the stimulus
may inhibit the primary affect. If familiarity is absent, the affect (PAR) may be even stronger than
if familiarity or awareness is strongly present. Two factors seem to be operative: a primary
affective reaction to a stimulus and an inhibition of this reaction through increased familiarity or
awareness.
Thc mere-exposure cffect is defined as the incrcase in positive affect that results from
repeated confrontation with previously unfamiliar stimuli. The duration of the confrontation or the
number of repetitions may be varied. A number of theoretical modcls have been described that
attcmpt to answcr how rcpcatcJ, unrcinforccd cxposures proilucc an cnhanccmcnt in affect toward
a stimulus. Threc modcls of the merc-exposurc effcct are still viable at this point. Other models
have already been contradicted by empirical findings (sce Grush, 1979). These three models are the
two-factor learning-satiation model (Berlyne, 1970; Stang, 1973, 1974), the opponent-process
model (Harrison, 1977), and the arousal model (Berlyne, 1971; Crandall, 1970). Overall, a meta-
analysis found that the two-factor learning-satiation model of inere-exposure effects was best
supported by two decades of empirical findings (Bornstein, 1989).
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2.2 Two-factor modcl and thc proccss dissociation proccdurc
Berlyne (1970) and Stang (1973, 1974) conceptualized the mere-exposure effect in terms of
the combined effects of two simultaneously operating independent factors: (a) stimulus habituation,
producing an enhanced affect as a stimulus becomes more familiar and hence is no longer
threatening; (b) stimulus satiation, tedium or boredom that results from overexposure, producing a
declined effect. The rclative strengths of these factors determine the form of the frequency-affect
curve. Stang (1974) also noted that the positive affect resulting from stimulus familiarization is
analogous to a learning curvc, with affcct becoming morc positive as the stimulus becomes more
familiar. With incrcasing familiarity, satiation incrcases and after a certain point the frequency-
affect curve starts to decline. ln this paper, a new interpretation of Stang's (1974) two-factor model
is proposed. The familiarization is to be interpreted as the familiarity component of recognition
which can be computed by the Process Dissociation Procedure (Jacoby, 1991).
Studies indicated that stimulus recognition is not a prerequisite for the production of the
mere-exposure effect (Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc, 1980; Seamon, Brody, and Kauff, 1983; Mandler
et al., 1987). Stimulus recognition is not only unnecessary for the production of typical mere-
exposure effects, comparison of recognized versus unrccognized briefly presented stimuli suggests
that stimulus recognition may actual(y inhibit the mere-exposure effect. Seamon et al. (1984) found
that stimulus exposures of 2 to 8 ms (brief cxposurc durations) produced higher affect than
recognition scores, whereas exposures of l2 ms or more (long exposure durations) produced higher
recognition than affect scores. A comparison of studies using unrecognizable exposure of stimuli
with studies using vcry bricf, but recognizablc, cxposure (i.c., stimulus exposure of less than 1 s)
revealed that the mere-cxposurc effect for unrecognizable stimuli was substantially larger than for
briefly presented, recognizable stimuli (Bornstcin, 1989).
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'1'o cxplain why stimulus rccognition inhihits thc mcrc-cxpusurc cl~lcct, Kihlstruiii (I~l}S7)
hypothesized that "conscious countercontrol" processes may scrutinize, analyze, and potentially
restrict and counteract affect. This means that attitude change induced by clearly recognized
stimuli, may attenuate affectivc response to these stimuli. Recent recognition memory research
(Yonelinas, 1994) makes it clcar that this hypothesis is based on the understanding that recognition
is only a pure conscious process of recollection. Kihlstrom argued that it is the recollection of
stimulus recognition that inhibits the mcre-exposurc effect.
Studied with the proccss dissociation procedure (PDP) (Jacoby, 1991), recognition memory
is treated as a dual process that includes rccollection (a conscious, controlled process) and
familiarity (an unconscious, automatic process) (Yonelinas, 1994). The dual-process model
stipulates that, for recognition, recollection acts as a discrete state and familiarity can be viewed as
an index of strength, similar to that described by signal detection theory (Jacoby, 1991; Yonelinas,
1994). Based on PDP, we can separate recollcction and familiarity in recognition memory. We
interpret stimulus familiarization as thc familiarity of recognition memory, computed by the PDP.
Hence, the two-factor modcl may bc interprcted likc this: With thc increase of familiarization
(familiarity) in X axis, the mcre-cxposurc cffcct in Y axis first increascs and decreases after
rcaching an optimal point.
The two processes are assumed to contribute independently to overall recognition
performance. That is, the probability of recognizing an 'old' (prior exposed) stimulus is equal to the
probability that it is recollected (R), plus the probability that its familiarity exceeds some criterion
(F~cr), minus the intersection ofthe two processes:
P(yes~old) - P(R) f P(F~cr) - [P(R)~`P(F~cr)]
or: Rccognition - R f F- R~`F - R~- F(1-R)
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This dual-proccss modcl of rccognition is similar to the dual-proccss modcl proposcd for
cued recall on the basis of the process dissociation procedure (PDP) by Jacoby, Toth, and
Yonelinas ( I 993). In the present study, we computed the recollection (R) and familiarity (F) of
recognition memory by using the PDP.
The "conscious countercontrol" process hypothesis assumes that conscious recollection
inhibits the mere-exposure effcct (Kihlstrom, 1987; Bornstein, 1989). We argue, however, that it is
the high level of familiarity and not the recollection of the stimulus recognition that inhibits the
mere-exposure effect (if recognition is above chance). This is likely for two reasons. (a) A number
of studies show that recollection and familiarity are two independent processes (Jacoby et al., 1993;
Yonelinas, 1994; Toth, Reingold and Jacoby, 1994; Jacoby, Begg and Toth, 1997), although some
researchers do not agree witli tliis (Komatsu, Graf, 8c Uttl, 1995). (b) The two-factor model is
consistent with our argument but cannot account for thc conscious countercontrol hypothesis. If
stimulus recognition is above chance, satiation or boredom occurs. This means that a high level of
familiarity (familiarization) within above-chancc recognition will have the same effect as the
overexposure condition of the two-factor modcl (Berlyne, 1971; Stang, 1974). Overexposure
creates boredom and, ultimately, produces a downturn in the frequency-affect curve. Thus, we may
observe less or no mere-cxposure effect if recognition is bctter than chance. This is the second part
of the frequency-affect inverted-U curve. If thc stimulus recognition is of chance level, the
habituation factor works. This means that a low Icvcl of familiarity Icads to liking. This is the first
part of thc invertcd-U curvc (Stang, 1974) and produccs thc mcrc-cxposurc cffcct.
In most experimcnts rcported in the litcraturc, the prc-experimental familiarity of stimu9:
was absent. However, we predict that, cven if there is no such absence of familiarity, there is a
mere-exposure effect, because this effect is quite robust. Murphy, Monahan, and Zajonc (1995)
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employed American participants in their experiments. They used Chinese ideographs that were
novel stimuli to American participants before the experiment. But is it necessary that participants
should be unfamiliar with the stimuli, i.e., Chinese characters, before the experiment? This may be
examined by observing the mere-exposure effect for Chinese participants responding to tests with
Chinesc characters. In this situation, it is possible to induce satiation or boredom with participants
reacting with full attention to familiar stimuli.
The hypothesis to be tested in the present study is that a high level of familiarity of stimulus
recognition in the attended condition inhibits the formation of affect. This is the case when stimuli
are familiar to the participants prior to the experiment. The mere-exposure effect is thus expected
to be stronger in thc unattcnded than in the attendcd condition of our experiment, with Chinese
participants and using Chinesc charactcrs.
2.3 Method
2.3.1 Overview
Thc primary purpose of the present study is to obscrve how the mere-exposure effect be
intluenced by different stimulus familiarity Icvcls. The familiarity levels were calculated by the
formulas of the process dissociation procedure (PDP). The unattended condition is used to simulate
bricf exposure duration, and the attended condition to simulate long exposure duration. According
to the two-factor model of thc mere-exposure effect, a long exposure duration and a homogeneous
exposure sequence produce more satiation and thus a weaker mere-cxposure effect than a brief
exposure duration and heterogcneous cxposures (Stang, 1974; Bornstein, 1989). It is expected to
observe the mere-exposure effect in thc unattended condition, if recognition is at chance level. It is
expected to observe no or less mere-exposure effect in the attended condition, if recognition is
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better than chance. The latter is associated with a high level of familiarity. The process dissociation
procedure (PDP) is used to compute recollection (R) and familiarity (F) in recognition memory.
We assume that a high Icvel of familiarity and not recollection inhibits the mere-exposure effect. A
higher level of familiarity (F) should be observed in the better-than-chancc recognition condition
than in the chance recognition condition. According to the two-factor model of inere-exposure
effect, a high level of familiarity, produced by overexposure or longer exposure durations, may
create satiation, i.e., borcdom, and may thus inhibit the merc-exposure effect.
Another purposc of thc present study is to tcst thc robustness of the mere-exposure effect
and to check whether the mere-exposure effect appears in the situation where Chinese participants
respond to Chinese characters. As Chinese participants are familiar with Chinese characters before
the expcriment, it is interesting to examine whethcr thc novclty of stimuli to the participants before
the experiment is a prcrequisitc to obtain the mcrc-exposure effect. A new divided-attention
procedure is used in the present study. The situation where Chinese participants responded to
familiar Chinese charactcrs hclped to test the hypothesis that a high level of familiarity of the
better-tlian-chancc recognition inhibits the mere-exposure effect.
2.3.2 Participants, expcrimcntal dcsign, and stimuli
The Chinese characters used in the experimcnt werc randomly selected from Modern
Frcqucntly Uscd Charactcr List of Chincsc LBngUabc that was publishcd in 1988 by thc Chincsc
Languagc Press. Thc list consists of 3,000 frcqucntly uscd Chincsc charactcrs. It is a national filc
by the Chinese National Education Committee for elementary education. Forty pairs of characters
were randomly selected from thc six-stroke charactcrs in the character list.
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Thirty-two Chincsc undcrgraduatc studcnts of East China Normal University at Shanghai
(PR China) participated in the cxperiment in return for payment. The study phase was identical for
all participants. For each pair of characters, one was attended and the other was unattended in the
study phase. Half of the attendcd characters were assigned in the right and half were in the left of
the presentation screen in order to eliminate spatial interference.
Each participant attended four types of tests after the study phase: the inclusion test (A),
exclusion test (B), recognition test (C) and liking test (D). A Latin-square design was used to
counterbalance the sequence. Four participants were assigned to one group with four test
sequences. The test procedures were identical for all tests, except their instructions. Thus, the
retrieval intentionality criterion (Schacter et al., 1989) was satisfied.
The expcrimental design is a 2(attention: attended vs. unattended) ~` 4(test: inclusion vs.
exclusion vs. recognition vs. liking) mixed factorial design with attention as a between-subjects and
the test as a within-subjects factor.
Each type of tests comprised 20 single characters of six strokes. With regard to the attended
condition, half of the 20 test characters were selected randomly from the 40 attended characters
presentcd at the study phase. The other half werc also six-strokc characters selected from the rest of
the character list to which the participants were not exposed in the study phase. Regarding the
unattended condition, half of the 20 test characters were randomly selected from the 40 unattended
characters of the study phase and the other half wcre six-stroke characters from the character list
that the participants did not contact in the study phase.
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2.3.3 Procedure
Chinese characters were presented and the participants' responses were recorded by a PC-
compatible microcomputer interfaced with a color monitor. The character size of the stimuli was
approximately 6~`6 mm. The characters were presented in the center of the screen. Each participant
was tested individually in a singlc session that lastcd about 20 minutes.
In the study phase of the expcriment, an asterisk was presented for I000 ms before each
pair of characters in ordcr to focus thc attention of the participants. Then a pair of characters was
presentcd for 750 ms. For each pair of characters, there was an attended character marked with an
asterisk bclow, and an unattcnded character without an asterisk. Forty pairs of characters were
presented in sequence in the study phase. The participants were instructed to try hard to memorize
the characters marked with astcrisks.
In the test phase of the experimcnt, participants were divided into two groups, one group for
testing tlie attended characters and the other group for testing the unattended characters. Each
participant attended four types of tests following the Latin-square sequence. In each test, 20
characters were presented. Each character was presented for 1000 ms. Participants were instructed
to make a judgment immediately after a test character disappeared. When the participant pressed a
key, another test character was presented immediately. The participants took one-minute break
after each test.
The instructions for the study phase were identical for all participants but the instructions
for the different tests varied. Participants in thc recognition tcst were instructed to make an olcUncw
judgment to the test stimuli. "Old stimuli" refcrrcd to stimuli thcy thought to have seen in the study
phase. New stimuli referred to stimuli they thought not to have seen in the study phase. Participants
in the liking test were instructed to make a quick liking (yes~no) judgment to the stimulus
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according to thcir tírst impression. Participants in thc inclusion tcst wcrc instructcd to judgc
whether the characters were old or new or, if they could not decide, to indicate whether they liked
the presented stimuli in tenms of their first impression. Participants in the exclusion test were
instructed to judge whether they liked the newly generated stimuli at first impression and were
related to stimuli they could recognize as old stimuli. Examples were given to the participants to
make sure they understood the operation in the, rather difficult, exclusion test.
The inclusion and exclusion tests were based on the instructions of the recognition and
liking tests and were constructed according to the process dissociation procedure (PDP). The
inclusion test corresponds to a rccognition tcst with instructions to makc a liking judgment if
rccollection fails. In the inclusion test, both recollection of old stimuli with probability R, and, if
recollection fails (I-R), familiarity of stimuli contribute to the hit rate: R f F(1-R). In the exclusion
test, the participants were instructed to use the test stimulus as a cue for recall of an old stimulus,
and then make a liking judgment to a ncwly generated stimulus closely related to the recalled
stimuli. That is, the participants were told to cxcludc old stimuli and to make judgments to new
stimuli. ln this condition, the performance of the exclusion test results only from failing
recollection where the old stimulus was automatically (unconsciously) preferred because of
familiarity: F(1-R). Thus, the difference bctwcen the inclusion (trying to use old stimuli) and
cxclusion ( trying not to usc old stimuli) tcsts providcs a mcasurc of the probability R of
recollection. Participants were informed to press "Y" if their judgment were "old" or "like", or to
press "N" if their judgment were "new" or "don't like". Thcy were told to respond as fast as they
could, but response times were not recorded.
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2.3.4 Indices
A non-parametric signal-detection analysis model was used here to calculate the sensitivity
discrimination index (A') for each test. The non-parametric model does not require a normal
distribution assumption for population data, as parametric signal-detection analysis requires
(Snodgrass and Corwin, 1988). lt eliminates the base rate problem of the design by subtracting the
individual basc rates from thc corresponding hit rates to obtain relativc values (e.g. A') for
comparisons. The hit rate ( H) was defined as the conditional probability of responding "yes" given
an old stimulus. A base ratc which was also called falsc alarm rate (FA) was defined as the
conditional probability of responding "yes" to a ncw stimulus. Thc sensitivity index (A') was
computed as follows:
For H FA, A' - O.S t[(H-FA)(1fH-FA)]~[4H(1-FA)]
H ~ FA, A' - O.S -[(FA-H)(1fFA-H)]~[4FA(I-H)]
2.4 Results
Thc dala wcrc analyicd using non-paramctric signal-dctcction paramctcrs mcasuring
sensitivitics (A') (Snodgrass and Corwin, 1988). For participants' sensitivities to attended stimuli,
recognition was greater than chance level (M-0.66, t-S.33, p~O.OS), while liking was at chance
level (M-0.S4, t-.1 S8, p~O.OS). For participants' sensitivities to unattended stimuli, recognition
was at chance level (M-0.S6, t-1.62, p~O.OS), but liking was above chance level (M-0.S7, t-2.S4,
p ~O.OS).
Thc inclusion tcst of rccognition is likc a standard tcst of cucd recall with instructions to
guess when recollection fails (Jacoby, Begg and Toth, 1997). The inclusion test for recognition has
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the same formula as the recognition test (Yonelinas, 1994). Recognition (or inclusion) is R f F(1-
R). Thus, the inclusion test for recognition and the recognition test are interchangeable.
The inclusion and exclusion tests are constructed based on the process dissociation
procedure (PDP). For the atteneicd condition, both inclusion and exclusion are above chance level:
M(inclusion)-0.68, t-6.84, p~.05; M(exclusion)-0.57, t-2.35, p~0.05. For unattended condition,
both inclusion and exclusion are at chance Ievel: M(inclusion)-0.55, t-1.32, p~0.05;
M(exclusion)-0.55, t-1.50, p~0.05 (Sec table 1).
To calculate the recollcction (R) and familiarity (F) of the recognition test, the PDP
equations are applied: R- Inclusion (or recognition) - Exclusion, and F- Exclusion~(1-R). The
familiarity (F) of recognition for the attended condition is 0.64 and is above chance level. If the
familiarity (F) of recognition for the attendcd condition should have been equal to zero, the
exclusion must have becn equal to zero, bccause Exclusion - F(1-R). This is contrary to the result
that the exclusion is above chance level.
The familiarity (F) of recognition for the unattended condition is 0.55, which is at chance
IeveL If F should have been above chance level, and recollection (R) of recognition equal to zero,
recognition must have been above chance level, because Recognition - R} F(1-R). This is
contrary to the result that recognition was at cliance Ievel for the unattended condition. Therefore,
the familiarity of recognition in the attended condition is greater than the familiarity of recognition
in the unattended condition (0.64 ~ 0.55). Thc rccollcction of recognition in the attended condition
is .I 1, which must also be above chance level, and in the unattended condition is 0.00. See table 1
for a summary of these results. ~
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Ta 1










Recollection . I 1 ~`~` .00
Familiarity .64~` .55
~` indicate significance levels of p~0.05 (different from chance level: 0.50)
~`~` indicates significance levels of p~0.05 (different from chance level: 0.00)
2.5 Discussion
A number of topics arc central to the discussion: (a) the mere-cxposure effect and the
divided attention procedure; (b) the prerequisite of stimulus novelty before the experiment; (c) The
result that recognition, and especially the familiarity component, inhibits the mere-exposure effect;
(d) the similarity of inclusion and recognition tcsts.
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2.5.1 Mere-exposure effect and the divided attention procedure
With the above analysis, we observed the mere-exposure effect in the unattended condition,
i.c., the unattendcd exposure of stimuli in the study phasc resulted in increascd liking of thc stimuli.
At the same time, stimulus recognition was at chance level in the unattended condition. This is a
replication of Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc's (1980) results, but this timc using a new divided-attention
method.
The purpose of the divided-attcntion procedure is the same as thc traditional exposure
procedure, namely, to attenuatc the participants' recognition to the stimuli as to observe their
performance on liking (affect) tcsts. According to Kihlstrom (1987), the difference between the two
is that the traditional procedurc cmploys very brief exposures of stimuli and the divided-attention
procedure employs longer exposures of stimuli, although the exposures are not attended to. The
dichotic listening procedure (Wilson, 1979) to investigate auditory mere-exposure effects and the
divided-attention procedure have the same undcrlying idea to create an unattended condition. The
divided-attention procedure deals with visual and not with auditory stimuli.
2.5.2 Novelty of stimuli
Concerning the mere-exposure procedure, stimuli unfamiliar to the participants before the
experiment act as a prerequisite to produce the mere-exposure effect with American participants
(Murphy, Monahan and Zajonc, 1995). However, the results of the present study show that novelty
is not a prerequisite to produce the mere-exposure effect with Chinese participants responding to
Chinesc characters. Chinese participants were familiar with the stimuli beforc the experiment, but
this did not inhibit thc mere-cxposure cffcct in thc unattcndcd condition. Howcver, it produced the
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possibility to induce a high Icvel of familiarity in the attended condilion causing satiation
(boredom) and thus inhibiting the mere-exposurc effect.
2.5.3 Theoretical explanation
ln the unattendcd condition, stimulus recognition was at chancc level and the mere-
cxposurc cffcct occurrcd. ln thc attcndcd condition, stimulus rccognition was abovc chancc Icvcl
and no mcre-exposure cffect occurred. Recognition thus inhibited the merc-exposure effect in the
attended condition. This is what we should observe according to Seamon et al. (1984) and
Bornstein (1989)'s findings that comparison of recognized versus unrecognized briefly presented
stimuli suggests that recognition may actually inhibit the mere-exposure effect. This also follows
from the two-factor model of inere-exposure effect (Stang, 1974).
Kihlstrom (1987) hypothesized that a"conscious counter-control" process might attenuate
affective responding to the stimuli. Thus, recollection of better-than-chance recognition should
inhibit the mere-exposure effect. But this was not the casc in our experiment. ln the present study,
we found that above-chance recognition in thc attended condition comprised not only recollection
but also familiarity. Recollection and familiarity are components of recognition memory and
independent processes (Jacoby, 1991; Yonclinas, 1994). Thus, it was impossible for the
recollection of above-chance recognition to counter-control familiarity, as reflected by the
recognition or liking tests, in order to climinatc thc mcrc-exposure effect. In fact, if stimulus
recognition is above chance Icvcl, a high levcl of familiarity of the recognition is large enough to
produce satiation, and this satiation leads to thc inhibition of the mere-exposure effect.
In the attended condition of thc present study, recognition was above chance level. The
familiarity computed by the PDP was 0.64, which is also above chance Ievel. This is strong enough
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to producc satiation. In the unattcndcd condition, rccognition was at chancc Icvel. Thc familiarity
of stimulus recognition computed by the PDP was 0.55, which is not significantly different from
chance Ievel. Thus, the liking test was not influcnced by the familiarity of recognition and could
successfully reflect the mcre-cxposure effect. In this case, as the two-factor model predicts, the
habituation (learning) factor works that enhances the mere-exposure effect. As predicted, the
familiarity of rccognition in thc attcndcd condition is largcr than in thc unattcndcd condition, in
order to activatc the satiation làctor to produce inhibition. We did indced obtain the predicted
outcome that familiarity in the attended condition (0.64) is above chance level and is larger than in
the unattended condition (0.55), which is at chance Icvel.
Thus, recognition may inhibit the mere-exposure effect, as the two-factor model predicts.
Furthermore, we assumed that familiarity and not recollection of the recognition inhibits the mere-
exposure effect. This hypothesis was confirmed. This can also be understood from common sense.
Since the Chinese participants were familiar with Chinese characters before the experiment, it is
easy for thc satiation (boredom) of the participants to occur when they studied the familiar stimuli
with full attention. Their boredom leads to thc poor liking of thc stimuli in the attended condition.
Thus, the mere-exposure effect was inhibited ín the attended condition.
2.5.4 Similarity of inclusion and recognition tcsts
A prerequisite for computing thc recollcction and familiarity of recognition memory by the
process dissociation procedurc (PDP) is that the underlying processes of recognition and the
inclusion tests for recognition arc identical. Regarding the inclusion test for cued recall, Jacoby et
aL (1993)'s formula is: Inclusion - R f A( I-R). Rcgarding the recognition test, Yonelinas (1994)'s
formula is: Recognition - R} F- R~`F - R-~ F(1-R). The inclusion test and the recognition test are
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thus identicaL Both encourage participants to use familiarity to make a judgment when recollection
fails. From the present study it is evident that recognition and inclusion are not dissociated. For the
attended condition, the inclusion and recognition sensitivities were similar and both were above
chance level. For the unattended condition, both inclusion and recognition were at chance level.
Thus, there was no evidence of a difference between inclusion and recognition tests.
2.5.5 Other considerations
Implicit memory is non-intentional, non-conscious retricval of previously acquired
information and is demonstrated by enhanced performance on tests that do not require conscious
rccollection of thc past. Explicit mcmory, on thc othcr hand, rcquires intentional, conscious
recollection of the past (Schacter et al., I 989, I 991). According to Schacter et al. (1989)'s retrieval
intentionality criterion, the mere-exposure procedure satisfies both conditions of the criterion and
can be used to make inferences about implicit and explicit memory (Seamon et al., 1995; Ye,
1994). The liking tests for Chinese characters and for possiblclimpossible objects used in Seamon
et aL's (1995) experiments may be regarded as implicit-memory tests. A number of studies were
carried out on this basis (Seamon et al., 1995; Yang and Ye, 1994, 1995).
Thc likíng test for Chinese characters, here uscd as implicit-memory test, measured the
primary affective reaction (PAR), regarded as the first affective response to stimuli (Van Raaij,
1984, 1989). PAR is measured with thc liking tcst rcquiring participants to makc a quick liking
(yes~no) judgment according to their first impression of the stimuli. According to the definition of
implicit memory, PAR process reflects implicit memory that was demonstrated by an enhanced
performance of the liking test that does not require conscious recollection of the stimuli.
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A distinction was madc bctween PAR tests and PAR process. PAR process can be regarded
as a pure implicit memory process estimated with the process dissociation procedure or the
maximum likelihood estimation (See Chapter 4 for the method). The PAR test is regarded as an
implicit memory (indirect) test. The PAR test, in contrast to the recognition test, is intended to
measure the PAR process following thc traditional implicit memory research paradigm.
Some researchers are interested whether the liking test intended to measure PAR is
conscious or unconscious. Murphy et al. (1995) suggested that PAR may occur relatively early in
thc information-processing scqucnce, but some sort of cognitive elaboration and arousal attribution
may be required to define which specific emotion will ultimately emerge. This implies that the
PAR test might have conscious components. Furthermore, Vanhuele (1994) argued that, even if
recognition is at chance level, perfect chance recognition does not exclude the possibility of a
perfect dependence of affect on recognition, namely, even the liking test intended to measure PAR
must have conscious components. However, in the present study PAR (liking) test reflected totally
unconscious information in the unattended condition. Recollection (R) in the unattended condition
computed by the PDP was zero, but PAR (liking) test performance was greater than chance.
The mere-exposure effect is an effect on increased liking (PAR) of stimuli. It seems that the
mere-exposure effect is the observed phenomenon, but PAR is the underlying factor causing the
mere exposure effect. There are other tasks that show improvement after brief stimulus
confrontations, which are related to the mere-exposure effect. Apart from liking or preference,
these tasks are: casier perception of stimuli (perceptual fluency), easier naming or categorization of
stimuli, increased perceived truth of (trivia) statements, and increased (false) fame of persons.
These tasks are also influenced by brief exposures without conscious recollection.
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2.6 Conclusions and practical implications
This study shows that a high level of familiarity of above-chance recognition inhibits affect
formation toward the stimulus in the attendcd condition. In the unattended condition, however,
familiarity does not inhibit affect formation toward the stimulus. This implies that familiarity
counteracts affect formation, to a certain extent. Our liking of objects that become too familiar to
us, seems to decline. The reason for this may be satiation and borcdom with the stimulus, as the
two-factor model of inere-exposure effccts predicts. Or the reason may be people's need for variety
and novel stimuli. Food products are an examplc of variety seeking, because people don't like the
same food every day. The results of the present study suggcst that this inhibition to food preference
occur when people become aware that they regularly eat the same food. A high level of familiarity
to specific food items accompanied by this awarcness inhibits a further choice of the same food. It
might not occur when people are not aware that they have the same food every day, for instance, a
glass of orangc juicc at cvcry brcakfast.
Unattended confrontation (peripheral route or low involvement, see Petty and Cacioppo,
1986) with stimuli occurs frequently in daily lifc, e.g., incidental confrontations with persons,
products, advertisements, brands, logos, and trademarks. This is due to the information overload we
are daily confronted with. Although no (conscious) effects may occur in terms of increased
familiarity and awareness, nevertheless liking of and preference for the stimuli might increase
unconsciously. Our results suggest that, if stimulus familiarity excecds a certaín level, affect will
dccreasc.
A point of exposurc for a maximum Icvcl of primary affcct (invcrtcd-U curvc) cc~~ld
possibly bc establishcd for advcrtising and othcr stimuli. E3cforc rcaching this point, thc stimulus is
attractivic enough to create an increase in affect ("wcar-in"). After reaching this point, a"wear-out"
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proccss sccros to start with a dccrcasing Icvcl ol' al'Ièct I~r thc stimulus. Scc Appcl (1971) for a
discussion of the wear-out of advertising, although Appel's definition of wear-out is not uniquely
related to affect only.
Another implication of the present study and research on implicit memory in general is that
the effects of advertising and other communication messages may be broader than is often
assumed. There are morc and other advertising effects than can be assessed with explicit recall and
recognition tests. Advertising agencies could thus argue that less of the advertising budget is
wasted than often has bcen assumed in the past. Measured advertising effects often relate only to
conscious (attended) awareness, i.e., the cognitive effects of recognition, recall, and cued (aided)
recall. These effects relate to explicit memory. For unattended or less attended (peripheral route)
advertising stimuli, (affective) liking effects may occur. Apart from liking, other possible effects of
unattended conditions are improved task performance, perceptual fluency, and false fame. All these
effects do not require conscious recollection of previously exposed-to stimuli. These effects relate
to implicit memory. These effects are seldom measured andlor taken into account as "real"
advertising effects. Our suggestion and advice is to consider both conscious (explicit memory) and
unconscious (implicit memory) effects of advertising.
The implicit-memory effects of advertising and other communication messages are possibly
Icss strong than the explicit-memory cffects. Morc confrontations are needed for a conscious,
explicit-memory effect. Implicit-memory effects are considered a fruitful starting point for further
communications. Implicit-memory effects may also be a starting window and filter for positively
biased information processing. PAR acts then as a perceptual frame for selecting positive aspects of
stimuli.
Another cffect of implicit memory may be a bias in future information processing. This is
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not tested in thc experiment, and may thus only be proposed as a hypothesis for further research.
Brand liking may bias further information processing into a positive direction.
This study is a first step to investigate the unconscious PAR component of the advertising
effect. As far as we know, this is the first study to employ PDP as a recent progress in implicit-
memory research in the framework of consumer information processing. A series of studies will
follow which will deepen our undcrstanding of the contributions of implicit memory and PAR to
the effects of briefly attendcd confrontations with brand names, advertising and other marketing-
communication messages.
2.7 Summary
Thc mere-exposure effect is the formation of a positive affective reaction to repeated or
single exposure to a stimulus, even in the absence of awareness. The mere-exposure effect indicates
that communication effects go beyond "explicit memory", measured with the traditional measures
of (aided) recall and recognition. "Implicit memory" indicates latent communication effects, e.g.,
liking, for persons exposed to particular stimuli, and are absent with persons that are not exposed to
these stimuli. The mere exposure effect in the absence of awareness may represent implicit
memory.
In this study, the mere-exposure effect is obscrved by using a new type of divided-attention
method with Chinese participants responding to Chinese characters. The prediction by the two-
factor model of inere-exposure effect is confirmed. Recognition ("explicit memory") may inhibit
the mere-exposure effect. Recognition memory is a dual process with two aspects: recollection and
familiarity. Employing the process dissociation procedure (Jacoby, 1991), it is found that
familiarity of better-than-chance recognition is greater than that of chance recognition. It is the high
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level of familiarity and not rccollection of above-chance rccognition that inhibits the mere-
exposure effect.
The implications of thcse findings are that a high level of familiarity inhibits the primary
affective reaction and "replaces" this reaction with a more conscious and cognitive evaluation.
With the two-factor model, with wear-in (habituation) and wear-out (satiation) factors, the optimal
level of exposure may be determined in order to increase the affective reaction. The study shows
the robustness of the mere-exposure effect, also for familiar stimuli.
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Imagine the following scenario. An investor is going to make a decision not to
continue investment in cither company A or B. She is the president of the company A,
while she has littlc relationship with company B. Assuming the other conditions for the
two investment options are the same, is shc going to use the same criteria to make
decisions? Assuming she says 'ycs' to hersclf and others, are these decision criteria
reported by herself actually reflecting the real criteria for making the decisions? Our
answer is 'no', because her actual decision criterion is based on the elaboration likelihood
(self-referencing or attention) to the companics. The investors' self-reported decision
criteria are unconscious. The decisions are made without the awareness of the actual
decision criteria.
An unconscious decision criterion refers to the self-reported decision criterion
(response bias) which occurs without the awarencss of the actual decision criterion. The
objective decision criterion is dependent on the elaboration likelihood (degrees of
attention or self-referencing) to the targets.
Reporting judgement criteria on rating targets may be affected by various
determinants, such as awareness of actual decision criteria, specific targets, comparison
with historical targets, judges' mood and pressure, etc. Therefore, the self-reported
decision criteria may not reflect the actual decision criteria. The current study is focused
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on the discrepancy between the self-reported and actual (objective) decision criteria. The
discrepancy suggests that the subjective (self-reported) decision criterion will not be
consciously reported, because of the unawareness of the actual (objective) decision
criterion.
The objective decision criterion refers to the actual decision criterion, measured
by objective index such as response bias (B") from Signal Detection Theory (Green and
Swets, 1966). Inference based on the findings from thc following experiments extends
the meaning of the objective decision criteria. This suggests that objective decision
criteria could be different for different levels of attention to the advertising judgements.
There are two studies reported in this chapter. From study 1 it may be concluded
that judgements made in a high-involvement (attention) situation have a strict objective
decision criterion, whereas judgements made in a low-involvement (unattended) situation
arc associatcd with a morc libcral objcctivc dccision criterion. In study 2, it is
investigated which impact subjective decision criteria have on judgements made on the
ratings about twelve qucstions. Some of the twclvc questions are self-referencing, but
others are not. Based on the fact that self-referencing may induce more attention which
results in strict decision criteria, it is inferred that different levels of decision criteria exist
for rating the advertising questions. However, the subjective decision criteria reported by
the participants may not reflect this effect, as was revealed by statistical analysis. A
discrcpancy bctwccn thc objcctivc and subjcctivc dccision critcria was discovcrcd. It was
argucd that thc natures o(~ thc ohjcctivc ancl subjcctivc dccision critcria crcatcd thc
discrepancy. The objective decision critcria are itcro specific, while the subjective
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decision criteria referred by the present article are overt (average) self-reported
responses.
3.2 Study l: Attention and decision criteria
3.2.1 Elaboration Likelihood Mode)
The Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) states that the degree and nature of the
thinking that a person docs about a persuasive message (such as an advertisement) has an
important influence on the kind of persuasion that occurs (Petty, Cacioppo, Strathman,
and Priester, 1994). According to the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM), the "central
route" to persuasion represcnts the process involvcd when elaboration likelihood is high,
and the "peripheral route" typifies the proccsses operative when elaboration likelihood is
low. These routes represent positions on a continuum ranging from high to low
elaboration likelihood (Cacioppo and Petty, 1984, 1985).
3.2.2 Indicators of elaboration likclihood
Attcnded stimuli are in a high-involvement situation. When the condition fosters
people's motivation and ability to engage issuc-rclevant thinking, the elaboration is likely
to be high. This means that pcoplc arc likcly to attend to the message and process
information (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986). Howcver, unattended stimuli are in a low-
involvement situation.
To assess the extent of elaboration of consumers, several procedures may be used.
The first is to ask people how much effort they expend in processing the message. The
second is the thought-listing technique devcloped by Brock (1961) and Greenwald
(1968). The third is the psychophysiological method measuring arousal (Cacioppo and
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Petty, 1981). Thc fourth is based on the manipulation of inessage argument quality in
order to manipulate the degree of subject elaboration (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986).
A new procedure is proposed here to assess the extent of elaboration likelihood,
which is thc response bias of the Signal-Detection Theory (SDT) (Green and Swets,
1966). In SDT, the detection ofa signal from a background of noise is modeled.
The new approach is a post-experimental measure by analyzing the responses of
thc participants. The indicator we used in this study is the decision criterion (or say,
response bias) index (B") from non-parametric signal-detection analysis (Grier, 1971;
Snodgrass and Corwin, 1988). Note that B" is one of thc response bias indices of SDT.
It is a called post-experimental measure because this decision criterion is
computed on the basis of the participants' responses. This is a significant advantage
compared with the methods of rcporting the elaboration likelihood before the message
exposure. Non-parametric signal-detection analysis is used here instead of parametric
SDT. This is to avoid thc frequcntly criticized assumption of the normal distribution of
the data for parametric SDT.
The applícation of signal-detection analysis to consumer research has been
introduced to advertising research (Tashchian, White, and Pak, 1988). The advantages lie
in the two objective measures, the first for the sensitivity to detect signals from a mixture
of signals and noises, and the other for indicating the participant's decision critcrion
(response bias) to regard a stimulus a signal while it may be a rcal signal or noise.
Non-parametric signal-dctection analysis was used to calculate the decision
criterion (responsc bias B") and scnsitivity indcx (A') for each test. The non-parametric
model does not require a normal distribution assumption of data, whereas parametric
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signal-detection analysis requires a normal distribution (Snodgrass and Corwin, 1988).
Thc hit ratc (H) is defincd as the conditional probability of responding 'yes' to an
attended (old) stimulus. The false alarm rate (FA) is defined as the conditional
probability of responding 'yes' to an unattended (new) stimulus. The decision criterion
(B") and the sensitivity index (A') are computed as follows:
For H ~(-) FA, B" -[H( I-H)-FA( l-FA)]~[H(1-H)fFA(1-FA)]
H ~ FA, B" -[FA(1-FA)-H(1-H)]I[FA( l-FA)fH(1-H)]
Thc dccision critcrion B" rcprescnts thc participant's responsc bias whcn hc or shc
says y~ (or like) to a stimulus. A high B" indicatcs a morc conservative (strict) decision
criterion of the participant, whereas a low B" means a more liberal decision criterion
(Snodgrass and Corwin, 1988). The decision criterion is closely related to the
participants' motivation. High motivation is accompanied by a more conservative (strict)
decision criterion B". Low motivation is accompanied by a less conservative and more
liberal decision criterion. Thus, it is assumed that a high score on the decision criterion
(B") indicates a high level of claboration likelihood (i.c., central routc) and a low score
on the decision criterion (B") indicatcs a low Icvcl of elaboration likelihood (i.e.,
peripheral route).
To test this hypothesis, attended and unattended experimental conditions were
created in order to manipulate the central and peripheral routes of information
processing. The levels of B" represented participants' response bias when confronted with
the stimuli under these conditions.
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According to Petty and Cacioppo (1986), if the elaboration likelihood is high,
people are more likely to attend to the message, and to attempt to access relevant
associations and images. Therefore, ín an "attended" conditíon (we may produce such a
condition by asking participants to attcnd to a spccific targct stimulus), the claboration
likclihood will bc highcr than in an "unattcndcd" condition. Thc attcndcd condition
represents the central route of persuasion, whcrcas the unattended condition represents
the peripheral route. Thercfore, our hypothesis can be stated as follows:
H 1: The decision critcrion (B") of the attended condition (central route) is higher
(more conservativc) than that of thc unattendcd condition (peripheral route).
If this hypothesis cannot bc rejectcd, the decision critcrion B" could be regarded
as an indicator of elaboration likelihood in the cases of attended (central route) and
unattended (peripheral route) exposures, with high B" rcpresenting the central route and
low B" representing the peripheral route. B" is a continuous variable and thus represents
the continuum from peripheral to central route processing. To generalize, we assume the
indicator may be applied to all other central and peripheral routes generated by different
manipulations.
3.2.3 Participants and dcsign
48 Dutch undergraduate and Ph.D. candidatcs at Erasmus Univcrsity Rotterdam
participated in the experiment. They participated in four tests (A, B, C, D) under one of
the following three exposure-duration conditions: 0.5-s, 1-s and 2-s.
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16 participants were thus allocated to one condition.
The experimental design was a 2 (attention: attended vs. unattended) ~` 4(test: A
vs. B vs. C vs. D) ~` 3 (duration: 0.5-s vs. 1-s vs. 2-s) mixed factorial design with attention
and test as within-subjects factors, and duration as a between-subjects factor. Test A is a
recognition test for the attended condition. Test B is a liking judgment test for the
attcndcd condition. Tcst C is a rccognition tcst for thc unattendcd condition. Tcst D is a
liking judgmcnt test for thc unattended condition. Each participant participated in all four
tests.
3.2.4 Stimuli
Pilot studies were carried out to randomly select a list of 80 novel or unfamiliar
and moderately attractive brand names from a Dutch book cntitled Levensmiddelen
Almanak 1993, containing brand names of fast-moving consumer goods sold in
supermarkets. First, 101 brand names were randomly sclected from this book according
to alphabetical order. 20 undergraduate students at Erasmus University were asked to rate
the familiarity and attractiveness of each brand name on a four-point scale. With regard
to familiarity, the top 16 most familiar brand names were excluded from the list, because
over half of the students rated thesc as familiar brand names. Regarding the attractiveness
rating, five extremely attractive and unattractive brand names were also excluded from
the list (85 brand names) to eliminate the interference of pre-experimental attractiveness
toward brand names. This interference was also eliminated by using the sensitivity index
of non-parametric signal-detection theory in the later analysis (Snodgrass 8c Corwin,
1988). Thus, we obtained a list of 80 unfamiliar and moderately attractive brand names.
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The partícipants wcre exposed to brand names, first in a study phase and then in
four test phases. Twenty pairs of brand names for the study phase were randomly
selected from the list of 80 brand names. Of cach pair of brand namcs, one brand name,
printed in red, was presented in the center of the monitor screen, and the other brand
name, printed in blue, was presented to the Icft of the center of the screen. In the study
phase, participants were instructed to memorize the red brand names. Thus, the red brand
names were attended to and the blue brand names were unattended to.
All brand names presented in the tests were in black color which is neither
consistent with the red nor the blue brand names of the study phase. The context effect of
color was thus controlled for (Tulving and Thompson, 1973; Murnane and Mathews,
1995). Half of the attended brand names were randomly assigned to thc right side of the
scrcen and half were on the left side of the screen in order to eliminate spatial
interference.
Each type of test (A, B, C, D) comprised of 20 brand names with 10 "old" (prior
exposed) brand names from the studied set and 10 new brand names from the rest of the
list of 80 brand names. With regard to the attended condition, half of the 20 test brand
names wcre selected randomly from thc 20 attendcd ("red") brand namcs presented in the
study phasc. Thc other half was sclcctcd from thc rest of thc list, to which thc participants
were not exposed during the study phasc. Regarding the unattended condition, half of the
20 test brand names were randomly selected from the 20 unattended ("blue") brand
names of thc study phase and the other half wcre new brand names from the list that the
participants did not contact in the study phase.
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3.2.5 Procedure
Terminals with color monitors were used to present the stimuli. Each terminal
was used by one participant. One to five participants attended the experiments at the
same time and their responses were transferred from the terminals to the central computer
after the experiment. The central computer controlled the starting time of the study phase
and each test (A, B, C, D) for all terminals. Thc tcrminals wcre set in a large laboratory
room and were separated by facing opposite directions. Thus the interference between
participants was controlled for and minimized. The four tests lasted 10 to 15 minutes for
each participant.
In the study phase of the cxperiment, 20 pairs of brand names, one printed in red
and the other in blue for each pair, were presented for 0.5-s, 1-s or 2-s. For each pair of
brand names, the red one was the attended stimulus and the blue one was the unattended
stimulus. The participants were instructed to try to memorize the brand names printed in
red.
In the test phase of the experiment, the participants attended to four tests
following a Latin-square-design sequence. In each test, 20 brand names were presented.
Each brand name was presented for 1000 ms. The participants were instructed to make a
judgment immediately after each brand name disappcared. When the participant pressed
a key, another brand name was immediatcly presented. After the four tests were done,
responses were automatically transferred to the central computer.
The instructions for the study phase were identical for all participants, but the
instructions for the different tests varied. In the recognition test, participants were
instructcd to make oldlnew judgments to the test stimuli. Old stimuli are stimuli they
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thought to have contacted in the study phase. New stimuli are stimuli they thought not to
have contacted in the study phase. In the liking judgment test, participants were
instructed to make a quick liking (like~don't like) judgment to the stimulus according to
their first impression.
All participants were instructed to press ' 1' i f their judgments were 'old' or 'like',
or to press '2' if thcir judgments wcrc 'ncw' or 'don't likc' on the small keyboard. They
wcrc told to respond as fast as possible, although response times were not recorded. This
procedure was implemented in other experiments as well (Ye and van Raaij, 1997).
3.2.6 Result for decision criteria (B")
The decision criterion (response bias) for each test is computed and given in table
1. A 3~`2~`2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) with duration, attention and test as factors
revealed significant main effects for the attention factor {F(1,180) - 14.85, p~0.00} and
for the test factor {F(1,180) - 38.44, p~0.00}. No significant effects are found for the
duration factor and for any of thc interactions.
For the recognition judgments, three scparate t-tcsts were computed between
attended and unattended conditions for each duration. For the 0.5-s duration: t(15) - 2.16,
p~0.05. For the 1-s duration: t(15) - 2.74, p~0.05. And for thc 2-s duration: t(15) - 0.66,
p~0.05. Both in the 0.5-s and the I-s duration conditions, the B" of the attended condition
is significantly larger than the B" of the unattended condition.
For the liking judgments, three separatc t-tests wcre computed between attended
and unattended conditions for each duration (0.5-s, 1-s, 2-s). For the 0.5-s duration: t( I S)
- 1.50, p- 0.154. For the 1-s duration: t(15) - I.19, p- 0.25 I. And for the 2-s duration:
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t( I S) - 2.22, p~0.05. Only in thc 2-s duration condition, thc B" of thc attcndcd condition
is significantly largcr than thc B" of lhe unattcndcd condition.
Ta I 1 Decision criteria (B") of recognition and liking judgments
Recognition Liking-(PAR)
attended unattendcd attcnded unattended
ABtR UBcR ABtP UBcP
0.5-s .41 ~ .26 .2 I .14
1-s .46~ .20 .20 .13
2-s .37 .32 .32~ .13
Note: Asterisks indicate the "attended" values that are significantly larger than the
corresponding unattended values (p~0.05)
Thesc results show that one and only one of the decision criteria of cither
recognition or liking judgments for thc attended condition (central route) is largcr than
the cortesponding unattended condition (peripheral route) across different presentation
durations.
3.2.7 Discussion for the indicator of elaboration likelihood
We hypothesized that the decision criterion (B") of the attended condition (central
route) inust bc larger (more conservativc) than the B" of the unattended condition
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(peripheral route) for either recognition or liking (PAR) judgment. The hypothesis was
verified by the result that H l was valid in one and only one of the decision processes of
recognition and liking judgments within the samc cxposure duration. Therefore, we
conclude that thc ccntral route is accompanied with a conservative (strict) decision
criterion, and that the peripheral routc is accompanied with a liberal (less strict) decision
criterion. Furthermore, as the decision criterion (B") varies on a continuum and a certain
level of elaboration likelihood was also assumed to be a position on a continuum
(Cacioppo and Petty, 1985), it is reasonable to assume that B" can be an indicator for the
degree of elaboration likelihood. A large B" indicates a higher level of elaboration
likclihood, which is similar to following the ccntral routc. A small B" indicates a lower
levcl of elaboration likelihood, which is similar to following the peripheral route.
We propose the decision criterion B" as a new indicator of elaboration likelihood.
Compared with the other four procedures (see section 3.2.2), the advantage of this
indicator is its objective charactcristic. For instancc, if we manipulate the elaboration
likelihood before the message exposure, this is a subjective determination of elaboration
likelihood, and we are never ccrtain how thc elaboration likelihood of the different
manipulations will be. Actually, we lack a rcasonable scale to measure the elaboration
likelihood distance between thesc routes, which reduces the comparability of the results
of different studics. By using thc decision critcrion B" from non-parametric signal-
detection analysis, we obtain an objcctivc indicator for each manipulation of elaboration
likelihood. We then know the positions of the manipulations on the elaboration
likelihood continuum.
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It was found and replicatcd hcrc that thc altcndcd stimuli wcrc accompanicd with
slrict dccision critcria, and unattcndcd stimuli arc accompanicd with libcral dccision
criteria (Yang and Ye, 1994, 1995: Ye, 1994). Therefore, high involvement is
accompanied with strict decision criteria. Low involvement is accompanied with more
liberal decision criteria. This make sense in real world, for instance, if you are to decide
to buy a car or a pencil, decision criteria is more strict for buying a car (high-involvement
condition) which may takc you more time to make a dccision, than buying a pencil (low-
involvement condition).
3.3 Study 11: Discrepancy between two kinds of decision criteria
3.3.1 Hypotheses
Burnkrant and Unnava (1995) examined the implications of self-referencing for
persuasion. They found that increasing self-referencing increases message elaboration
and can increase persuasion when messagc arguments are strong.
Employing the elaboration likelihood model, it is expccted that increasing self-
referencing actually increases the elaboration likelihood. Therefore, self-referencing
would induce a high-involvement situation.
Study 1 suggested that thc objective decision criterion for the high-involvement
situation was stricter than that of the low-involvement situation. Thus self-referencing
situation will be accompanied with a strict decision criterion, while the situation without
self-referencing will be accompanied with a more liberal decision criterion.
As we assume that the subjective decision criteria, reported by the respondents,
cannot aff'cct the advertising judgemcnts. The following hypothesis was stated:
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Ht: If there is no main effect for thc self-reported decision critcrion of rating lhc
questions, the self-reported (subjective) decision criterion cannot discriminate the
ratings on the advertising questions.
If MANOVA shows no subjective criterion effect for self-reported decision
criteria (conservative~liberal) on the 12 dependent variables (advertising attitude), it
would suggest that subjective criteria could not discriminate between the ratings on the
dependent variables.
However, assuming that objective dccision critcria can be functioning in the
advertising judgements, different levels of objective decision criteria, designed as and
represented by the self-referencing vs. non-self-referencing factors for the 12 dependent
variables, may be present for the dependent variables (advertising judgements).
Self-referencing questions can produce a high-involvement situation. Based on
the argumcnt from Study l, the critcrion should bc strict with self-referencing questions.
Thc existence of a self-referencing factor shows that the effect of actual (objective)
decision criteria for the ratings on the advcrtising yuestions. Namely, respondents'
ratings on the self-referencing advertising qucstions are associated with strict criteria,
while ratings on the non-self-referencing questions are associated with more liberal
criteria. The hypothesis is thus stated as follows:
Hz: If there is a self-referencing factor from the factor analysis to the
advertising judgements with the 12 dependcnt variables, ratings on the advertising
qucstions arc discriminatcd by objcctivc dccision critcria.
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As we assumed that manipulating subjective decision criteria could not affect the
advcrtising judgcments, combining H1 and HZ, we propose the following hypothesis:
H,: If both H, and HZ hold, there is a discrepancy between the objective and self-
reported decision critcria.
H1 suggests that scll-reported decision criteria cannot reilect the actual objective
decision criteria for the ratings of advertising questions.
3.3.2 Method
Twclve questions serve as dependent variables. Each of the twelve questions are
labcled with a name:
Question 1-EFF(T 1: efficicnt), Question2-ATT(T2: attract),
Qucstion3-P(T3: cxposurc), Qucstion4-PRO(T4: promising),
Question5-DES(T5: design), Question6-MON(T6: money),
Question7-LIK(T7: like), Question8(T8: history exposure),
Question9-DIR(T9: direct), Questionl0-IMP(T10: impact),
Question 1 l-BUY(T 11: buy), Question 12-CON(T 12: consumption).
120 subjects rated these questions, but the data of four of them were deleted
becausc of missing responses for some of the qucstions. For thc twelve questions, sec the
appcndix of thc chaptcr.
Thc twclvc qucstions may bc rcgardcd as twclvc dcpcndcnl variablcs for
multivariate analysis. These are all interval variables. The 7-point scale is a metric scale.
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The distance between any adjacent two points is equal to 1. Two independent variables of
the design are gender (male vs. female) and self-reported decision criteria (SRDC), with
three levels: conservative, moderate, and liberal.
The initial analysis contains computing correlation coefficients between the
twelve variables and a test of the distributions or outliers for the variables. Tl to T12
stand for thc twclvc qucstions (variablcs) of thc qucstionnairc. The twclve questions are
designed on purpose. TI to T4 are related to channcl (printlTV) preference. TS to T8 are
related to history (pastlcurrcnt) contrast. T9 to T I 2 are related to personal issues, which
are designed as self-refercncing questions. The other questions are designed as non-self-
relevant.
The multivariate outliers were examined by using Mahalanobis distance. The
critical value of the chi-square for degrees of freedom equal to 9 is 27.88. There is no
casc whose Mahalanobis distance exceeds the criticaf value. The largest Mahalanobis
distance for all the cases is 24.07 for case 32 that did not excecd the critical value.
3.3.3 Multivariatc Analysis of Variancc (MANOVA)
The alpha level was set to be 0.25 to increase thc chance of obtaining significant
discriminant functions for the 12 dependent variables (DVS).
One of the assumptions of MANOVA is that variance-covariance matrices with
each cell of the design are samplcd from the same population variance-covariance matrix
and can be reasonably be pooled to create a single estimate of error. The Box's M test is
cmployed to tcst thc homosccdasticity of thcsc matriccs. Thc tcst result is that Box's M
equals 385.02, F with 234 df is I.10, p ~ 0.15. Chi-squarc with 234 df is 2"1~.~7, p-0.í04.
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This means the null hypothesis of the Box's M test is retained, i.e., there is
homoscedasticity in these matrices.
Unequal N's mcans the nonorthogonality of thc design matrix. The ccll sizcs of
the present survey are not equal. For the between subject variables, gender [male (M) vs.
female (F)] and three degrees of self-reported decision criteria [conservative (C1) vs.
moderate (C2) vs. liberal (C3)] produced six cells, i.c., MC 1(12), MC2(31), MC3(13),
FC I(14), FC2(34), FC3( I 2). Thc numbers in thc parentheses arc thc sizes of the cells.
Sincc only cqual ccll sizcs can guarantcc thc robustncss of thc significance tcst. In the
present survey, there is no robustness bccause of the nonorthogonality. Nonorthogonality
may be a problem if the Box's M test is significant. Fortunately, the Box's M test is not
significant which suggests the homoscedasticity. Thus, the variance-covariance matrices
can be pooled correctly.
The following contrasts for the gender by SRDC (self-reported decision criteria)
interaction have been tested. First, the multivariate test for the significance of the
interaction. Results show that thcre was no significant effect of interaction and no
significant discriminant function at Ievel alpha (0.25). Second, the first parameter of the
interaction is not significant, but there is onc significant discriminant function at the level
alpha. Third, the second parameter of the interaction is also not significant. There is no
significant discriminant function as well. The second parameter is the second contrast of
the interaction effect.
The contrasts for the SRDC effect are tested as follows: (1) No significance for
the multivariate test. There was one significant discriminant function at the alpha level.
(2) The first parameter of SRDC (linear componcnt) effect is tcstcd and is not significant.
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There is also no discriminant function at the alpha level. (3) The second parameter of
SRDC effect (the quadratic component) is not significant. There is one significant
discriminant function at the alpha level.
The contrasts for the gender effect arc also tested. There is only one degree of
freedom of gender. So there is only one contrast for the linear component of gender to be
tested. Results show no significance for the gender variable. There is also no significant
canonical discriminant function at the alpha level.
To summarize, there are no significant interactions, and no significant main
effects for gender and self-reported decision criteria on the advertising ratings.
Thcrcfore, H, is supported, that is, self-rcported decision criteria cannot discriminate
bctwcen thc ratings on thc advertising qucstions.
3.3.4 Factor analysis
A factor analysis was carried out with Tl to T12 as variables. Since the twelve
variables (questions) are designed based on three topics, which are PRINTITV
preference, PASTICURRENT contrast, and the self-referencing, it is expected that there
will be self-referencing and non self-referencing factors extracted from the twelve
variables. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy shows that
KMO is 0.67. According to Kaiser (1974), the value of KMO is mediocre. The Bartlett
test of sphericity is 490.03 (p~0.001). Thus, the null hypothesis that the correlation
matrix of the variables is an identity matrix is rejected. lt is concluded that the twelve
variables are correlated and the factor analysis is feasible.
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Principal components (PC) factoring was employed as the extraction method.
Three factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 were extracted by PC extraction. See Table
2 for the factor structure matrix and the eigenvalucs and percentages of explained
variance for each factor. A principal axis factoring (PAF) was also performed. It
produccd similar result as 1'C cxtraction did.
Table 2 Communalities for twelve variables by the PC extraction
Variable Communality Factor Eigenvalue Pct. of var. Cum. pct
T 1 .52 1 3.16 26.4 26.4
T2 .69 2 2.48 20.7 47.0







T I 0 .66
T I 1 .82
T 12 .77
According to Kaiser's criterion, three factors were extracted, because the three
factors had cigenvalue grcater than or equal to I. Their eigenvalues were 3.16, 2.48, and
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1.51, respectively. This is what was expected. The assumption is thus supported that
there are thrce factors underlying the 12 variables. The factors were named after the
common nature of the qucstions groupcd by the analysis. One of them is the self-
referencing factor. The otlicr two are non self-referencing factors.
Thc factor loading of 0.36 or abovc for the twelve variables on the three factors
are shown in Tablc 3. Thc final result is the rotated factor structure matrix. In this matrix,
TI I, T12, and TIO load highly on thc factor labclcd as sclf-rcfcrcncing factor. T3, T2,
T1, T4 and T8 load highly on the factor labeled as PRINTITV preference factor. T6, T9,
T5, T8, and T7 load highly on thc factor labclcd as PASTICURRENT contrast factor.
The results of the PCA are consistent with the previous multiple regression analysis.
Both confirmed the design and assumption bcfore the analysis. There are three factors
underlying the twelve variablcs. PRINTri'V factor relates to Tl, T2, T3 and T4.
PASTICURRENT contrast factor rclates to T5, T6, T7 and T8. Self-referencing factor
relatcs to T9, T10, TI l, and T12. The distribution of the variables to the factors from the
PCA analysis is almost the same as designed except for T9 that loaded on
PAST~CURRENT factor, and not on the self-referencing factor.
If the communality of a variable is small, the residual of the variable is high,
because of the explained variance by the extractcd factors for the variable (communality)
is small. In this case, see Table 2, T7 has thc lowcst communality which means its
variance is cxplained the Icast by the three factors extracted. Thc common variance duc
to the extracted factors is less than thc total variance. The difference between the
common variance and the communality of a variable is the residual.
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Ta le Rotated factor matrix













Rcsults from both PC and PAF analyses supported HZ, that is, there is a self-
referencing factor within thc twclvc qucstions. Thesc self-referencing questions are
associated with strict decision criteria for rating the questions. While other questions are
associated with liberal decision criteria. Therefore, ratings on the advertising questions
werc discriminated by objective dccision critcria.
As both H, and HZ hold, H, is supported, namcly, the self-reported decision
criteria cannot reflect the actual objectivc dccision criteria.
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3.4 Discussion
It was concluded thc subjective decision critcria, reported by the respondents, did
not reflect the actual objective decision criteria inferred by the self-referencing factor.
This suggests that consurncrs could be unaware of the objective decision criteria so that
the sclf-rcported decision criteria become unconscious.
One of rcasons for the discrcpancy is that thc reported subjective criteria are overt
evaluation of the criteria to all qucstions, while the objective decision criterion may vary
depending on the naturc of thc questions (stimuli). Therefore, all overall (average)
evaluation to the dccision criterion should not be considered as an index to the objective
decision criterion. Nevertheless, thc nature of the stimuli, such as the self-referencing
factor cmbcddcd in thc qucstions, should bc accounting for the actual dccision critcrion
for advertising judgements. The morc the qucstion is close to involving self, the more
strict the objective decísion criteria for rating the questions will be, and vice versa.
3.5 Suggestions for practitioners
Study l suggested that the objective decision criteria were consistent with the
Icvcl of involvcmcnt of lhc situation. Study 2 found out that sclf-rcported dccision
critcria did not rcflcct thc actual objcctivc dccision critcria. Suggestions for practitioncrs
are that the elaboration likelihood levcl of sclf-rcfcrencing or attcntion is the rcal
determinant of the actual decision criterion for rating or judging targets, such as
advertisements, and performance of the personnel. On the other hand, the level of
decision criteria for judging the targets can be affected by controlling the level of self-
referencing embedded in the targcts.
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Back to the investment case in the introduction section, the investor would
unconsciously employ a strict decision criterion for discontinuing the investment for his
(her) own company (A), while a liberal decision criterion for company B. Therefore,
invcstmcnt for company B would havc a bcttcr chancc to bc discontinucd.
3.6 Summary
In study I, respondents attcndcd to and ignored paired brand names presented
simultaneously. They thcn made recognition and liking judgments to these brand names
mixed with new brand names they were not exposed to before. The decision criterion
(B") from non-parametric signal-detection analysis was used to represent the degree of
elaboration. By manipulating attended (central route) and unattended (peripheral route)
conditions, it was found that the decision critcrion of the central route (attended stimuli)
was significantly more strict than that of thc pcripheral route (unattended stimuli) in one
and only onc of cithcr rccognition or liking judgmcnts.
In study 2, undcrgraduate students rated on a 7-point scale their attitude to twelve
questions concerning advertising. The hypothcsis is that there is a discrepancy between
the actual (objective) decision criteria and the self-reported decision criteria. A
multivariatc analysis of variancc (MANOVA) showed that the self-reported decision
criteria did not discriminatc betwecn thc ratings for thc twelve dependent variables.
However, a factor analysis discovcred that a self-referencing factor within the twelve
dependent variables, which suggested that the objective decision criteria discriminated
the ratings on the advertising judgements. Based on the finding on the decision criteria
vs. attention relationship in study l, self-refcrencing questions obtained more attention so
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that the ratings on them were associated with strict decision criteria. However, non-self-
referencing questions were associated with more liberal decision criteria. Therefore, the
discrepancy hypothesis was supported. The discrepancy between subjective and objective
decision criteria suggests that the self-reported decision criteria are unconscious.
Consumers usually reportcd the decision criteria of their judgements without the
unawarencss of the actual dccision criteria.
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Appcndix: Questionnairc: Attitudc to Advcrtising
Name:
For the following three qucstions, please fill out the blank by a digit corresponded to the
answcr.
Malc(1) or fcmale (0)'?
In general, how do you consider yourself?
l. Conservative 2. Moderatc 3. Liberal
Where did you grow up?
1. Rural 2. Suburban 3. Urban 4. Inner City
What is your expected major?
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(Appendix continued)
For each of the following questions circle the most appropriate number.
1. I think TV advertisements are more efficicnt than PRINT (e.g. magazine)
advcrtiscmcnts.
(Agree) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ( Disagree)
2. TV advertisements can attract more peuplc than PRINT advertisements.
(Agree) l 2 3 4 5 6 7 (Disagree)
3. In general, there are more TV advertisements I was exposed to than the PRINT
advertisements.
(Agree) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (Disagree)
4. TV advertisements are more promising than PRINT advertisement.
(Agree) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (Disagree)
5. Advertisements are dcsigned much bettcr than they used to be.
(Agree) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (Disagree)
6. Much more money is spent on advertising these days than the past.
(Agree) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (Disagree)
7. Peoplc like advertisements better than they used to be.
(Agree) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (Disagree)
8. Pcoplc are exposed to more advertisements than thcy used to be.
9. (Agrec) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (Disagree)
10. Advcrtising can dircct the consumcrs' spcnding.
(Agrce) 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 (Disagrec)
10. Advertising can direct the consumers' spending.
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(Agree) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (Disagree)
11. 1 usually buy something following advertisements.
(Agree) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (Disagree)
12. Advertising has large impact on the consumption of my family and friends.
(Agree) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 (Disagree)
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CHAPTER 4
MULTINOMIAL MODEL OF UNCONSCIOUS PRIMARY AFFECT
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 The PAR model
Van Raaij (1984, 1989) proposed a model of consumer reaction to advertising in which
the primary affective reaction (PAR) was emphasized. In this model, people are confronted with
advertisements as advertising stimuli reach the senses and are coded. Coded stimuli are
evaluated (PAR). The PAR is both a selection filter to further cognitive elaboration and a first
reaction to the stimulus. It is mainly subconscious, but may determine subsequent processing.
Cognitive elaboration is the processing of advertising information, e.g., the differentiation of
elements of the advertisement. After the cognitive elaboration, a secondary, more detailed
reaction (attitude) may follow, and after that, buying intention and buying behavior. This pioneer
PAR model is shown in Figure 1.
The primary affective reaction is the first (initial) affective response to stimuli (Van
Raaij, 1984, 1989). The liking judgment (PAR) test is intended to measure the PAR process,
requiring subjects to make a quick (likeldon't like) judgment according to their first impression
to the stimulus. Therefore, we intend to exclude conscious components (recollection) when
measuring PAR. The attitude (the secondary affective reaction) includes affective and cognitive
(conscious) components, such as beliefs.
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Exposure duration and exposure frequency of stimuli are the major determinants of the
PAR tests. The frequency-affect relation is also identified as the mere-exposure cffect (Zajonc,
1968; Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc, 1980).
The two-factor learning-satiation modcl of inere-exposure effects (Berlyne, 1970; Stang,
1973) is best supported by a meta-analysis, as can bc concluded from a review of two decades of
empirical research (Bornstein, 1989). See seciion 2.2 in Chapter 2 for detailed description of thc
model. The relative strengths of these factors determine the form of the frequency-affect curve.
The positive affect resulting from stimulus familiarization is analogous to a learning curve,
affect becoming more positive as the stimulus becomes more familiar until satiation, i.e.,
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boredom, occurs. The frequency-affect curve takes the form of an inverted-U function (Stang,
1974). Therefore, the frequency-affect curve has a turning point or optimum with a maximum
affect value. A recent study by Ye and Van Raaij (1997) provide a new interpretation for the
two factor model. The familiarization resulted from exposure repetition or duration was
interpreted as the familiarity of recognition memory computed by the Process Dissociation
Procedure (Jacoby, 1991). It was found that the high level of familiarity may inhibit the PAR
test perfonmance which measured the mere-exposure effect as well.
4.1.2 Searching the optimal point
When a consumer encounters a brand name, how long a duration of the brand name in a
single exposure should be needed to crcate an optimal (or maximum) primary affective reaction?
This is related to the optimal point based on the primary affective reaction (PAR). In the case of
a single exposure condition, manipulating the exposure duration variable may also produce a
curve with affect increasing with the exposure up to a certain point and a flat or declining curve
after this point. A longer exposure duration after this point does not contribute to a better
affective performance of the stimulus (Seamon, Marsh and Brody, 1984).
In the present study, we are interested in the primary affect (PAR) rather than a general
affect or attitude. It is expectcd that the duration-affect curve has the form of Seamon et al.
(1984)'s curve. In this curve, after a certain point the affect does not increase with an increase of
the exposure duration. The turning points of the frequency-affect curve and the duration-affect
curve are the optimal points of exposures for affective performance.
With regard to the primary affective reaction (PAR), we hypothesize that there is an
optimal point after which the duration-primary affect curve does not inerease. We do not know
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beforehand how long an exposure the participants need to approach this optimal point
responding to brand names in a divided-attention procedure (Ye and Van Raaij, 1996). The
present study is the first step for searching thc point by choosing cxposurc duration of 0.5-s, 1-s
and 2-s.
Although this hypothesis is based on earlier findings, if this research ceased at this level,
it is still falling into the empirical study framework, and is not well theoretically analyzed. To
better understand the phenomenon that may be observed in the experiment, we would like to
employ the multinomial modeling technique to depict what is actually going on in participants'
mind and interpret their behavior by building a mathematical PAR model.
4.1.3 Multinomial modeling
Multinomial modeling is a statistically based tcchnique that involves estimating
hypothetical parameters that represent the probabilities of unobservable events (Riefer and
Batchelder, 1988; Batchelder and Riefer, 1990). It has recently been applied to study
unconscious memory process that was supposed to serve as a more general model for the Process
Dissociation Procedure (Buchner, Erdfelder, and Vaterrodt, 1995). Employing the multinomial
modeling technique in this study is based on this line of research, as well as the author's earlier
studies on implicit memory and the mere-exposure effect.
Technically, the maximum likclihood estimation is used to estimate the parameters when
the multinomial modeling is implemented. Steps to obtain maximum likelihood estimates
(MLEs) are: (1) Generating the likelihood function for the model. The likelihood function
(denoted by L) of a sample is the value of the joint probability distribution or the joint
probability density of independent random variables, i.e., L- f(X 1,X2...,Xn) - f(X 1) f(X2)...
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f(Xn). (2)Log likelihood transformation to the likelihood function. (3) For multiple-parameter
cases, taking partial derivatives for the likelihood function with respect to each parameter. After
setting each partial derivative equal zero, solve the equations to obtain the maximum likelihood
estimates for each parameter. (4) Test the goodness of fit for the estimation. These four steps can
be done by using MBT program developed by Hu(1994).
Multinomial models are variants of the general class of threshold theories that havc been
developed for simple detection and recognition paradigms. Threshold theories differ over the
number of states and the probabilities of these statcs given a specific type of stimuli, e.g., signal,
noise, target, distractor, and so forth (Bayen and Murnane, 1996). Thus the assumed states are
one of the requirements to build a multinomial model. Another requirement is the observed
categories that are conesponding to the probabilities of source responses based on the states.
For instance, in the source monitoring multinomial model (Batchelder and Riefer, 1990),
combinations of (non) detectable and (non) discriminant states lead to several categories such as
responding A to source A, responding B to source A, etc.
4.1.4 The PAR is an unconscious process
We argue the primary affect process is a kind of implicit memory as to be unconscious.
This means that consumers are always unaware of some affective reasons that lead them to make
certain decisions. As implicit memory is the unconscious retrieval of implicit memory tests, we
need to prove that the PAR process is a type of implicit memory process as to prove that the
PAR process is an unconscious process.
There are been two notions of implicit memory, one from the original discussion by Graf
and Schacter (1985), the other is from the PDP (Jacoby, 1991; Yonelinas, 1994; Jacoby, Toth,
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and Yonclinas, 1993). The original notion regards implicit memory as being revealed when
previous experiences facilitate performance on a task that does not require conscious or
intentional recollection of those experiences. However, the understanding of implicit memory
based on the process-dissociation procedure (Jacoby,1991) regards implicit memory as (1) the
unconscious influences such as familiarity (F) in the fame judgment studies (Jacoby et al., 1989)
and in list-discrimination recognition studies (Yonelinas, 1994), or (2) the automatic
(unconscious) influences (A) in word-stem completion studies (Jacoby, Toth, and Yonelinas,
1993; Toth and Jacoby, 1994), where A and F are probabilities computed as described by Jacoby
(1991). The implicit memory of PDP ís estimated by adding and subtracting means from
different tasks.
The PDP is supposed to be a subset of a more general class of multinomial models for the
source-monitoring paradigm (Bucher et al., 1995). Similar to the PDP, the multinomial model
for the source-monitoring estimates the paramcters of assumed memory states that are
unobservable. However, the advantage of the multinomial PDP model is to estimate the
parameters with maximum likelihood method, other than the PDP's means algebra. In short, the
source monitoring multinomial model did estimate the unconscious process (implicit memory)
with the maxímum likelihood method.
Similar to the multinomial model for source monitoring, the multinomial model for the
primary affect is intended to estimate the unconscious process with an approach different from
source monitoring. The unconscious process of the visual divided-attention paradigm is the PAR
process that is unobservabte. Thus, the PAR is cstimated by maximum likelihood and represents
implicit memory in the visual divided-attention paradigm (See Ye and Van Raaij, 1996). Hence,
we understand that the PAR process is a variant of implicit memory and is unconscious. Note
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that the PAR tests intended to measure the PAR process are regarded as observed categories
within multinomial modeling framework.
4.1.5 Indicators of elaboration likelihood
A new procedure is proposed to assess the extent of elaboration likelihood, which is the
response bias of the Signal-Detection Theory (SDT) (Green and Swets, 1966). See Chapter 3.2.2
for details.
4.2 Method
4.2.1 Participants and design
48 Dutch undergraduate and Ph.D. candidates at Erasmus University Rotterdam
participated in the cxperimcnt. The experimental design was a 2(attention: attended vs.
unattended) ~` 4(test: A vs. B vs. C vs. D) ~` 3(duration: 0.5-s vs. I-s uc. 2-s) mixcd factorial
design. See Chapter 3.2.3 for the details.
4.2.2 Materials
Eight unfamiliar and moderately attractive brand names were used in the experiment. See
Chapter 3.2.4 for the details.
4.2.3 Procedure
Both study and test phases were employed in the experiment. See Chapter 3.2.5 for the
details.
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4.3 Empiricat results
4.3.1 Results of decision criterion (B")
These results show that one and only one of the decision criteria of either recognition or
liking judgments for the attended condition (central route) is larger than the corresponding
unattended condition (peripheral route) across different presentation durations. See Chapter 3.3.6
for details.
4.3.2 Sensitivity (A')
The sensitivity of each test to the oldlnew or likeldon't like judgments is expressed in
terms of the sensitivity index A'. This non-parametric measure of sensitivity varies between 0.00
and 1.00, with A'-0.50 indicating a complete absence of sensitivity (Snodgrass and Corwin,
1988). Table 2 shows the mean A' values and thcir t-values compared with lhe chance levcl
(0.50) for each task across the three exposure durations.
A 3~`2~`2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) with duration, attention and test as factors
revealed significant main effects for attention { F(1,180)-51.92, p~0.00 } and for the test factor
{F(1,180)-52.23, p~0.00}. There are no significant main effects for the duration factor and the
interactions, except for the duration X attention interaction { F(2,180)-3.18, p~0.05 }. This means
that in the attended condition, a longer duration Icads to a lower sensitivity. In the unattended
condition, a longer duration leads to a higher sensitivity.
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Table 2 Sensitivity (A') of recognition and liking (PAR) judgments
Recognition L,iking.(PAR~
attended unattended attended unattended
AB~R UBcR ABcP UB~P
0.5-s .70~(6.67) .59~(3.60) .61 ~(6.29) . 45 (-2.00)
1-s .72~(8.00) . 51 (0.31) .58~(3.20) .46 (-1.60)
2-s .68~(7.20) .62~(4.00) .59~(2.91) .47 (-1.33)
I~~: Asterisks indicate the significant difference compared with chance level (0.50). t-values
for each A' are given between parentheses (p~.05)
The significant main effects show that the sensitivities of the attended condition (central
route) are superior to the sensitivities of the unattended condition (peripheral route). It also
shows that the sensitivities of the recognition tests are superior to the sensitivities of the liking
tests. The significant A' values of the liking tcst in thc attended condition for different exposure
durations show that mere-exposure effects werc present for each test. A' is the result of the
correction of the proportion of hits (say 'yes' to a signal) minus the proportion of the FAs, false
alarms (say'yes' to a non-signal or noise).
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4.4 Discussion on the empirical results
4.4.1 An indicator for the degree of elaboration likelihood
It is concluded that the central route is accompanied with a conservative (strict) decision
criterion, and that the peripheral route is accompanied with a more liberal (less strict) decision
criterion. See Chapter 3.2.7 for the detaits.
4.4.2 Searching the optimal point
In the present study, no main effect of the duration factor was obtained which implies
that there is no significant difference between any two of the 0.5-s, 1-s and 2-s duration
conditions in both the recognition and liking (PAR) judgment tests. Regarding the primary
affect, due to a tentative choice of the three duration tevels, we did not find the optimal point
within the range of the three selected durations. This means that the optimal point might exist
somewhere beyond the range from 0.5-s to 2s. We expect that the optimal point will lie below
(shorter than) 0.5-s in the case of the attended condition. Therefore, the insignificant difference
results of the present three durations show a flat curve after the optimal point, of the fonm as we
hypothesized based on Seamon et al.'s (1984) curve. In order to find this optimal point, shorter
duration for the attended condition are needed in future studies. If we can find that the primary
affect of one shorter duration is smaller than that of 0.5-s, we may conclude that the optimal
point lies in the range between these two durations because there must be a turning point within
this range.
There was no significant interaction bctwecn recobnition and liking tests. This did nut
indicate a functional dissociation (Tulving and Schacter, 1990) for demonstrating implicit
memory of the primary affective test, although the priming effect of the attended condition was
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obtaincd. Our cxplanation of this phcnomcnon is that thc conscious contamination for primary
affect takes place and the variation of the primary affect (implicit memory) test resembled a
form of recognition (explicit memory) test. See chapter 2 for studies involving the process
dissociation procedure (PDP) (Jacoby et al., 1993; Yonelinas, 1994) to compute the conscious
and unconscious components of the different tests and to illustrate how this contamination
works.
An earlier study revealed that a high level of familiarity of recognition inhibited primary
affect if participants respond to familiar stimuli (Ye and Van Raaij, 1996). The inhibition
phenomenon did not appear in the present study where the participants responded to unfamiliar
stimuli. It is reasonable for the familiarity of the recognition not to inhibit the primary affect
because the stimuli are so unfamiliar that it is not possible to induce a high level of familiarity at
the first encounter to create satiation (boredom), and thus to inhibit the primary affect.
4.5 Theoretical analysis
4.5.1 Multinomial modeling technique
The consumer information-processing approach concentrates on external inputs and
individual outputs of information proccssing that secm to ensue from the inputs. The in-between
process of the input-output system is unobscrvable. This provides an opportunity for the
application of the multinomial modeling techniquc to estimate these intermediate processes.
In addition, some authors advocate a hierarchical information-processing model with a
probabilistic viewpoint. Assuming that the probability of information processing from one level
to the next level is 0.5, after n steps the information effects is (.5)n. Obviously, this is arbitrary.
Nevertheless, in multinomial modeling a maximum-likelihood estimation is used. It is not
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arbitrary to make the assumption that the probability of information flow to the next level equals
a certain number. Multinomial modeling determines the parameter values by setting the partial
derivatives of the likelihood function (which is constructed from thc data) cqual to zero. fience,
the estimates for the parameters from multinomial modeling are based on the data.
4.5.2 Data from the high- and low-elaboration likelihood conditions
In order to build a multinomial modcl, we necd to have two components. One is the
theoretically assumed states existing in participants' mind, thc other is the observed categories
that corcesponds to the model and provide the degrees of freedom to estimate the parameters. In
this multinomial model, the assumed states are (non)~attention states, (non)~PAR process, and
(non)~recollection process. Four degrees of freedom are availablc to estimate three parameters.
In order to obtain the four degrees of freedom, wc need to involve data from the tests to both
attended and unattended stimuli to get enough observed categories. As discussed for the
empirical results, the decision criteria of the signal detection analysis may be viewed as an
indicator of the elaboration likelihood. The attended stimuli are corresponding to the high-
elaboration likelihood, and the unattended stimuli are corcesponding to the low-elaboration
likelihood. Therefore, the data from both high and low elaboration likelihood conditions are
employed to estimate the unconscious PAR process. This is one of the reasons to connect the
empirical result of elaboration likelihood and the multinomial modcling.
Technically, the hit rates (responding yes to the old stimuli) for each subject within onc
duration group (0.5-s, 1-s and 2-s) was added. The sum of hit rates for each test was also
computed. The results are shown in Table 3.
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If we use hit rates as an index instead of the sensitivity index (A'), we observe that the
unattended liking (PAR) is larger than unattended recognition. Hence, the mere-exposure effect
and implicit memory is demonstrated according to Merikle and Reingold (1991)'s criteria which
proposed that if the performance of indirect tests is greater than that of thc direct tests then the
implicit memory of the indirect tests can be dcmonstrated. The primary liking test serves as
implicit memory (indircct) tcst and thc rccognition tcst is thc cxplicit mcmory (dircct) tcst (Yang
and Ye, 1994, 1995; Ye, 1994; Ye and Yang, 1997).
Ta l Sums of hit rates for each group and all participants with the same tests
Attended Unattended


















2-s 110 83 65 66 324
total 363 238 154 189 944
Note: AócR means the recognition test applied to the attended stimuli
AócP means the liking (PAR) test applicd to the attended stimuli
UBcR means the recognition test applied to the unattcnded stimuli
UBzP mcans thc liking (PAR) test applied to the unattended stimuli
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4.5.3 Model I
Two models were dcveloped that might explain the pattern of hit-rate results of Table 3.
The assumption for Model I is that the processes of going through the attended (central) and
unattended (peripheral) routes are identical. This is illustrated in Figure 2.




-t-~ ~ r ABcR test
~ ~
I ~- 1-p ABcR test
~
~ 1-r UBcP tcst
I -p-I
~ ~ ~ r UBr.R tcst
~- 1-t- ~
~- 1-p UBcR test
Note: t: attention probability parameter
p: PAR process (liking) probability parameter (pure implicit memory)
r: recollection probability parameter (pure explicit memory)
In Modcl I(See Figw~e 2), the information processing of the participants is modcled. As
they encounter both attended and unattended stimuli at the same time, thc attention statc can bc
activated or not. So, first, tx 1000~o information enters into attention state, and (1-t)x l 000~0
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information cntcrs inlo non-attcntion statc. Sccond, givcn thc attcndcd information, thc assumed
PAR process can receive px 1000~o information, and ( I-p)x 1000~o information may pass the non-
PAR state and stop. Third, if the information is attended and processed with the PAR state, it
may activate recollection with a probability of r, meanwhile, it has a probability of (1-r) not to be
able to activate the recollection state. In Model I, it is assumed that the information not
attended by the participants will be processed in the same way as the attended information.
Ta 1 4 Equations for the four tcsts of Modcl I
ABLR ABcP UBcR UBcP
tprtt(1-p) tp(1-r) (1-t)prf(1-t)(1-p) (1-t)p(1-r)
After Model I is assumed, the likelihood function for Model I should be generated. The
equations for each test of Model I are presented in Table 4. Hence, the likelihood function for
Model I is as follows:
L- N!I(N 1!N2!N3!N4! )~tPr}t(1-P)]N I.~tP(1-r)]N2.~(1-t)pr}( l-t)(1-p)JN3.~( I-t)P( I-r)]N4
where N - N1fN2-~N3}N4
N l, N2, N3, N4 are observed frequencies (sums of hit rates) for each test
t: attention probabilíty parameter
p: PAR process (liking) probability parameter (pure implicit memory)
r: recollection probability parameter (pure explicit memory)
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The MBT (Hu, 1994) program can compute the maximum likelihood estimates and do a
goodness of fit test to check whether or not the assumption on the way the information is
processed is right or not. From the MBT program, the estimates for the parameters t, p, r, and
the goodness-of-fit test index (G2) are obtained and presented in Table 5. Note that there are four
degrees of freedom for the data of Table 3. The sums of thc four catcgories are not constant; all
four columns are free to vary.















2-s .60 .48 .OS 1.71
total .64 .58 .21 2 I .17
Note: Critical value with 4 degrees of freedom is 9.49 (p~0.05).
The results show that the data from 1-s, 0.5-s and the total conditions do not fit Model I.
Only the data of the 2-s condition fit Model l. This means that Model [ only accounts for the
data of long exposure durations. The long (2-s) duration probably involves recollection in the
unattendcd condition. Our initial assumption that thc proccsscs of going through both thc
attended and unattended routes are identical, may hold only if the exposure duration is long
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enough. For situations of brief exposures, Modcl I does not accuratcly describe what is going on
in the minds of the participants.
4.5.4 Model II
The failure of Model I to account for brief exposure situations stimulated us to develop a
modified model that is supposed to be a more accurate description of both conditions. It cannot
be maintained that the processes going through both routes are identical (Model I). We eliminate
the recollection (cognitive elaboration) process in the unattended situation, because we assume
that the conscious component in the unattended and briefly exposed stimulus situation should be
minimized. In the unattended condition, only PAR process plays a role, whereas in the attended
condition both PAR process and recollection process play a role. So in Model II, the information
goes through the same paths as Model I if attended. If the information is not attended, it ends up
with PAR or non-PAR states without accessing a recollection state. It should be noted that the
PAR process is always proceeding the recollection states. This is consistent with the conceptual
PAR model (Van Raaij, 1984, 1989) and the arguments made by Zajonc and Markus (1982).
Model II is shown in Figure 3.
4.5.5 Likelihood function for Model ll
Similar to Model I, the equations for cach test of Model II are given in Table 6. Thc
likelihood function for Model II is:
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t ~ ~ r ABcR test
~ ~
~ ~- 1-p AáR test
~
~ - p UBcP test
~ I -t ~
~- 1-p UB~R test
Note: t: attention probabílity parameter
p: PAR process probability parameter (pure implicit memory)
r: recollection probability parameter (pure explicit memory)
Table 6 Equations for the four tests of Model II
ABcR ABcP UBcR UBcP
tprtt(1-p) tp(1-r) ( I -t)(1-p) (1-t)p
L- N!~(N I!N2!N3!Nq! )~tPrft( l-p)~N l.~tP(1-r)~N2.~(1-t)(1-P)~N3.~(1-t)P~N4
where N - N 1 }N2fN3fN4~
and N l, N2, N3, N4 are observed frequencies (sums of hit rates) for each test
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Similar to Model 1, we obtained the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters for
Model II after running the MBT program (Hu, 1994). The estimates are shown in Table 7.
The results show that Model II has a perfect fit and accurately describes how the
information is processed in the minds of the participants with different exposure durations.
Therefore, Model II seems to be the general PAR model for consumer information processing in
attended and unattended conditions. Secondly, there is no recollection (pure conscious) process
in the unattended condition. This may suggest that the pure implicit (unconscious) memory
(PAR process) determine the performance of recognition and PAR tests in the unattended
(peripheral) route. This also implies that the ways that information is processed following the
central and peripheral routes are not idcntical.
Ta Estimates of the three parameters of Model 11
t p r l lt 1-t 2-r G2
0.5-s .65 .57 .34 1.54 .35 1.66 0.000
I-s .67 .59 .35 1.49 .33 1.65 0.000
2-s .60 .50 .15 1.67 .40 1.85 0.000
total .64 .55 .28 1.56 .36 1.72 0.000
Note: Critical value with 4 degrees of freedom is 9.49 (p~0.05).
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4.6 Theoretical discussion
The theoretical implication of Model II is to support and extend the pioneer PAR model
not only conceptually but also mathematically. Model II was further developed with recent
experiments with English speaking participants responding to Chinese characters (See Chapter
5). In short, Model II with the application of the multinomial modeling technique to advertising
has the potential to make a contribution to understanding consumers' information processing.
4.6.1 Status of PAR in consumer information processing
It was argued that the PAR process plays an important role in consumer infonmation
processing, especially in the unattended condition (Van Raaij, 1984, 1989; Ye and Van Raaij,
1996). This is supported by Model 11. The PAR process seems to filter the information in the
attended (central route) condition, and the PAR process is the only process controlling
information processing in the unattended condition (peripheral route). Without an understanding
of the PAR process we misunderstand what is really going on in the minds of the consumers.
Therefore, our argument is supported not only conceptually but also from multinomial modeling.
Multinomial modeling provided the detailed probability estimates for each step of the
information processing of the participants. Note that the PAR process is a variant of implicit
memory that is unobservable and unconscious.
4.6.2 Optimal point
With Model II, we can account for the fact that there was no difference in the PAR test
performance for 0.5-s, 1-s and 2-s conditions. This means that there is no optimal point within
the investigated range. However, such an optimal point may exist at a shorter duration (~0.5-s)
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than the investigated range, based on Seamon et al study (1984). According to Model II, the
answer is straightforward. Look at the equation for the PAR tests, the equations for both attended
and unattended situations are not a function of durations, i.e., ABcP - tp( I-r) and UBzP -(1-t)p.
This means that in this specified range, PAR performance is not influenced by the exposure
duration variable. The variables having effects are nothing but the degree of attention (t) and the
degree of distributing the information at the PAR process (p). Hence, the PAR test performance
was almost the same for the three exposure durations.
4.6.3 Decision criteria
It was assumed and confirmed that people are more conservative to make decisions if
they attend more to an object (Yang and Ye, 1994, 1995; Ye, 1994). Here, we estimated the
attention parameter with the maximum-likelihood method, and found that t~(1-t) for all
conditions (0.5-s, 1-s, 2-s and the total). This confirms the instruction effect that required
participants to attend to only one of the simultaneously presented two brand names. Thus, it was
expected to find that the decision criteria of the attended condition were larger than of the
unattended condition. See Chapter 3 for details for the discussions on decision criteria. Model II
provided an index for the attention parameter which describes in detail the instruction effect and
deepens our understanding of the variation of the decision criteria within the attended and
unattended conditions. We may also conclude that the attention parameter (t) is consistent with
the decision criteria index (response bias; B") which may be regarded as an indicator of
elaboration likelihood. Estimating the PAR parameters needs to involve the data from both
attended and unattended stimuli. Attended and unattended conditions can be distinguished by
the decision criterion that serves as an indicator for the elaboration likelihood corresponding to
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the attended and unattended conditions. Thus, it can be concluded that building the multinomial
model for the PAR process needs to involve two levels of elaboration likelihood.
4.6.4 Differences between the recognition and PAR tests between conditions
It was found that the sensitivities of the attended condition (central route) are larger than
the unattended condition (peripheral route) in both recognition and PAR tests, i.e., F(1,191) -
51.92, p~0.000, without significant interactions (Table 2). This can be well accounted for by
Model II, in which we have the equations for recognition tests (see Table 6).
The performance on the recognition test in the attended (ABLR) condition is tpr-Ft(1-p).
The performance on the recognition test of the unattended (UBr.R) condition is (1-t)(1-p). Hence,
we can demonstrate that the performance on the ABcR test is larger than on the UBtR test. The
difference between the tests is:
A8cR - UBcR - tpr -~ (1-p)(2t-1) ~ 0
with 0 ~ t, p, r ~ 1 and v0.5 (see Table 7).
For PAR tests, we have the equations shown as follows (see Table 6). The performance
on the PAR test in the attended (ABcP) condition is tp(1-r). The performance on the PAR test in
the unattended (UBcP) condition is ( t-t)p. Hence, we can demonstrate that the performance on
the ABcP test is larger than on the UBcP test. The differenee bctween the tests is:
ABiP - UBcP - p(2t-tr- l)~ 0
with (2-r) ~ llt, so t(2-r) ~ 1, 2t-tr-1 ~ 0(see Table 7).
These demonstrations are consistent with the data, which show that Model II is the most
accurate model describing how the infonmation is processed in the mind of the participants.
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4.6.5 PAR Model II and buying intention (behavior)
Buying intention and buying behavior were not included in Model II, although these
factors are included in the pioneer PAR model (Van Raaij, 1984, 1989). The solution to
accommodate this might come from Bayes' theorem. With Bayes' theorem we compute the
probabilities (contribution) of the attended (central) or unattended (peripheral) routes, given the
buying intention (behavior) is known. As we know from Model II, the probabilities of attended
(t) and the unattended ((-t) routes have been estimated by the maximum-likelihood method
(MBT program). The conditional probabilities of PAR and recollection (cognitive elaboration)
are also estimated with the MBT program. Thus it is possible to derive the probabilities
(contribution) of each route, given the buying intention (behavior) is known. The probability of
the buying intention (behavior) is the summation of the intersection probabilities of both routes.
4.7 Practical implications
As we know, traditional measures of advertising effects are based on explicit memory
such as recognition, recall, aided recall, and cognitive responses (Mitchell, 1993). Here we found
that there was no difference in recognition between the 0.5-s, 1-s and 2-s duration. This means
that the different exposure duration of brand namcs made no difference to recognition memory
in this study. A brief presentation duration may induce the same recognition memory effects as a
longer duration. The latter are more expensive for an advertising campaign. So why don't wc
save budget for longer exposures of brand names? Our suggestion to practitioners is not to spend
a budget for longer presentations of brand names to consumers than the optimal point for the
sake of increasing their recognition memory. This is applicable to the cases of building brand
recognition as advertising objective, whereas not to those advertising campaigns with the
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objective of creating brand associations. However, we should be sure that the advertisement
could induce people's attention to the brand namcs that in the present study was represented as
central route of persuasion or attended condition.
Our suggestion may also apply to a new explanation for advertising effect that involves
the concept of implicit memory (primary affect). Consistent with recognition memory, we also
found that there was no difference of primary affect for the durations of 0.5-s, 1-s and 2-s. Thus,
in order to increase consumers' primary affect towards brands names, it is a money-wasting
method to increase the presentation duration, if the advertisements for the brand names are
attractive. Furthermore, if we find the optimal point in thc duration-primary affect curve in a
future study, even the 0.5-s duration presentation for primary affect may not be economical in
this case.
One of the practical implications of Model II is that it shows the eminence of the PAR
process with a mathematical model to unattended information that comes from peripheral routes
or low-involvement situation. Unattended information is associated with less cognitive defense
against advertising as a persuasion attempt. For instance, to buy trivial products such as
toothpaste, brand-name information is unattended, the unconscious primary affect towards a
brand may lead to the purchasing decision. After buying the products, consumers may not be
aware of how they made the decisions because the PAR process is an unconscious process as
shown by this study.
4.8 Summary
In the conceptual model ofthe primary affective reaction (PAR) (Van Raaij, 1984, 1989),
the first reaction to stimulus exposure, whether it be an advertisement, brand name or product
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package, is an affective reaction of (dis)liking. This reaction is followed by a(slower) elaborated
cognitive reaction (recollection). The primary affect was interpreted as implicit memory that is
an assumed unobservable state with unconscious and unaware characteristics (Ye and Van Raaij,
1996).
In this empirical experiment, participants attend to brand names (focusing) and ignore
other brand names (non-focusing) at the same time, then they make recognition and liking
judgments towards these brand names as well as the brand names they did not encounter.
A new procedure to assess the degree of elaboration likelihood of stimuli is proposed
based on the experiment. The decision criterion (B") from non-parametric signal-detection
analysis was used to represent the degree of elaboration. By manipulating attended (central
route) and unattended (peripheral route) conditions, it was found that the decision criterion of the
central route was significantly larger than that of the peripheral route in one and only one of
either recognition or liking judgments. So the decision criterion is regarded as an indicator of the
elaboration likelihood. In addition, the optimal point did not appear within the investigated range
of duration in the exposure duration-affect curve.
To investigate the processes underlying the subjects' mind which resulted in the above
empirical phenomenon, two mathematical PAR models based on the multinomial modeling
technique were employed with the data from both high elaboration likelihood condition
(attended) and low elaboration condition (unattended). According to the second model that
fitted the data best, PAR process filters the information in the attended (central route) condition,
and it is the only process controlling information in the unattended (peripheral route) condition.
These results have important implications for information processing and memory research, in
particular advertising and brand exposure and repetition, and purchasing decision as well.
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CHAPTER 5
MULTINOMIAL MODEL OF THE MERE-EXPOSURE EFFECT
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Defining implicit memory
Human memory research mainly focused on explicit memory, which has been
assessed by free recall, cued recall, recognition, paired-associate learning, and so on.
However, an aspect of inemory called implicit memory has received considerable
attention in recent years. The word "implicit memory" appeared first in Graf and
Schacter (1985), in which they defined implicit memory as being revealed when
previous experiences facilitate performance on a task that does not require conscious or
intentional recollection of those experiences. In a later paper, Schacter (1987) described
five modern implicit memory research methods were described. These include savings
during relearning (Slamecka, 1985), amncsia study (Weiskrantz, 1968), effects of
subliminally encoded stimuli (including the research on the mere-exposure effect, e.g.
Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc, 1980), repetition priming effect indexed by proportion (e.g.
priming of word stem or fragment completion, Tulving, Schacter, and Stark, 1982),
learning and conditioning without awareness (e.g.. implicit learning, Reber, 1976). The
majority of researchers on implicit memory have worked on the repetition priming
paradigm, involving the completion of word stems and word fragments. Performance on
these tasks is facilitated (primed) from the previous encounter of the words tested
(Roedigcr, 1990; Ratcliff and McKoon, 1996).
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There is some convincing empirical evidence for the existence of implicit
memory as defined above. This evidence comes from both amnesia patients and normal
adults. The following will discuss the demonstrations of the existence of implicit
memory. The demonstrations deal with amnesiac patient studies, mere exposure effect
studies, implicit learning studies, as well as with the task dissociation procedure (Craik,
Moscovitch, and McDowd, 1994) which was used in the repetition priming studies.
5.1.2 Evidence for implicit memory
5.1.2.1 Clinical populations
The study of amnesiacs provides the most convincing empirical evidence for
implicit memory. For instance, Warrington and Weiskrantz (1970) performed a classical
experiment (see the brief introduction from Roediger, 1990). They presented four
amnesia patients, three with Korsakoffs syndrome and one with a temporal lobotomy,
words to remember and then assessed their retention on four tests. A total of 16 control
patients without brain damage were similarly tested. Two of the four tests were explicit
memory tests, free recall and recognition, and the other two were used to assess implicit
memory, naming fragmented words in which cach Ictter was degraded and completing
words when given three letter stems; e.g. tab- - for table.
In the free-recall tests the subjeets were asked to recall as many of the recently
presented words as possible. In recognition, the studied words were mixed with new
words and subjects were asked to indicate which ones had been studied. Both tests
involved explicit remembering in the sense that subjects attempted to recollect their
recent experience. The other two tasks, word fragment identification and word stem
completion, were presented as word gucssing gamcs. In implicit tests, participants are
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usually told simply to identify the mutilated word or to produce the first word that
comes to mind that completes the stem. These are implicit measures of retention in
which the measure of interest is priming or transfer from the prior study of the words to
the later tests.
Let's look at Warrington and Weiskrantz's (1970, Experiment 2) results. Control
participants performed better than amnesia patients on both free recall and recognition,
which are explicit memory tests. This is no surprise because amnesia patients were
selected for displaying poor retention on explicit tests. However, the performance on the
implicit memory tests showed that the amount of repetition priming (the benefit in
identification or completion from having studied the words) was comparable for control
and amnesiac patients.
The results of Warrington and Weiskrantz (1970) have been replicated many
times since then with other patient populations and tasks (e.g., Graf and Mandler, 1984;
Jacoby and Witherspoon, 1980). This intact retention in amnesiacs on implicit memory
tests has also been found with tasks besides word-fragment and word-stem completion,
such as picture naming and word identification (Shimamura, 1986).
This kind of inemory performance was not labeled implicit memory until
Schacter (1987). Since then, amnesiac study induced a demonstration case of implicit
memory. This demonstration shows that although there is no explicit memory for the
previous events, the memory of previous events can be discovered by indirect memory
tests. Hence, we can conclude that the memory performance in the memory task is due
to implicit memory because the memory trace cannot be ascribed to explicit memory.
This demonstration can be used with normal participants.
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To introduce the research with a normal population, first the task dissociation
procedure will be discussed with a process-pure assumption. The process-dissociation
procedure (PDP) was regarded as a revolution of our understanding, which investigated
implicit and explicit memory within a memory test instead of the pure assumption.
Based on the task and process dissociation procedures, the first multinomial model for
the merc cxposure effect will be proposcd.
5.1.2.2 Non-clinical populations
Evidence of the existence of implicit memory in a normal population comes
from implicit learning studies, which show a kind of implicit memory of mastering rules
among nonsalient relations. Reber (1989, 1990) presented a general overview of the
research literature on implicit learning research and outlined several extensions of the
work on ímplicit learning and implicit memory.
Although some researchers in this area do not agree that their research is
actually dcaling with implicit memory (Bcrry and Dicncs, 1991), rcpctition priming
researchers are more likely to utilirc thc results of implicit learning studies as an
evidence of implicit memory. Yang and Yc (1993) uscd a procedure similar to that used
with the amnesiacs to demonstrate implicit memory.
The materials were 100, 5-inch photographs of 50 Chinese college students.
Eight undergraduate students participatcd in a pilot study to rate thc 50 pictures using a
five-point Likert scale on each of two dimensions: a salient position dimension (frontal
vs. profile), and a non-salient appearance (attractive vs. ugly) dimension. The rated
pictures represented four categorics of pictures; namely, ugly~profile (I),
attractivelprofile(II), uglylfrontal (II1), and attractivcffrontal (IV) based on the median of
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the sum of the scores from the eight students. So each category had approximately 12-13
pictures. Four pictures from cach catcgory wcrc randomly sclcctcd to act as training
pictures, and the other four pictures of each category were used as test pictures. The
remaining 4 or 5 of the pictures of the category were not used. These two groups of
pictures in each category were interchangeable because they had the same
characteristics of position and appearance.
Subjects were randomly assigncd to one of the three conditions with respect to
specific study instructions. In the study phase, subjects receiving the implicit
instructions were informed that they would be shown pictures of college student faces
randomly assigned to one of four categories, labeled I, II, III, and IV. Subjects receiving
the explicit instructions were informed that the pictures were distributed into four
categories based on a rule and that the rulc has something to do with the pictures'
similarity. Subjects in the control group didn't have a study phasc. They were tested
without encountering the study pictures. In the study phase, all subjects were asked to
look at the pictures and turn tl~em over. Each picture was labeled on the back by I, II, III
or IV. On the experimental table, thcrc were also four labels (I to IV) indicating four
categories. Subjects were asked to place the picture on the table under the corresponding
labels. After all the pictures were correctly categorized, the pictures were then reshuffled
by the experimenter and were given back to the subject to sort them again. During the
second sort, subjects were asked to speak out the category label of the pictures before
turning them over. This was repeatcd on thc third and later sorting trials. They
performed the task until they had three successive sorts without making any mistakes.
Subjects worked on their own pace and thcn mistakes were corrected. In addition,
subjects in the explicit condition were told to discover the rules when classifying the
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pictures, whereas subjects in the implicit condition were told the pictures were randomly
distributed. The difference between the implicit and explicit conditions is based on the
instructions received in the study phasc.
In the test phase, subjects were told to make judgments for each test picture.
They made four choices for each picture. The first choice was to choose a category to
which they were very sure the pictures belonged. For the second choice, subjects were
asked to write down the second possible category the picture may be belonged to if his
or her first choice was wrong; so to the third and fourth choice.
Table l. The group means for instruction and dimension categories




(Yang and Ye, 1993; p. 141)
Results showed that for the non-salient dimension of appearance, the implicit
learning instruction created significantly better performance than the control and explicit
learning condition. This meant although the subjects didn't show explicitly that they
have mastered the rules after checking the rules written down on their answer sheets,
these rules implicitly functioned and were reflected by their performance. For the
subjects in the implicit condition, none of them could verbalize thc rule to classif'y the
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pictures, either orally or on their answer sheets. Although we have no evidence to show
the existence of explicit memory of mastering the rules by checking the rules written
down by the subjects, the rules did implicitly exist and reflected a kind of implicit
memory of subject's mastering the rules. See Table 1 f'or thc comparison.
5.1.3 Relation of experimental effects and procedures
5.1.3.1 The mere-exposure effect
The mere-exposure effect is the formation of a positive affective reaction to
single or repeated cxposure to a stimulus, even in the abscnce of awareness. Take for
instance a classical experiment (Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc, 1980). A series of irregular
polygons were presented five times each, using a random presentation sequence and 1-
ms exposure duration. After presentation of all stimuli, participants were shown pairs of
previously exposed and new polygons and were asked (a) which polygons they preferred
and (b) which polygons they recognized as familiar. The order of judgments was
counterbalanced across participants. Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc (1980) found that
although recognition accuracy in detecting previously exposed stimuli was at chance
level (480~0), participants selected previously exposed stimuli in the forced-choice
preference task 600~0 of the time. Thc positive affective reaction in the forced-choice
preference task was due to the repeated subliminal exposure. Nevertheless, subjects
didn't show they had recognition memory of the quickly presented stimuli. This result
was replicated by a number of researchers (Mandler, 1987; Bonnano and Stillings, 1986;
Barchas and Perlaki, 1986; Seamon et al., 1983; Bornstein et al., 1987). Because of the
straightforward logic for demonstrating implicit mcmory used in the study of amnesiacs,
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which is similar to the logic of the mere-exposure effect, people are likely to accept the
mere-exposure effect as more evidence of implicit memory.
Part of Ye and Van Raaij's experiment (1996a, 1997) also replicated the mere-
exposure efiect in the absence of recognition memory with a divided visual attention
paradigm. Forty pairs of Chinese characters were presented each for 750ms in the study
phase. There was an attended character with an asterisk printed below, and an
unattended character without an asterisk. The participants were instructed to try to
memorize the attended characters with asterisks. These studied characters (both attended
and unattended) were then mixed with other new characters not included in the study
phase. Each character was then presented for an old versus new recognition memory test
and a like versus dislike test based on a first impression. The results showed that
stimulus recognition was at chance level for the unattended characters but the mere-
exposure effect measured by the liking test was above chance level. For the attended-to
characters, the primary liking test was at chance, whereas recognition was above chance.
Because a non-parametric signal detection analysis was applied in this study, any
bias towards characters based on subjects' tendency to say "yes" was eliminated.
Familiarity is dcalt with by countcrbalancing matcrials across conditions.
Schacter (1987) was thc (irst invcstigator to vicw thc mcrc-cxposurc cfTcct in thc
absence of recognition memory as implicit memory. This argument was further
developed by Seamon et al ( I 995). So wc have additional evidence of the existence of
implicit memory using normal population of adults.
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5.1.3.2 The extension of the criterion for implicit memory
To summarize, evidence from amnesiacs, the mere-exposure effect, and implicit
learning demonstrated implicit memory that exists in both amnesiac and in normal
persons. What evidence is needed to demonstrate implicit memory? The evidence is
labeled as the original criterion. That is, when a memory measure such as recall or
recognition memory doesn't show explicit memory, the memory of the previously
encountered event may be reflected by implicit memory tests. Thus, we can demonstrate
that the memory effect is due to the existence of a representation of the item in implicit
memory.
Merikle and Reingold (1990, 1991) proposed an extended criterion for
demonstrating implicit memory, based on the original criterion. This criterion is as
follows: If we can find the evidence that the sensitivity of indirect index (implicit
memory measure such as stem-completion and fragment-completion tests) is greater
than the sensitivity of direct index (explicit memory measure such as recognition and
recall memory), unconscious information (implicit memory) can be demonstrated.
Note that for the extended criterion the sensitivity of direct index could be above
chance level, and the explicit memory could exist. However, the original criterion for
demonstrating implicit memory required that the explicit memory should not exist.
Hence, the original criterion is a special case of the Reingold and Merikle (1990)
extended criterion when the sensitivity of direct index equals zero.
5.1.3.3 The task-dissociation procedurc
Besides the paradigm discussed above used to demonstrate implicit memory in
both amnesiac patients and normal people, researchers here developed other techniques
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to assess the existence of implicit memory and to illustrate the characteristics of implicit
memory. One of these procedures is the task-dissociation procedure.
lt should be noted that the most reccnt implicit-memory studies focused on
repetitíon priming (Craik, Moscovitch, and McDowd, 1994; Ratcliff and McKoon,
1996). That is, researchers have been most interested in the implicit measures of
memory such as word stem (word fragment) completion tests and perceptual
identification tests. These implicit memory tests are also called indirect tests of inemory
ín contrast to the direct tests of inemory which are also called explicit memory tests.
The latter ínclude recognition, recall, and cued recall test (Richardson-Klavehn and
Bjork, 1988). The procedure widely used for the repetition priming study is task
dissocíation (Tulving and Schactcr, 1990; Schactcr and Tulving, 1991).
Task dissociation typically mcans that thc manipulation of independcnt variables
influences one of the implicitlexplicit mcmory tests but does not influence the other. Or,
the manipulatíon has an opposite direction of influcnce on these two types of inemory
tests. This definition is based on the process-pure assumption for memory measures
(Toth, Reingold, and Jacoby, 1994) and the traditional definition of implicit memory
(Graf and Schacter, 1985). The process-pure assumption means that each memory
measure must correspond to one and only one memory process, so that the underlying
process of these tasks are pure (Toth, Rcinl;old, and Jacoby, 1994). These independent
variables have included level of processing, type of study processing, the effect of
study-test changes in modality of prescntatíon and other types of surface information,
retention interval, retroactive and proactive interference, and the statistical independence
between priming and remembering (Schacter, 1987). Task dissociation is said to be
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demonstrated when the two-way interaction between the independent variable and
memory measures is significant (Tulving and Schacter, 1990).
For instance, Jacoby and Dallas (1981) showed subjects a list of familiar words
and had them perform a study task that rcquired elaboration processing (e.g., answering
questions about the meaning of target words) or did not require elaboration processing
(e.g., deciding whether or not a word contains a particular Ietter). Memory for the words
was subsequently assessed with yeslno recognition and word identification tests. As
expected on the basis of many previous experiments (Craik and Tulving, 1975), explicit
memory was influenced by type of study processing: Recognition performance was
higher following elaboration study tasks than non-elaboration study tasks. Implicit
memory, however, was unaffected by the study task manipulation. Priming effects on
word-identification performance were about the same following the elaboration and
non-elaboration processing tasks.
Assuming that a two-way interaction between types of inemory tasks and types
of experimental manipulation is significant, how can we demonstrate that implicit
memory is actually measured by the implicit- memory tests?
A proof by contradiction is employed to answer this question. The process-pure
assumption for the memory measures is first made. Each memory measure must
correspond to one and only one mcmory process. Then, if two memory measures index
the same memory process, the performance on the two measures should be influenced
identically by the manipulation of the independcnt variable. Nevertheless, a two-way
interaction occurs bctween the types of inemory measures (explicit vs. implicit memory
test) and the independent variable (elaboration vs. non-elaboration). Therefore, the
performance on the two measures is not influenced identically by the manipulation of
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the independent variable. It can be concluded that explicit memory is not the same as the
underlying memory process of the implicit memory test because the explicit memory is
the pure underlying memory process of the explicit memory test. So the implicit-
memory test must measure a pure memory process other than explicit memory, i.e.,
implicit memory. Hence, the memory process of the implicit-memory test is
demonstrated to be different from explicit memory.
Another example of the task-dissociation experiment comes from Yang and Ye
(1995)'s experiment on Chinese characiers. The indepcndent variables, thc exposure
duration (250 ms, 500 ms, 750 ms) was manipulated and two memory measures
(recognition test vs. liking judgment test) were involved. The recognition-memory test
measured explícit memory, i.c., recognition memory. The liking judgment test was
regarded as an indirect test that was assumed to measure implicit memory. Results
showed that the two-way interaction betwcen exposure duration and memory measures
was significant. Recognition memory was influenced by the exposure duration, whereas
the liking judgment test was not influenced. Hence the task dissociation was found in
this experiment. According to the rationale illustrated above, the conclusion was made
that the líkingjudgment test measured implicit memory.
5.1.3.4 The Process Dissociation Procedure (PDP)
As described earlier, implicit memory is said to be revealed when previous
experiences facilitate perforniance on a task that does not require conscious or
intentional recollection of those expericnces (Graf and Schacter, 1985). A new
formulation of implicit memory based on the process-dissociation procedure (Jacoby,
1991) has described the implicit-memory process as an automatic (unconscious)
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memory process and explicit memory as an non-automatic conscious process in word-
stem completion studies (Jacoby, Toth, and Yonelinas, 1993; Toth and Jacoby, 1994).
For example, habit is a kind of automatic influence representing an implicit-memory
process (Hay and Jacoby, 1996). In addition, the implicit-memory process is also
regarded as unconscious familiarity in the famejudgment studies (Jacoby et al., 1989)
and in list- discrimination recognition studies (Yonelinas, 1994).
Three types of experiments have been proposed investigating the process-
dissociation procedure (PDP). These are the fame-judgment experiment (Jacoby,
Woloshyn, and Kelly, 1989), the recognition discrimination experiment (Jacoby, 1991;
Yonelinas, 1994), and the word-stem completion experiments (Jacoby, Toth, and
Yonelinas, 1993).
The PDP originates from the famejudgment experiment (Jacoby, Woloshyn, and
Kelly, 1989), in which implicit memory can be regarded as the familiarity (F) of the
stimuli. In Jacoby et al's experiment, conscious and unconscious influences of inemory
were placed in opposition. Subjects in one condition devoted full attention to reading a
list of non-famous names, whereas those in a divided attention condition read the list of
non-famous names while monitoring an auditory string of digits. The old non-famous
names were then mixed with new famous and new non-famous names and presented for
a test of fame judgments. At test, subjects were correctly informed that all of the names
on the previously read list were non-famous, so that conscious recollection of reading a
name on that list allowcd subjccts to be certain that the name was non-famous. This
conscious usc of mcmory opposcd thc incrcascd familiarity produccd by carlicr rcading
a name. Formally, an old non-famous name would mistakenly be called famous only if
the name was familiar (probability F) but subjects did not recollect or were not aware of
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(probability R) the name as been presented earlier. The probability of this occurring is
F(1-R). Dividcd attcntion during thc study was prcdictcd to impair conscious
recollection and thus, to make it harder for subjects to oppose the effect of familiarity.
Rccently, PDP studics focuscd mostly on thc rccognition-discrimination
experiments (Jacoby, 1991; Yonelinas, 1994) and the word-stem completion experiment
(Jacoby, Toth, and Yonelinas, 1993). Thcsc two typcs of expcriments are to bc discussed
next.
5.1.3.5 The word-stem completion procedure
In the application of PDP to the word stem completion test, Jacoby, Toth, and
Yonelinas's (1993) subjects were sometimes told to complete word stems with words
that were not presented on the study list. This is the exclusion test. That is, as in the
fame judgment experiments (Jacoby, Woloshyn, and Kel1y, 1989), conscious
recollection would serve to exclude items presented earlicr. Any increase in the
probability of completing stems with old words, as compared with new words, would
have to reflect an unconscious influence of inemory. This is because conscious
recollection of a word would have the opposite effect, allowing subjects to reject the old
words as a possible completion. Formally, an old word would be mistakenly used as a
completion only if it automatically came to mind with probability A and subjects failed
to recollect consciously with probabi lity (1-R) that it was presented earlier. The
probability of this occurring is A(1-R).
After solving the equation of the exclusion condition, we have probability A-
Exclusionl(1-R), where Exclusion is the probability of an item being responded to in thc
exclusion test.
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In an inclusion condition, subjects were told to complete stems with words
presented on the study list or, if they cannot do so, to complete stems with the first
appropriate word that came into mind. In this case, both automatic and controlled use of
memory serve to include words presented earlier. A word stem can be completed with
an earlier presented word either because the subjcct consciously recollects its prior
occurrence or because, although recollection fails, the word is automatically produced in
response to the stem. The probability of this occurring is RfA(1-R) which is the
probability that a target word will be responded to with a yes response on the inclusion
test. Therefore, probability R equals Inclusion minus Exclusion probabilities.
The word-stem completion PDP experiment plays an important role for
understanding unconscious processes and implicit memory. For instance, it was one of
the three types of PDP experiments investigating implicit memory that stated that
processes are more important in contrast to the early task dissociation paradigm that
stated that a memory task measures a kind of inemory process. Also of interest is
another type of PDP experiment: the recognition-discrimination paradigm.
5.1.3.6 The recognition-discrimination procedure
The recognition-discrimination paradigm served as a tool to explore problems
such as single vs. multiple memory systems (Inoue and Bellezza, 1998). However,
within the PDP framework, Yonelinas (1994) states that the recognition memory has
two components, i.e., conscious recollection and unconscious familiarity. Recollection
acts as a discrete state and familiarity can be viewed as an index of strength similar to
that described by signal-detection theory (Yonelinas, 1994). The two processes are
assumed to contribute independently to overall recognition performance. Note that the
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unconscious memory process was represented by familiarity with probability F in
recognition PDP (Yonelinas, 1994) experiments. However, the unconscious memory
process was represented by automatic influcnces with probability A in word-stem
completion PDP experiments (Jacoby, Toth, and Yonelinas, 1993). The conscious
memory process was represented by recollection with probability R in both recognition
and word-stem completion PDP experiments. Therefore, the probability of recognizing
an old item is equal to the probability that it is recollected, plus the probability that its
familiarity exceeds some criterion, minus the intersection of the two processes:
P('yes'~old) - R } F - R~`F
or: Recognition (Inclusion) - R f F- R~`F - R-~ F(1-R), where F is analogous to A
used by Jacoby et al. (1993). Similarly, the PDP formula for exclusion task is:
Exclusion - F(1-R)
Hence, familiarity can be estimated by Exclusion~( I-R), whcrcas recollection (R)
can be computed by subtracting exclusion from inclusion (recognition). ~I'his probability
of familiarity is interpreted as probability of implicit memory in this case. So we can
measure implicit memory based on the recognition PDP experiment.
To summarize, most evidence for implicit memory for a normal population relies
on the findings of a dissociation between direct and indirect tests. The major problem is
the assumption for the pure processes underlying the tests. Rather than treating tests as
pure processes, some researchers used the process-dissociation procedure (PDP) to
separate the conscious and unconscious processes within a single test (Jacoby, 1991;
Jacoby, Toth, and Yonclinas, 1993). From thc task dissociation to the proccss
dissociation, a revolution of our understanding of ímplicit memory has taken place. On
the task level, an item cannot be in both implicit memory and explicit memory.
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However, on the process Ievcl, implicit memory is rcgardcd as onc of the two processes
within a single task that is unobservable and abstract and can be estimated by adding
and subtracting means of different tests. That is, an item can be in both implicit memory
and explicit memory within a single task.
There are two notions of implicit memory, onc from the original discussion by
Graf and Schacter (1985), the other is from the PDP (Jacoby, 1991; Yonelinas, 1994;
Jacoby, Toth, and Yonelinas, 1993). In this disscrtation, another model of implicit
memory is proposed. This model is labe(ed the MBT (Multinomial Binary Tree) Model
for implicit memory because the binary tree representation and multinomial modeling
technique are involved to estimate the parameter of implicit-memory process.
5.2 The MBT implicit memory model
5.2.1 Multinomial Modeling
Multinomial modeling is a statistically based technique that involves estimating
hypothetical parameters that represent the probabilities of unobservablc events (Ricfer
and Batchelder, 1988; Batchelder and Riefer, 1990). It uses the multinomial distribution
to analyze models based on binary trees. It has recently been applied to study
unconscious memory processes that were supposed to serve as a more general model for
the process-dissociation procedure (Buchner, Erdfelder, and Vaterrodt, 1995).
Employing the multinomial-modeling technique in this study is also motivated by earlier
studies on implicit memory and the mere-exposure effect.
Technically, maximum-likelihood estimation is used to estimate the parameters
of a multinomial modeling (Riefer and Batchelder, 1988). Steps to obtain maximum-
likelihood estimates (MLEs) are as follows: ( I) generate ihe likelihood function for the
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model. The likelihood function (denoted by L) of a sample is the value of the joint
probability distribution or thc joint probability dcnsity of indcpcndcnt random variablcs,
i.e., L- f(Xl,X2...,Xn) - f(X1) f(X2)... f(Xn). (2) A log likelihood transformation to the
likelihood function is performed. (3) For multiple-parameter cases, partial derivatives
are found for the likelihood function with respect to each parameter. After setting each
partial derivative equal to zero, the equations are solved to obtain the maximum-
likelihood estimates for each parameter.(4) The goodness of fit of the model is
determined. These four steps can be implemented by using MBT program developed by
Hu (1991).
Although source monitoring was the topic to which the multinomial-modeling
technique has been mainly applied, the multinomial modeling is applicable to other
topics as well, one of which may be the demonstration of the mere-exposure effect.
5.2.2 Overview
In the MBT model proposed for the mere-exposure effect, it is assumed that a
test item can be in one of four memory states: explicit memory, implicit memory, both
states, or neither state. For example, as shown for attended stimuli in Figure l, the
assumption is that the item first enters implicit memory state with probability i,. Then,
if in the implicit memory state, the item enters explicit memory with a probability e,. If
the item is ~ in the implicit memory statc, it cnters the explicit memory statc with a
probability eZ. If assuming e,- e2, then the probabilities of entering implicit and explicit
memory states are independent. This assumption reflects the independence model for
implicit (unconscious) and explicit (conscious) memory process (Jacoby, Toth, and
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Yonelinas, 1993). See Appendix A of this chapter for the definitions of all the
parameters discussed.
Also of importance is that the process-dissociation procedure serves as the basis
of the MBT model. In the PDP experiments (Jacoby, 1998; Toth, et al, 1994), it was
argued that recollection process can be affected by manipulation of attention, but that
thc automatic influcncc can not bc affccted. Rcprescntcd by thc MBT modcl, thc proccss
dissociation supports that i,- i, and cz ~ c~. Rclation bctwccn c, and c, is diffcrcnt from
ez and e,, as it was discovered in the later chapter that e, and e, are probabilities of
explicit-memory processes given implicit memory is invoked, but eZ and e4 are the
probabilities of explicit-memory processes given implicit memory is ~t invoked.
The experimental procedure to be used is one in which the participants make
both recognition and liking judgments for each test item. This procedure is a variation of
the mere-exposure effect procedures in which affective reactions are measured after
repeated presentations. The stimulus and response categories are shown in Table 2.
In the Section I of Figure I, R refcrs to thc itcros to which subjects respond
"YES" in the recognition test. Thc symbol ~R refcrs to thc items to which subjects
respond "NO" in the recognition test. L rcfers to the items to which subjects respond
"YES" in the liking test. The symbol tiL refers to the items to which subjects respond
"NO" in the liking test. With the four combinations of R, ~R, L, and ~L, as well as the
attended, unattended, and new items, twelve frequency cells can be created containing 9
degrees of freedom that enable an estimate of at most 8 multinomial parameters with 1
degrce of freedom remaining to test the goodness of fit of the model.
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I~eure I
The structure of the origínal model
I. Attended stimuli
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Figure 1 continued.
II. Unattended stimuli
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Note:
R stands for participants' responding YES in recognition tests
~R stands for participants' responding NO in recognition tests
L stands for participants' responding YES in liking tests
~L stands for participants' responding NO in recognition test -





RBc~L Old Don't like
~RBcL New Likc
~RBr.~L New Don't like
Note that a, represents the probability of liking (positive affect) an item, given
that the item is in implicit memory state. The parameter aZ is the probability of liking an
item, given that the item is not in implicit memory state. It is predicted that a2 is smaller
than a,. This is based on the assumption that prefercnces (liking) dcmonstrate the
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existence of an item in implicit memory, whereas a recognition judgment will not.
Empirical evidence for this assumption comes from Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc's (1980)
well known experiment in which the mere exposure effect, measured by a preference
test, indicated items werc in implicit mcmory in the abscnce of a recognition response.
When an item is in explicit memory it is rccognized with probability I. If an item is not
in explicit memory, the response yes is made as a guess with probability g. See Table 3
for the equations of the first proposed model.
The patterns of equations are the same for both attended and unattended items,
except that the unattended items utilize parameter i3 e, e4 and the attended items use
parameter i, e, e2. The parameter e3 should be smaller than e, because unattended items
are learned less well. However, it may be that i,- i3. This latter prediction comes from
the assumption of the task and process dissociation procedures. For instance, the
manipulation of level of processing should influence explicit memory performance, but
should not influence implicit memory performance (Jacoby, 1991). Similar results have
been found with the relationship between recollection and automatic influence (Jacoby
et al, 1993; Toth, et al., 1994), and recollection and habit as well (Hay and Jacoby,
1996).
With regard to the new items, the only parameters needed to explain
performance are az and g. Note that aZ is the probability of liking given that implicit
memory is not invoked. See Figure 1 for the diagrams for the three kinds of items: the
attended, the unattended, and the new. Thesc parameters arc listed in Appendix A of this
chapter.
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Table 3
The equations of the original model
RBLL RBc~L
i,e, az-~ i,e,(1- a,)f
AS i, (1- e,) a,gf i, (1- e,)(1- a,)gf
( l -i, )ezaz} (1- i, ) ez ( I - az)}
(1- i~)(1- cz) azg ( I- i~)(1- c,)(I- az)t;
~3 e3 a~} ~, c~ (1- a,)f
UAS i3 (l- e,) a,gf i, (I- e,)( I- a,)gf
(1- i,) e4 azf (1- ij) ea ( I- az)f
(1- i,)(1- ea) azg (1- i~)(1- e4)( ~- az)g
NS azg (1- az)g
~RBzL -~RBz~L
AS i, (1-e,) a, (1-g)~- i, ( 1- e,)(1- a,)(1-g)}
(1- i,)(1- ez) az (1-g) (1- i,)(1- ez)(1- az)(I-g)
i, (1- e,) a,(1-g)f i, ( l- e,)(1- a,)(1-g)f
UAS (1- i,)(1- ea) az ( 1-g) ( ~- i, )( I- c, )( I- az)( ~-g)
NS az (1-g) ( l- az)( I-g)
Note:
AS - attended stimuli
UAS - unattended stimuli
NS - new stimuli
See Table 2 for the definitions of RBtL, RBc~L, ~RBcL, ~RBi~L.
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It is assumed that implicit memory precedes explicit memory during the
cognitive processing of a presented item. In the mere-cxposure literature, affect is
assumed to precede cognition in time (Zajonc and Markus, 1982).
The MBT modeling of the mere-exposure effect is motivated by the assumption
that the mere-exposure effect can be used to demonstrate implicit memory (Schacter,
1987; Seamon et al., 1995). However, the model is a specific representation of implicit
memory using the multinomial processes. The implicit-memory parameter of the MBT
model that is estimated by the method of maximum likelihood, represents the operation
of implicit memory. In the MBT implicit-memory model for the mere-exposure effect,
the existence of implicit memory can be demonstrated by estimating and showing that
the implicit memory parameters have a value greater than zero in a multinomial model.
5.2.3 Parameter estimation
There were nine parameters in the original MBT model. The value of the degrees
of freedom in the data is nine. In order for a goodness- -of-fit test to be performed, the
multinomial modeling procedure requires that the number of the parameters in the
model is smaller than the degrees of freedom of the data. Therefore, the number of
parameters should be reduced. There are two options for setting up constraints to do this.
Parameters can be set to some value a priori. For example, a, is the probability of
liking given that implicit memory is invoked. It can be assumed that a, - l, which
means that the existence of implicit memory directly leads to the liking judgment. This
constraint is reasonable, because (a) it is similar to the relationship between explicit
memory and guessing, which indicates that thc existence of the explicit memory leads to
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perfect recognition of the item. After explicit memory is invoked, there is no guessing,
namely, the probability of guessing "Yes" is l; (b) a well known result of the mere-
exposure effect is that the familiarity leads to liking (Zajonc and Markus, 1982).
Familiarity has been further interpreted as implicit memory (Yonelinas, 1994; Ye and
Van Raaij, 1996a).
A second possibility is that some parameters can be set to be equal in value. For
example, i, is the probability of invoking implicit memory given the item is attended. i3
is the probability of invoking implicit memory given the item is not attended. ]t may be
assumed that i, - i,, which means that the attcnded items have the same probability as
the unattended items of being in implicit memory. This assumption was made on the
basis of the empirical finding about the dissociation between implicit- and explicit-
memory tests or processes. Implicit memory, the basis of unconscious processing, is not
sensitive to the elaboration variables such as attention to stimuli and repetition of
stimuli. However, explicit memory, the basis of conscious processing, is sensitive to
these variables (Craik, Moscovitch, and McDowd, 1994; Toth, Yonelinas, and Jacoby,
1994; Roediger, 1990; Schacter, 1987; Yang and Ye, 1995). The results of empirical
studies lead us to assume that memory process dissociation may happen in this situation.
This dissociation may be represented by thc assumption that implicit memory of
attended and unattended items are identical (i, - i,), and explicit memory of attended
items is larger than that of the unattended items (e2 ~ e4).
Another prediction made here is that the representation of implicit memory
should exist in the mere-exposure effect model. Empirical findings imply that implicit
memory in the mere-exposure effect occurs in the absence of recognition memory
(Kunst-Wilson and Zajonc, 1980; Seamon, et al., 1995; Ye and Van Raaij, 1996a).
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These findings are the basis for the predictions of the current study. The confirmation of
the presence of implicit memory is that the MBT model fits the data with i, or i, having
values larger than zero. A model that fits the data means that the model adequately
describes the data for the population from which the subjects are sampled.
5.3 Method
5.3.1 Materials
Chinese characters servcd as stimuli in this research. The reasons for using
Chinese characters with English speaking subjects in this cxperiment are: (a) Almost all
Engtish speaking subjects are unfamiliar with Chinese characters, so the pre-
experimental familiarity can be better controlled compared to using English words. (b)
The mere exposure effect has been frequently studied by using Chinese ideographs or
characters (see Murphy, Monahan, and Zajonc, 1995; Moreland and Zajonc, 1977;
Zajonc, 1968). (c) The author has experience using Chinese characters (Yang and Ye,
1994, 1995; Ye, 1994, 1995; Ye and Van Raaij, 1996a; Ye and Yang, 1997).
The Chinese characters used in this expcriment werc randomly selected from the
Modern Frequently Used Character List of Chinese Language (1988). Three thousand
frequently used Chinese characters have bcen collected in the character list, which was
designated as a national file by the Chincsc National Education Committee for
elementary education.
Chinese characters were presented in the center of screen of a computer monitor
and the subjects responses were recorded by a Power PC Màcintosh computer interfaced
by a color monitor. The character size of the stimuli was approximately 6 mm by 6 mm.
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5.3.2 Procedure and design
There were two stages in the experiment. The first was the stimulus exposure
phase. Twenty pairs of Chinese characters were presented three times. Each pair of
characters was exposed for SOOms. In each pair of characters, there was an attended
character with an asterisk printed below, as well as an unattended character without an
asterisk below. Subjects were asked to study thc asterisked character and ignore the non-
asterisked character. The second phase was the test phase. The subjects were shown all
60 characters (20 attended, 20 unattended, and 20 new) one at a time. Half of the 36
subjects were asked to indicate for each character first whether or not it had been
presented in the exposure phase (yeslno). Then they were asked whether or not they
liked the character (yeslno) according to their first impression. The other half of the 36
subjects were asked to make the quick liking (yes~no) judgment to the stimulus, and then
to give the recognition (yes~no) judgment. Therefore, testing order was controlled. The
characters remain on the screen until both judgments were made.
The independent variable of the experiment was the item variable (attended,
unattended, new) which was a within-subjects factor. The dependent variables were
recognition judgment and the liking judgmcnt. The data were computed as the
frequencies of response.
The order of recognition and liking judgment tests can bc vicwcd as a betwecn-
subjects variable. One group of subjects made the recognition judgmcnt first and then
the liking judgment, and the other group made the liking judgment first and then the
recognition judgment. Schacter et al. (1991) found that the order of giving implicit- and
explicit-memory tests does not influence the test performance. The data from the two
different orders can be integrated if no differences between the conditions are found.
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The 60 characters were counterbalanced across subjects using a Latin-square
design. There were six groups of students tested. Six subjects were randomly assigned to
each group. Therefore, thirty six subjects were involved in the experiment. The design
is displayed in Table 4. Note that A, B, and C each represents a set of characters. Each
set contains 20 characters. "A B C" means that set A served as attended characters, set B
served as unattended characters, set C served as new characters. "B C A" means B
served as attended characters, C served as unattended characters, and set A served as
new characters. "C A B" means that set C served as attended characters, set A served as
unattended characters, and set B served as new characters. Therefore, the characters
used in each stimulus condition were counterbalanced.
Table 4
Experimental design
Group Attended Unattended New
items items items
1 A B C-Rccognition followed by Liking(6)
2 B C A-Rccognition followed by Liking(6)
3 C A B-Recognition followed by Liking(6)
4 A B C-Liking followed by Recognition(6)
5 B C A-Liking followed by Rccognition(6)
6 C A B-Liking followcd by Rccognition(6)
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5.4 Results
Da~a from the thirty six subjccts wcrc aggrcgafcd and analyrcd with a computcr
program deveib~ed by Hu (1991). It has bccrt suggestcd that aggrégated dáta bc uscd
for the rrit~ttiribmyai analysis (B'átchelder, artd Riefer, 1990}. The ággregated datá can
increàse ttie statïsticál pbwer compáred with datá~ from thé srriaÍler subgroup. In this
study, thè likelihood~ rátios of the subgroup data were consistent with the aggregated
data. For the subgi-oup data, Table 5 displays the observèd and expected frequencies
based on the fíhal ~model for the six individual groups of subjects.
5.4: I About the original modcl
The anal~sis started with the originál módel with 9 párameters shown ïn Figuré
1. Because' there wère no degrces of frecdom availablc for a goodness of fit test, a
goodness of 1it test for the original model could not be performed. As the original model
had to be modifed, the following steps focused on setting up the constraints as to obtain
an identifiáble model. First of all, one of the two assumptions discussed beforehand was
applied; namely, implicit memory (familiarity) leads to liking responses (Zajonc, and
Markus, 1982; Bornstein; 1989). Representcd as a constraint in the originál model, the
prdbábility ~of likting givén thát implicit mcmory is invoked wás set to a value of 1, i.e.,
a, - l. This co~istráint`wás similar to thc notion that cxplicit mcmory always Icads to
recognition judgment. The result was ~2( I)- 25.76. Confidcnce intervals were not
provided by Hu's (1991) program for any parameter estimatc, so it appears that the
model was not identifiable.
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Ta I
Observed and expected frequencies for each category
Group
1
Stimuli RBcL RBz~L ~RBc L ~RBc~L
attended 59(54) 24(28) 21(21) 16(16)
unattended 37(41) 22(18) 27(34) 34(26)
new 31(30) IS(16) 48(42) 26(32)
2 attended 54(51) 28(3 I) 20(19) 18(20)
unattended 33(38) 20(17) 29(3 I) 38(34)
new 35(33) I I(12) 37(36) 37(39)
3 attended 58(55) 15(16) 21(29) 26(19)
unattended 50(53) 13(14) 34(32) 23(21)
new 39(39) 18(16) 44(37) 16(25)
4 attended 42(42) 15(15) 44(42) 19(21)
unattended 37(39) 10(14) 47(45) 26(22)
new 36(35) 18(14) 44(48) 22(24)
5 attended 36(35) 27(28) 22(22) 35(36)
unattended 31(33) 27(25) 23(23) 39(38)
new 27(26) 20(2 I) 27(27) 46(46)
6 attended 39(43) 27(24) 33(30) 21(24)
unattended 36(36) I 9( I 9) 31(36) 34(29)
new 32(29) 12(14) 46(43) 30(34)
groups.
Table 6 displays the parameter values and likelihood ratio for each of the six
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Table 6
Parameter values and likelihood ratio for the final model
i
.07 .42 .33 .45 .12 .60 8.15
.O1 .47 .23 .48 .12 .58 3.08
gi gz e2 e4 a2 G2
3 .16 .51 .40 .09 .00 .65 I 0.1 I
4 .OS .42 .38 .07 .00 .68 3.33
5 .03 .49 .31 .18 .12 .44 0.43
6 .O1 .41 .29 .29 .14 .60 4.33
Total .03 .47 .33 .28 .07 .60 7.37
Note: to test the goodness of fit for the six groups of subjects, the equations of the final
model were applied to data set of the six individual groups. The critical value for chi-
square with 3 degrees of freedom is 7.82.
The program estimates of the parameters in the model with 1 degree of freedom
were, e, was approximately 1, e, was approximately 1, and e, was approximately 0.
These results suggested the solution of e,-1, e,-1, and e,-0, along with a,-1. The result
was ~2(4) - 25.76, p~0.05. There were confidence intervals provided by the program
for each parameter estimate as the degrees of freedom incrcased, suggesting that this
model was identifiable.
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The output of the model with four degrees of freedom shows that the cstimated
frequency of the category of recognized and not-liked (RBc~L) new items was much
larger than the observcd frequcncy. If parameter g in the original model could be
divided into g, and gZ, thc cstimatcd frcqucncy could bc rcduccd. Thcrcforc, thc initial
analysis on the original model suggested that parameter g, and gZ be used for further
development instead of g.
5.4.2 About the final model
The final model was developed based on both the initial analysis and previous
findings. Data analysis using the original model suggested that the guessing parameter g
should be further divided into g, and gz. The parameter g, is the probability of guessing
given liking, and the parameter gZ is the probability of gucssing given no liking.
Theoretically, the process dissociation Iramcwork suggestcd that implicit memory
process is not influenced by manipulation of attention but explicit memory is (Jacoby et
al. 1993). Findings from previous mere-exposure effect experiments suggested that
implicit memory (familiarity) always leads to liking. These assumptions are presented
by the relations between parameters; that is, i,-i3 and ez~ e4, and a,-1. When the
theoretical assumptions are incorporated, the final model will be formed.
The analysis is started again by adding g, and g~ to thc original model.
Theoretically, task and process dissociation suggested that implicit mcmory is not
sensitive to certain manipulations, while explicit memory is sensitive to these
manipulations (Roediger, 1990; Toth, ct al. 1994). Thcreforc, thc assumption was madc
that implicit mcmory is not scnsitivc to attcntion; namcly, i, - i,. ~'his rcduced thc
degrecs of freedom needed in thc original modcl by one df. However, as g was split into
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g, and g2, it consumed one more dcgree of freedom. Similar to the original model, there
were no degrees of freedom left for the modified original model, a goodness of test for
the modified original model could not be performed.
The other assumption was then applied. As the explicit memory process always
leads to a recognition judgment, it was assumed that the implicit memory process
always leads to a liking judgment. So a, was set to a value of 1. The result showed that
~2(1) - 7.37, p ~ 0.05. The critical chi-square value with 1 degree of freedom is 3.84.
The computer program produced confidence intervals for all parameter estimates,
suggesting that the model is identifiable.
The result of the model with 1 degree of freedom showed that the values of e,
and e3 were approximately l. For the further analysis, e, and e, were set to be 1 along
with a, - 1. The result of the analysis was ~2(3) - 7.37, p~ 0.05. The critical chi-square
value with three degrees of frecdom and a 0.05 alpha level is 7.82. The computer
program produced confidence intervals for all parameter estimates. This model with six
parameters was labeled as the final model, and it seemed to be a reasonable model for
the research paradigm. Therefore, the final model can thus be formed as Figure 2 shows.
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Table 7 The equations of the final model
RBcL RBt~L
AS if(1-i) ez az (1-i) ez (1- az)
f(1-i)(1- ez) az g, }(1-i)(1- ez)(1- az) gz
[N 11-288(278)] [N 12-136(144)]
if( I-i) e4 az (1-i) e, (1- az)
UAS t(1-i)(1- e,) az g, f(1-i)(1- e4)(1- az) gz
[N21-224(232)] [N22-111(105)]
NS az g, (1- az) gz
[N31-203(203)J [N32-94(94)J
~RBcL ~RBZ~L
AS (1-i)(1- ez) az (1- g, ) (1-i)(1- ez)(1- az)(1- gz)
[N13-161(162)] [N14-135(136)]
UAS (1-i) az ( 1- g,) (1-i)(1- az)(1- gz)
[N23-191(208)] [N24-194(175)]
NS az ( 1- g,) (1- az)(1- gz)
[N33-246(230)] [N34-177(193)J
Notc: Figures in the parentheses are estimatcd frcqucncics
AS - attcndcd stimuli
UAS - unattended stimuli
NS - new stimuli
The observed versus expected frequencies based on the six parameters for the
twelve categories for the final model are displayed in Table 7. Table 7 also displays the
equations for the final model.
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As i and e4 seem to have values close to zero in the final model, further analysis
was carried out to test whether they could be eliminated from the model mathematically.
Note that i- i,- i3. Setting e4 - 0 resulted in ~2(4) - 9.28 (critical value - 9.49), p~
0.05. Setting i- 0 resulted in ~2(4) - 7.80 (critical value - 9.49), p~ 0.05. Setting e4 -
0 and i- 0 resulted in ~2(5) - 11.87 (critical value - 1 1.07), p ~ 0.05. Although e4 or i
could be mathematically eliminated from the final model, this does not correspond to
the postulated psychological processes. Among these postulated psychological
processes, implicit and explicit memory processes were assumed in the original model
and represented by the mere-exposure effect. The final model is the model that is
consistent with the psychological findings.
5.4.3 Proof of identifiability for the final model
The identifiability of the final model was algebraically proven (See Appendix B
of this chapter). This means that for the set of data collected for the study, there was a
unique set of parameter estimates being able to fit the modcl to the data. This is a
necessary feature of any multinomial modcl. If a modcl is not identifiable, the
likelihood ratio and the parameter values cannot be interpreted.
Two constraints for the expected data were discovered based on the final model.
See Appendix B of this chapter and Table 4. One is N 11 tN 13 ~~I31-~I~33. This means
that the attended items must have a better chance to be liked than the new items. The
other constraint is I~21 fI~23 - N 11 fIV 13. This means that the unattended items must
have an equal chance to be liked as the attended items. Note that N 11 is the expected
frcyuency of recognized and liked attended itcros; N 13 is the expected frequency of
non-recognized but liked attended items; N31 is the expected frequency of recognized
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and liked new items; ~I33 is the expected frequency of non-recognized but liked new
items;1V21 is the expected frequency of recognized and liked unatiended items; and ~23
is the expected frequency of non-recognized but liked unattended items.
[n order to fit the model with the observed frequencies, a similar pattern of
constraints for the observod fn~uencies to the expected frequencies should be present.
If the constraint pattern of the observed frequencies is significantly ditierent from the
pattern of the expected frequencies, it implies a poor fit of the model with the data.
5.5 Discussion
5.5.1 The original model
The initial analysis of the original model did not discover a multinomial model
fitting the data as the model with 4 degrees of freedom had a value of GZ greater that the
critical value. However, the initial analysis discovered that splitting g into g, and g2
dramatically reduces the value of GZ. Assumptions about g, and gZ were not made in the
originat model. However, the original model was improved by incorporating g, and gZ.
This benefited the further analysis for the final model.
5.5.2 The final model
Implicit memory was asscssed by the final model because the implicit memory
parameter i had a value larger than zero in the model. This result was consistent with
many findings using the mere-exposure paradigms that have found that an unconscious
process of initial affect should exist for processing new information (Zajonc and
Markus, 1982; Bonnstein, 1989). This model is the first multinomial model of the mere-
exposure effect. Figure 2 displays the structure of the final model.
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Thc final model confirms anolhcr wcll-supportcd linding; namcly, that mcmory
process-dissociation exists. Memory-process dissociation suggests that conscious and
unconscious memory processes are dissociated (Craik, Moscovitch, and McDowd, 1994;
Roediger, 1990; Schacter, 1987). In the final model, the implicit memory parameter i is
identical for both attended and unattended items. This means that implicit memory was
not sensitive to the attention manipulation. However, explicit memory parameters are
sensitive to attention manipulations. As shown in Table 6, for the aggregated data, the
value of the explicit-memory parameter, given that implicit memory is not invoked for
attended itcros, was ez-0.28, which is largcr than that of unattcndcd itcros (e, -0.07).
This was also true for the data from all six subgroups (See Table 6). This result makes
sense because manipulating attention can affect explicit memory, as demonstrated by the
effects of level of processing (Craik, 1975). Because implicit and explicit memory
parameters are affected by the attention manipulation in different ways, memory process
dissociation is confirmed (Schacter, 1987; Roediger, 1990).
The final model also supported the proposed relationship between familiarity
(implicit memory) and liking. Part of the final model is a,-1. It was argued that
familiarity always leads to liking and an increase of familiarity (repetition) leads to the
increment of liking (Zajonc and Markus, 1982). Consistent with the relation between
explicit memory and recognition guessing, the existence of implicit memory of an item
would lead to perfect liking of the item, as a, was equal to 1 and a2 was equal to 0.60.
The prediction that a, should be larger than a2 is confirmed. Thi1 means that the
probability of invoking liking given no implicit memory is always smaller than that of
invoking liking given the occurrence of implicit memory.
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Regarding the analysis on setting ~-0 based on the final model, although the
result indicated that parameter ~. could be eliminated mathematically from the final
model, psychologically the result did not correspond to the previous findings from the
experiments on the mere-exposure effect. Familiarity, namely implicit memory, was the
focus of study in mere-exposure effect experiments. A model for the mere-exposure
effect without implicit memory should be identified to be fraud.
The final issue to be explained is why implicit memory seems to lead to both
recognition and liking judgments for attended and unattended items. Actually, it is not
just implicit memory that leads to both recognition and liking judgments. The explicit
memory is also invoked after the occunence of implicit memory (See Figure 2). That is,
the probability of invoking explicit memory given implicit memory (e,) was equal to 1.
This means once implicit memory has been invoked, explicit memory would be
perfectly invoked. The value of parameter i in the final model is equal to the product of
probabilities of implicit memory (i) and explicit memory (e, - 1). Note that the explicit
memory discussed here is a constant that is invoked after implicit memory has been
invoked. However, the explicit memory that can be affected by attention manipulation,
is invoked given that implicit memory is not invoked.
5.5.3 Future directions
Implicit memory and memory process dissociation were found in this study by
manipulating the degrees of attention. That is, implicit memory parameters could exist
in the final model. In the final model the valucs of thc implicit memory paramcter Z are
identical for both attended and unattended stimuli, but the values of the explicit memory
parameters given that implicit memory has not been invoked (eZ and e4) are different
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regarding attention manipulations. A follow-up experiment may focus on cross-
validating the findings by manipulating repetition times.
It has been found (Schacter, 1987) that the number of repetitions affect explicit-
memory tasks such as recall and recognition tests but do not affect implicit-memory
tasks such as word-stem completion tests. The prediction is made for the proposed
future experiment that the values of the implicit-memory parameters will be identical for
different repetition valucs, but the values of the explicit-memory parameters will be
different depending on thc repetition manipulations. The prerequisite is that the final
model should fit the new sets of data using a repetition manipulation.
5.6 Interpreting the model with new constructs of liking
5.6.1 Overview
In the experiment, the interaction is studied between attention and affective
factors (liking) in the processing of advertising messages. According to the developed
multinomial model, subjects' liking of the stimuli depends on either repetition liking or
unbiased~biased first-impression liking, given rcpctition liking failed. Unattended
stimuli were rated higher in liking judgmcnt than attended stimuli. This suggests that if
consumers' liking judgment towards the stimulus is the communication objective,
exposure is more important than attention to the stimuli (logos, advertisements).
Nevertheless, efforts should be made to make the logos (advertisements) more attractive
to increase repetition and first-impression liking.
Attending to advertising and liking an advertisement may be separate systems, as
mere-exposure experiments show. Attending to an advertisement may even inhibit the
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`liking' of advertisements. In the literature (Zajonc, 1968; Bornstein, 1989; Graf and
Schacter, 1985; Van Raaij, 1989) evidencc can bc found that the primary affcctivc
reaction ( first-impression liking) is a quick responsc to a stimulus that, with a longer or
more frequent exposure, is overruled by a cognitive response. With a more frequent
exposure, repetition liking may occur. With an even longer or more frequent exposure,
attention to the stimulus increases, and the original affective reaction will then be
overruled and `rationalized' into a cognitive reaction, such as cognitive responses and
beliefs (Seamon, Marsh and Brody, 1984).
5.6.2 Repetition liking
Repctition liking rcfcrs to thc probability of liking judgcmcnt toward stimulí
encountered more than once. It may be interpreted as an unconscious process because it
is dissociated from a conscious recollection memory process. The interpretation is based
on Jacoby et al's (1991, 1998) process-dissociation procedure (PDP) which states that
unconscious processes can be dissociated from conscious recollection. In an unattented
experimental condition, respondents like stimuli better, if these stimuli are not
recollected. Compare the mere-exposure effect (Zajonc, 1968). Repetition liking is
represented in the multinomial model as paramcter i.
5.6.3 Fírst-impression liking
First-impression liking refers to the probability of a liking judgment towards new
stimuli. Liking or disliking seems to be a first and quick reaction in evolution towards
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stimuli to assess their potential danger. This is also called the primary affective reaction
(Van Raaij, 1989). First impression liking is represented in the multinomial model as
parameter ar
5.6.4 Why studying consumers' liking judgments?
Van Raaij (1989) proposed a conceptual model suggesting that a primary
affective reaction to a stimulus (advertisement, brand, logo, etc.) could lead to
developing a positive attitude towards thc stimulus (advertisement, brand, logo) and,
subsequently, to a positive advertising effect. Thus raising consumers' liking toward the
advertisement can be considered a crucial advcrtising objective (Mitchell, 1986).
Implicit-memory research, also known as unconscious-memory research, is one
of the recent developments in cognitive psychology (Graf and Schacter, 1985). It is not
yet been implemented in advertising research. An exception is the study by Krishnan
and Shapiro (1996). They investigated implicit memory of brand names, and used the
word-stem completion test, a classical implicit memory task, to study advertising
effects.
The liking judgment, known as one of inere-exposure effects (Bornstein, 1989),
is an implicit-memory task. The present study implements not only the liking judgment,
but also the multinomial modeling technique for building a mathematical model
(Batchelder and Riefer, 1990, Riefer and Batchelder, 1988) to explain the results of the
experiments.
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Attention manipulation cannot impact unconscious processing in implicit
memory tasks, but may affect conscious recollection (Jacoby, 1991). Therefore, it is
expected that attention manipulations will not impact the probability of repetition-liking
judgment, but will affect the recollection process in the model matching the
experimental data.
5.6.5 Why were stimuli with less attention rated better?
In Ye and van Raaij's experiment (1997) it was discovered that respondents
rated stimuli they did not attend to as being liked better than stimuli they attended to.
This can be accounted for by the MBT model. It can be concluded from the equations of
Table 3 that the probability of respondents saying `like' to unattended stimuli (UAS) is
larger than or equal to the probability of saying `like' to attended stimuli (AS).
P(Liking~AS) - P(RBcL~AS) ~- P(tiRBLL~AS) -
i f(1-i) ez az -~ (1-i)(1- ez) az g, f(1-i)(1- ez) az (1- g,) -
i-~(1-i)a2
P(Liking~UAS) - P(RBcL~UAS) f P(~RBcL~UAS) -
if(1-i)e4aZ}(1-i)(1-ea)azg~ }(1-i)az(1-g~)-
if(1-i)a2[1 }e4(1-g~)~
As(1-g~)?0, [1 fe,(1-g~)] ~ 1
Thus, P(Liking~UAS) ? P(Liking~AS)
The above equations also show that the probability of respondents saying liking
the stimulus is dependent on either repetition liking or unbiascd~biased (irst-impression
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liking, given repetition liking failed. Subjects' liking judgment to the unattended stimuli
is equal to or better than to the attended stimuli. Thus, `inattention' seems to be a better
condition for liking the stimuli than `attention'. The reason may be that `inattention' is
associated with less cognitive defense to stimuli such as advertising that is perceived as
an influence attempt.
5.6.6 Process dissociation between liking and recognition
Ye and van Raaij (1996) investigated responses to brand names and found that
respondents' liking judgment was dissociated from recognition responses. In the present
multinomial model, repetition liking has been kept stable across attention manipulations,
i.e., i remains the same in both attended and unattended situations. The parameter values
can be found in Table 5. However, recognition was influenced by the attention variable,
i.e., e2 ~ e,. This is an example of functional process dissociation (See Jacoby 1998 for
PDP). It implies that the liking judgment, similar to implicit-memory tasks (Tulving,
Schacter, and Stark, 1982), touches unconscious rather than conscious processes
controlling recognition judgments.
5.6.7 Conclusion
Findings from the proposed multinomial model suggest that forcefully getting
consumers' attention (i.e., ask consumers to remember the advertisements) should not be
considered as the primary approach for advertising. `Inattention' seems to be a better
condition for liking the stimuli than `attention'. Therefore, instead of forcefully getting
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consumers' attention, multiple exposure (repetition) or attractiveness of advertisements
should be emphasized for advertising campaign. Consumers are more leaning to
replying on their voluntary liking (first-impression and repetition liking), rather than the
attention suggested by facilitators, to make liking judgments. In the mathematical
model, repetition liking (í) was stable across suggested-to-be-remembered and
suggested-not-to-be-remembered stimuli, and subjects' rating on liking judgement to the
suggested-not-to-be-remembered stimuli was better than the suggested-to-be-
remembered stimuli. This result replicated the previous empirical findings and was
proved by mathematical calculations based on the multinomial model.
Practically, the result suggested that, when establishing consumers' liking
toward the advertisements (logo, brand, etc.), repetition and non-voluntary attention are
separate systems, and multiple exposure (repetition) to the advertisements is more
important than consumers' non-voluntary attention. Therefore, efforts should focus on
making the advertisement more attractive, or increasing the repetition of the
advertisements, rather than asking consumers to remember the advertisements, in order
to increase repetition and first-impression liking which are the determinants of their
liking judgements.
First-impression and repetition liking are implicit memory effects. They may
also show up in brand buying behavior. In the store, advertised brands are generally
more attractive than non-advertised brands without brand awareness and recognition.
The first-impression and repetition liking invoked by the advertised brands are larger
than the non-advertised brands. Advertised brands are sold more than non-advertised
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brands. Thus, implicit memory effects occur in the brand-buying behavior.
Another contribution of this research is that the proposcd multinomial modcl can
provide an opportunity to interpret the mere-exposure effect mathematically. With the
repetition of the stimuli, repetition liking i towards the stimuli could increase, thus the
liking judgements is increased.
5.7 Summary
Implicit memory is often measured by the facilitation effects of repetition
priming on a variety of implicit memory tests. In this study, a multinomial binary tree
(MBT) model for the mere-exposure effect paradigm was tested with parameters
representing memory processes including implicit memory. This model is based on two
empirical findings: ( 1) implicit memory ( familiarity) always leads to liking; (2) there is
memory process dissociation between implicit and explicit memory.
The originally proposed model with nine parameters could not be tested.
However, an alternative model labeled as the final model was developed with six
parameters, fitted the data (G2(3) - 7.37, p~ 0.05). Although the final modcl was not
the only model to fit the data, it was the only model that was consistent with thc
empirical findings and the postulated psychological processes.
In terms of the final model, implicit memory is detected with parameter i.
Implicit and explicit memory processes are dissociated. Implicit memory always leads
to liking judgment.
In a deeper analysis of the final model for it contribution to marketing
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communication, especially advertising, the mere-exposure effect suggests that repetition
(exposure) can increase liking ratings. Two new constructs were introduced: first-
impression and repetition liking. The model provides an opportunity to interpret the
mere-exposure effect mathematically: with the repetition of the stimuli, repetition liking
i towards the stimuli increases, thus the liking judgement is incremented. Based on the
mathematical model, it is argued that repetition and non-voluntary attention are two
separate channels, and the multiple cxposure (rcpetition) is more important than the non-
voluntary attention to increase consumers' liking judgments towards the stimuli (logos,
advertisements).
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Appendix A
Definitions of the naramcters
i,: the probability of invoking implicit memory given the item is attended.
i,: the probability of invoking implicit mcmory given the item is not attended.
e,: the probability of invoking explicit memory given implicit memory is invoked
and the item is attended.
e2: the probability of invoking explicit memory given implicit memory
is not invoked and the item is attended.
e3: the probability of invoking explicit memory given implicit memory
is invoked and the item is not attended.
e4: the probability of invoking explicit memory given implicit memory
is not invoked and the item is not attendcd.
a,: the probability of liking given implicit memory is invoked.
az: the probability of liking given implicit memory is not invoked.
g: the probability of guessing given explicit memory is not invoked.
In the final model, g was further separated into g, and gz.
g,: the probability of guessing given liking.
g~: the probability of guessing given no liking.
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Annendix B~ Proof for the identifiability of the final model
Conditions
Number of parameters: 6
Degrees of freedom: 3
Marginal sample size: N- 720
Prove two parameter sets to be equal, namely,
S-{li e2~ e4~ a2i gl~ g2f -`5~~~~~ e2~~ e4~~ a2~~ gl~~ g2~f
Step~,~ee Table 61
since:
N31 f N33 - N(a2 g, f aZ (1- g,))
then:
a2 - (N31fN33)IN - a2~`
g, - N311( aZN) -N311(N31}N33) - g,~`
g2-N311[(1- a2)N] - N311(N- aZN) - N31~(N32~-N34) - gz~`
since:
(N 11 fN 13)!N - if(1-i) e2 aZ f( 1-i)(1- cz) a2 - i f(1-i) aZ
then, i - [(N11fN13)-(N31fN33)JI(N32fN34) - i~`
So aZ, g,, gZ, and i are indentifiable.
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t lI
since,
(N22}N24)IN - ( 1-i)(1- e4)(1- aZ)
then,
e, - 1-(N 12fN 14)IN( I-i)(1- a2)
as i and a2 are identifiable, ez e2~`.
Similarly, e4 - 1- (N22-~N 24)IN(1-i)(1-
So, eZ and e4 are identifiable.
Constraints
- e4
(1) N 11 fN 13 ~ N31}N33, because i~0.
(2) N21 fN23 - N 11 fN 13, because
(N21tN23)~N - i-}-(1-i) e, aZ}(1-i)(1- e.,) aZ - if(1-i) a2
(N 11fN 13)!N - i}(1-i) eZ azf(1-i)(1- e2)az - i}(1-i) a2
If one of these two constraints docs not hold, thcre is no
computer program because it is impossible to obtain a model fit.
need to run thc M E3T
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CHAPTER 6
COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR INTERNET CONSUMER RESEARCH
6.1 Introduction
United States Presidcnt William J. Clinton and Vicc President Albert Gore, Jr.
wrote in the articlc "A Framework For Globa) Electronic commerce" (See http:
l~www.iitf.nist.govleleccomrr~ecomm.htmlfno.3):
Internet technology is having a profound e~j`'ect on the global trade in services.
World trade involving computer software, entertainment products (motion pictures,
videos, games, sound recordings), information services (databases, online newspapers),
technical information, product licenses, financial services, and professional services
(businesses and technical consulting, accounting, architectural design, legal advlce,
travel services, etc.) has grown rapidly in the past decade, now accountingfor well over
,~40 billion of U.S. exports alone in 1995. The estimate covers 1995 and does not include
transactions between affiliated companies, which could add as much as ~47 billion in
additional exports.
The Internet has the potential to become the United States' most active trade
vehicle within a decade, creating millions of high paying jobs. In addition, Internet
shopping may revolutionize retailing by allowing consumers to stay in their homes and
buy a wide variety of products and services from all over the world.
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As the World Wide Web has potential to become a highly effcient electronic
marketplace, understanding how consumers process marketing information on Internet
is crucial for researchers and practitioners. This is the research scope of Internet
Consumer Behavior. So it is important to devclop mathematical (e.g., multinomial)
model for the online advertising effect.
6.2 lmplementation of the software
Two stages of the Internet marketing experiments were implemented. That is,
presentation and testing. Stimuli are advertising pictures. In the presentation phase, pairs
of pictures are presented on Netscape or Internet Explorer to subjects who could be
remote to the server programs. For instance, server programs could be running in Ohio
USA, while subjects could participate the experiments in Atlanta or Rotterdam. For each
pairs of the pictures, one is noted to be remembered and the other being ignored. The
position of'remember' and'ignore' pictures are counterbalanced with half on left and half
on right. This part of the software has been coded and an acceptance test is needed.
The test phase is more complex which implements the ideas from multinomial
models. Old and new pictures are mixed and presented one by one. Subjects are
prompted by pull-down boxes on Netscape or lE, and asked if they could recognize the
picture, and if they like the pictures. Scores for recognized and liked, recognized and not
liked, not recognized and liked, and not recognized and not liked, are calculated and
input to a file on the server side. This file will bc thc data resource for MBT
(Multinomial Binary Tree) analysis that builds multinomial models.
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6.3 Operating the software
Ilcrc arc the steps to operate the softwarc: (1) Open Netscapc or lnternet
Explorer. (2) Locate URL at http:l~www.tax.co.gwinnett.ga.us~explstudy.htm. (3)
Following the instructions to start the experiment.
It is suggested that commercial participants be scheduled at different time slots
for doing the experiment. The data file (~HOME~httpd~cgi-bin~result.dat) records the
output for every subject. The data can be analyzed with another computer software
developed by Hu (1994) for creating the multinomial model.
6.4 Technical notes (using httpd apache server on UNIX or LINUX)
6.4.1 File structures
Dev: source code directory
. init stu.c: study phase CGI file
. init tst.c: test phase CGI file
. make-stu: study make file
. make tst: test make file
. utils.c: library functions
Ht s: home directory
. images: sub-directory holding .jpg files for company logos
. images-plane: sub-directory to hold plane pictures
. exp: sub-directory holding .html files, e.g., home-stu.html
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6.4.2 System configure files
. PIC-RAND-NUM: must be present in cgi-bin directory, otherwise, 500 Server Error
may appear. Note that the file name should be in uppercase. It contains 60 random
numbers for the testing images, opcned by tst-init
. FULL-POS: must be present in cgi-bin directory.
. PICS-NUM: must be present in cgi-bin directory.
It contains the number incremented by 1 each time when the study image is
presented.
6.4.3 Conversion
The software was converted from Linux (Unix) Aapche server to Windows 95
(NT) Website Pro 2.3. The changes are: (1) directory for executables: cgi-bin -~ cgi-shl.
(2) extension change for executables: stu-init -~ stu-init.exe; tst-init -~ tst-init.exe. (3)
configure file name. As PICS-NUM needs to be opened as text file (not binary) in
stu init.exe, the file name should be changed to pics-num.txt. Otherwise, stu-init.exe
could not open the file without .txt as extension. Note that the other configure files in cgi-
shl directory could remain intact because thcy wcre opencd in binary mode. (4) Source
code change. In source code files stu init.c and tst-init.c: executable extensions in the
source codes need to be changed to .exe. Relative referencing (eg. ..l..lcgi-
shllstu init.exe) directories need to be adjustcd.
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6.5 CGI (Common Gateway Interfaces) Programs written in C.
Filename: make stu
~ This is the makefile for cgi executable stu-init
tl Last date modified: Oct. 23 1998





~{CC} -o ~{EXEC-DIRS}stu-init stu-init.o
stu init.o: stu init.c




tl This is the makefile for cgi executable tst-init
~ Last date modified: Feb 23 1998




~{EXEC-DIRS}tst init: tst-init.o util.o
~{CC} -o ~{EXEC-DIRS}tst-init tst-init.o util.o
tst init.o: tst init.c
- S{CC} -c tst-init.c
util.o: util.c
S { CC } -c util.c
clean:
rm tst init.o util.o
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h'ilenunu: stu iitit.c
l~` This is a CGI program which presents pairs of pictures one by one ~`~
l~` Author: Gewei Ye ~`I














~define MAX ENTRIES 10
~define MAX PICS 20
static char ~`get-name(char ~`head, int num);














~~` HTML page header ~`I
printf("Content-type: textlhtmlo~oco~oc", I 0, l 0);
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cl - atoi(getenv("CONTENT-LENGTH"));
l~` Open the file PICS-NUM and get the number~`I
if ((fd - fopen("PICS-NUM","r"))- NULL)









printf("Cannot close the file.`n");
printf("~p~ the atoi number is o~od`n",picno);
printf("~p~ the string number is o~os`n",picno-s);




if ((fd - fopen("PICS-NUM","wf"))-- NULL)
printf("~p~System file PICS-NUM not exist.`n");
if (fprintf(fd,"a~os","0") ~ 0)
printf("~p~Error fprintf.`n");
fclose(fd);
printf("~p~ The End of the Presentation. ~Ip~");
printf("~p~ Under Construction ~Ip~");
l~` Setup button Start as FORM~CGI, kick off CGI for test procedure ~`I
printf("~form action-`"Icgi-bin~tst-init`" method-`"post`"~ `n");
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l~` Get the position indicater from FULL-POS file: 0-1eft; 1-right ~`I
if ((fd~os - fopen("FULL POS","r"))-- NULL)
printf("Enor open file FULL-POS.`n");
if ((fseek(fd~os,picno,SEEK SET)) -- -1)
printf("Error set indicator `n");
sprintf(temp~os-ind,"o~oc",getc( fd~os));
pos-ind - atoi(temp~os-ind);
printf("pos-ind is o~od `n",pos-ind);
fclose(fd-pos);
~~` According to pos-ind, arrange which pic is leftlright ~`I
l~` Get the pictures' name, and present via HTML table ~`I
printf("~center~`n");








printf("~td~~img src-`"..limagcsl~~os`" widih-`"200`" hcight-`" 100`"~ ~br~ 8r.nbsp;










printf("~td~ ~img src-`"..~images~a~os`" width-`"200`" height-`" 100`"~ ~br~ 8inbsp;
8cnbsp; 8cnbsp;BLnbsp;8tnbsp;8cnbsp;~b~RemembeKlb~`n",ful~icname);
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printf("Utd~tr~ ~Itable~ ");
} l~` End of if else ~`I








l~` Write to PICS NUM with updated picno ~`~
if ((fd - fopen("Ihomelgyelhttpolcgi-bin~PICS NUM","w"))-- NULL)
printf("~p~Cannot create file PICS-NUM.`n");
if (fprintf(fd,"o~os",picno-s) ~ 0)
printf("~p~Error fprintf.`n");
l~` Close the file ~`I
if(fclose(fd)!-0)
printf("~p~ Error closing the file `n");
l~` Setup button Next as FORNUCGI, kick off CGI for study again ~`~
printf("~form action-`"Icgi-binlstu-init`" method-`"post`"~ `n");
printf("~input type-`"submit`" name-`"submit`" value-`"Next`"~ `n");
printf("~Iform~ `n");

















l~`File name: tst init.c
l~`Purpose: Present pics,record responses into data filc,
~~` display result on web browser



















char ~`makeword(char ~`line, char stop);




static char ~get-name(char ~head, int num);
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static int get-file-num(int pic-num);
static int get~ic-num(int pic-count);
static char ~`get-pic-type(int pic-count);
static int write all data(entry ~`final-entries,int max);
static int display-result(entry ~`final-entries,int max);








int pic-count - 0;
int next~ic-num - 0;
char m~ic-type[2];
int f r 1-0;
int f r n1-0;
int f nr 1-0;
int f nr n1-0;
int d r 1-0;
int d r n1-0;
int d nr 1-0;
int d nr n1-0;
int n r 1-0;
int n r n1-0;
int n nr 1-0;
int n nr n1-0;
l~` HTML page header ~`I
printf("Content-type: textlhtmlo~~co~oc",10,10);
l~` Check the method used by FORM action ~`I
if(strcmp(getenv("REQUEST-METHOD"),"POST")) {
printf("This script should be referenced with a METHOD of POST.`n");




} l~` End of if ~`I
l~` extract the content-length into a structure array ~`I
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c1- atoi(getenv("CONTENT-LENGTH"));









~~` Display responses, should bc deleted in production ~`~
~~` Shows the result for number (pic-no-2) picture ~`I
l~` printf("~H l~Query Rcsults~IH l~");
printf("You submitted the following name~value pairs:~p~o~oc",10);
printf("~ul~o~oc",10);
for(x-0; x ~- m; x~)







I~` Judge and compute the 12 data parametcrs ~`~
l~` If it is the last pic, open a file and record the responses ~`~
if(pic-count ~ TOTAL-PICS)
{
printf("~p~The end of experiment. Thank you!~Ip~`n");
if (write all data(entries,m)!-0)
printf("Error writing the final data.`n");
printf("~p~The result is:`n ~p~");
~~` Display final result on web browser ~`~
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if (display-result(entries,m)!-0)
printf("Error display the final data.`n");
return 0;
}
l~` 10 variables should be recorded: subject number
F R L, F-R-N L, F-N R-L, F-NR-N L
D R L, D-R-N L, D-N R-L, D-N R-N L
N-R-L, N-R-N L, N-NR-L, N-NR-NL
f r 1- atoi(entries[2].val);
f r n1- atoi(entries[3].val);
f nr 1- atoi(entries[4].val);
f nr nl - atoi(entries[5].val);
d r l - atoi(entries[6].val);
d r nl - atoi(entries[7].val);
d nr I - atoi(entries[8].val);
d nr n1- atoi(entries[9].val);
n r 1- atoi(entries[ 10].val);
n r nl - atoi(entries[ 11 ].val);
n nr I- atoi(entries[ 12].val);





~~` recognized-l4, like-l5 ~`I
if(strcmp(entries[ 14].val,"Yes") -- 0)
if(strcmp(entries[ 15].val,"Yes") -- 0)
f r 1}};
else if (strcmp(entries[ 15].val,"No")-0)
f r nlf-~;
else if (strcmp(entries[14].val,"No") -- 0)
{
}
if(strcmp(entries[ 15].val,"Yes") -- 0)
f nr 1}f;
else if (strcmp(entries[ 15].val,"No")--0)
f nr nlf-~;
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} ~~` End of "f' ~`I
else if (strcmp(m~ic-type,"d") -- 0)
~






else if (strcmp(entries[ 15].val,"No")-0)
d r nl-~f;
}
else if (strcmp(entries[ 14].val,"No") -- 0)
{






else if (strcmp(m-pic-type,"n") - 0)
{
l~` recognized-l4, like-l5 ~`I
if(strcmp(entries[ 14].val,"Yes") -- 0)
{
if(strcmp(entrics[ I S].val,"Ycs") -- 0)
n r lff;
else if (strcmp(cntries[ I S].val,"No")--0)
n r nlff;
}





else if (strcmp(entries[ 15].val,"No")--0)
n nr nlff;
} l~` End if of strcmp(entrics[0].val,"Start Tcst") ~`~
l~` Gct the pictures' namc, and prescnt thc pic via HTML tablc ~`I
~~` Count pic numbcr, incrcmcnt by l, and lhcn pass to ncxt pagc ~`~
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l~` Ask questions about recognition and liking ~`I
printf("~p~~form action-`"Icgi-binltst init`" mcthod-`"post`"~ `n");
l~` pic type: full, div, or new ~`I
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"pic-count`" value-`"a~od`"~`n",pic-count);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"pic-type`" value-`"o~os`"~`n",pic-type);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"F-R-L`" value-`"o~od`"~`n",f r-I);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"F-R-NL`" value-`"o~od`"~`n",f r-nl);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"F NR-L`" value-`"o~od`"~`n",f nr 1);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"F NR-NL`" value-`"o~od`"~`n",f nr-nl);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"D R-L`" value-`"o~od`"~`n", d-r-1);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"D-R-NL`" value-`"o~od`"~`n",d-r-nl);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"D NR L`" value-`"o~od`"~`n", d nr 1);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"D NR NL`" value-`"o~od`"~`n",d nr nl);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"N-R-L`" value-`"o~od`"~`n", n-r-1); -
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"N R NL`" value-`"o~od`"~`n",n r nl);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"N NR L`" valuc-`"o~od`"~`n", n nr I);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"N-NR NL`" value-`"o~~d`"~`n",n nr nl);
printf("Has this picture been presented7`n");
l~ printf("~p~ ~select name-`"recognized`"~ `n");
printf("~option selected~Yes~option~No~IselecV ~Ip~`n");~l
printf("~p~ ~input type-`"radio`" name-`"recognized`" value-`"Yes`" checked~
Yes~n");
printf("~input type-`"radio`" name-`"recognized`" value-`"No`"~ No`n");
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printf("~p~ Do you like this picture?`n");
printf("~p~ ~input type-`"radio`" name-`"like`" value-`"Yes`" checked~ Yes`n");
printt("~input type-`"radio`" name-`"like`" value-`"No`"~ No`n");
l~` printf("~p~ ~select name-`"like`"~ `n");
printf("~option selected~Yes~option~NoUselect~ ~Ip~`n");
~`I
printf("~pxinput type-`"submit`" name-`"submit`" value-`"Next`"~ `n")~,
printf("~Iform~ `n");
return 0;
} l~`End of mainO ~`I
l~` Returns pics' name according to thc pic-type and pic-num ~`I











l~` This function returns pics' number from a file according to pic-count~`I
l~` The random numbers are sct in the file named "PIC-RAND-NUM" in cgi-bin~`I
l~` directory ~`I





if ((fd-fopen("PIC-RAND-NUM","r")) -- 0)
printf("File PIC-RAND-NUM cann't be openned. `n");
printf("File opened.`n");
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for(i-O;i~TOTAL;iff)
{
~~` get random number from PIC-RAND-NUM ~`I
fgets(unit-name[i],4,fd);
}
~~` for(i-0; i~ TOTAL; i}f)
i





printf("the random ~ to pic-count o~od is o~od `n",pic-count,pic-num-return);
return pic-num-return;
~~` This function returns the pics' type according to the pic-num ~`~
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}
return pic-type-return;
l~` Take structure pointer final entries and writc into the data ~`1
l~` file named "result.dat" in cgi-bin directory















fprintf(fd-data,"Subject completed the experiment at:`no~os`n",asctime(ptr));
max-max-3;
for(x-2; x ~- max; x-t-f)





l~` Display the result on web browsers
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printf(~~~p~`n---------------------------`n");
printf("~p~The experimcnt was completed at:~p~`no~os`n",asctime(ptr));
max-max-3;





~~`File namc: tst init.c
~~`Purposc: Prescnt pics,rccord responscs into data lilc,




















char ~`makeword(char ~`line, char stop);
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void plustospace(char ~`str);
static char ~`get-name(char ~`head, int num);
static int get-file-num(int pic-num);
static int get~ic-num(int pic-count);
static char ~`get~ic-type(int pic-count);
static int write all-data(entry ~`final-entries,int max);
static int display-result(entry ~`final-entries,int max);








int pic-count - 0;
int next-pic-num - 0;
char m~ic-type[2];
int f r 1-0;
int f r n1-0;
int f nr 1-0;
int f nr n1-0;
int d r 1-0;
int d r n1-0;
int d nr 1-0;
int d nr n1-0;
int n r 1-0;
int n r n1-0;
int n nr 1-0;
int n nr n1-0;
I~` HTM L page header ~`I
printf("Content-type: textllitmlo~oco~oc",10, I 0);
~~` Check the method used by FORM action ~`I
if(strcmp(getenv("REQUEST METHOD"),"POST")) {
printf("This script should be referenced with a METHOD of POST.`n");
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} l~` End of if ~`I
l~` extract the content-length into a structure array ~`I
cl - atoi(getenv("CONTENT-LENGTH"));









l~` Display responses, should be deleted in production ~`I
~~` Shows the result for numbcr (pic no-2) picturc ~`~
~~` printf("~H 1~Query Rcsults~IH I~");
printf("You submitted the following namclvalue pairs:~p~o~oc",10);
printf("~ul~o~oc",10);
for(x-0; x ~- m; x}f)







~~` Judge and compute the 12 data parametcrs ~`~
~~` lf it is the last pic, open a file and record the responses ~`~
if(pic-count ~ TOTAL-PICS)
i
printf("~p~The end of experiment. Thank you!Up~`n");
if (write-all-data(entries,m)!-0)
printf("Error writing the final data.`n");
printf("~p~The result is:`n ~p~");
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l~` Display final result on web browser ~`I
if (display-result(entries,m)!-0)
printf("Error display the final data.`n");
return 0;
~
~~` 10 variables should be recorded: subject numbcr
FRL,FRNL,FNRL,FNRNL
DRL,DRNL,DNRL,DNRNL
N-R L, N-R N L, N N R L, N N R-N L
f r 1- atoi(entries[2].val);
f r nl - atoi(entries[3].val);
f nr 1- atoi(entries[4].val);
f nr n1- atoi(entries[5].val);
d r 1- atoi(entries[6].val);
d r n1- atoi(entries(7].val);
d nr I - atoi(entries[8].val);
d-nr nl - atoi(entries[9].val);
n-r-1- atoi(entries[10].val);
n-r n1- atoi(entries[ 11 ].val);
n-nr 1- atoi(entries[ 12].val);





~~` recognized-l4, likc- I 5~`I
if(strcmp(entries[ 14].val,"Yes") -- 0)
if(stremp(entries[15].val,"Yes") -- 0)
f r Iff;
else if (strcmp(entries[ 15].val,"No")-0)
f r nlff;
if (strcmp(entries[14].val,"No") -- 0)
if(strcmp(entries[ I S].val,"Yes") -- 0)
f nr Itf;
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else if (strcmp(entries( I 5].val,"No")--0)
f nr nlff;
}
} l~` End of "f' ~`~
else if (strcmp(m~ic-type,"d") -- 0)
{
l~` recognized-l4, Iike-15 ~`I
if(strcmp(entries[ l4].val,"Yes") -- 0)
{
if(strcmp(entries[ 15].val,"Yes") -- 0)
d r If};
clse if (strcmp(entries[ 15].val,"No")--0)
d r nlff;








else if (strcmp(m~ic-type,"n") -- 0)
{
i
l~` recognized-l4, Iike-15 ~`I
if(strcmp(entries[14].val,"Yes") -- 0)
{
if(strcmp(entries[ 15].val,"Yes") -- 0)
n r lf};
clse if (strcmp(entries[ 15].val,"No")--0)
n r nlf-~;





else if (strcmp(entries[ l5].val,"No")--0)
n nr nlft;
} l~` End if of strcmp(entries[0].val,"Start Test") ~`~
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l~` Gct thc pictures' namc, and prescnt thc pic via HTML tablc ~`I
l~` Count pic number, increment by I, and then pass to next page ~l










l~` Ask questions about recognition and liking ~`I
printf("~pxform action-`"Icgi-bin?tst init`" method-`"post`"~ `n");
?~` pic type: full, div, or new ~`I
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"pic count`" value-`"o~od`"~`n",pic-count);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"pic-type`" value-`"o~os`"~`n",pic-type);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"F-R-L`" value-`"o~od`"~`n",f r-1);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"F R NL`" value-`"o~od`"~`n",f r nl);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"F NR-L`" value-`"~~od`"~`n",f nr 1);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"F NR NL`" value-`"o~od`"~`n",f nr nl);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"D-R-L`" valuc-`"o~od`"~`n", d r-I);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"D R NL`" value-`"o~od`"~`n",d r nl);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"D NR-L`" valuc-`"o~od`"~`n", d-nr-I);
printf("~input type-hidden namc-`"D NR NL`" value-`"`~od`"~`n",d nr nl);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"N R L`" valuc-`"o~~d`"~`n", n r I); -
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"N-R-NL`" valuc-`"~~od`"~`n",n r-nl);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"N-NR-L`" value-`"o~od`"~`n", n-nr 1);
printf("~input type-hidden name-`"N NR NL`" value-`"o~od`"~`n",n nr nl);
printf("Has this picture been presented?`n");
?~` printf("~p~ ~select name-`"recognized`"~ `n");
printf("~option selected~Yes~option~No~lselecv Up~`n");~?
printf("~p~ ~input type-`"radio`" name-`"recognized`" value-`"Yes`" checked~
Yes`n");
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printf("~input typc-`"radio`" namc-`"rccognizcd`" value-`"No`"~ No`n");
printf("~p~ Do you like this picture?`n");
printf("~p~ ~input type-`"radio`" name-`"like`" valuc-`"Yes`" checked~ Yes`n");
printf("~input type-`"radio`" name-`"like`" value-`"No`"~ No`n");
l~` printf("~p~ ~select name-`"like`"~ `n");
printf("~option selected~Yes~option~No~lselect~ ~Ip~`n");
printf("~p~~input type-`"submit`" name-`"submit`" value-`"Next`"~ `n")~,
printf("~Iform~ `n");
return 0;
} l~`End of main() ~`~
~~` Returns pics' name according to the pic-type and pic-num ~`~











l~` This funetion returns pics' number from a file according to pic-count~`~
~~` The random numbers are set in the file namcd "PIC-RAND-NUM" in cgi-bin~`I
~~` directory ~`~





if ((fd-fopen("PIC-RAND-NUM","r")) -- 0)
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printf("File PIC-RAND-NUM cann't be openned. `n");
printf("File opened.`n");
for( i-0; i~`I'OTA L; iff )
i
l~` get random number from P1C-RAND-NUM ~`I
fgets(unit-name[i],4,fd);
}
l~` for(i-0; i~ TOTAL; if})
{





printf("the random ~ to pic-count a~od is o~od `n",pic-count,pic-num return);
return pic-num-return;
l~` This function returns the pics' type according to the pic-num




















I~` Take structure pointer final entries and write into the data ~`~
l~` file named "result.dat" in cgi-bin directory
















fprintf(fd-data,"Subject completed the experiment at:`na~os`n",asctime(ptr));
max-max-3;
for(x-2; x ~- max; x~-})





~~` Display the result on web browsers










printf("~p~The experiment was completed at:~p~`no~os`n",asctime(ptr));
max-max-3;
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Filename: utils.h
void getword(char ~`word, char ~`line, char stop);
char ~`makeword(char ~`line, char stop);




int rind(char ~`s, char c);
int getline(char ~`s, int n, FILE ~`f);
void send-fd(FILE ~`f, FILE ~`fd);
int ind(char ~`s, char c);
void escape-shcll-cmd(char ~`cmd);
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6.6 CCI programs writtcn in Visual Basic
6.6.1 Visual basic source code
The following is the Visual basic source code
Attribute VB Name - "Modulel"
Option Explicit
Dim PicNum~, PicFun~, Counter8c, groupNo~, subNo~
Dim F(4, 4) As Integer, D(4, 4) As Integer, n(4, 4) As Integer
Dim Know~, LikePic~, PicName~
Public Const PicPath - "~Expl"
Sub Calculate(Know[n As String, Likeln As String)
Dim ioro, joro












F(ioro, joro) - F(ioro, joro) f 1
Case "d"
D(ioro, joro) - D(ioro, joro) -~ 1
Case "n"





Dim FileNumo~o, LineRead~, io~o, PicLeR~, PicRight~, FNo~o
Dim DefLeft~, DefRight~
Dim dbs As Database
Dim rst As Recordset
subNo~ - GetSmallField("subNo")
groupNo~ - GetSmallField("groupNo")
If subNo~ - "" Or Not IsNumeric(groupNo~) Then
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SendHeader
FNo~o - FreeFile
Open App.Path 8c "`FIRSTPAGE.TXT" For Input As ~FNo~o
Do Until EOF(FNo~o)
Line Input ~FNo~o, LineRcad~






If Val(PicNum~) ~ 20 Then
If PicNum~ - "0" Then
Set dbs - OpenDatabase(App.Path 8i "`Counter.mdb")
Set rst - dbs.OpenRecordset("Counter", , False)
rst.AddNew
rst! RemoteHost - CGI RemoteHost
rst!RemoteAddr - CGI RemoteAddr







Open App.Path f"`full~os.txt" For Input As t~FileNumo~o
Line Input ~FileNumo~o, LineRead~
Close ~FileNumo~o
PicFun~ - Mid~(LineRead~, Val(PicNum~) f 1, 1)




Case " 1 ", "4"
PicLeft~ - "~Exp~f' 8c PicNum~ óc ".jpg"
PicRight~ - "IExpld" 8c PicNum~ 8c ".jpg"
Casc "2", "5"
PicLeft~ - "~Exp~n" 8c PicNum~ 8L ".jpg"
PicRight~ - "IExplf' 8c PicNum~ 8c ".jpg"
Case "3", "6"
PicLeft~ - "IExp~d" 8L PicNum~ 8c ".jpg"
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Select Case groupNo~
Case " 1 ", "4"
PicLeft~ - "IExpld" 8c PicNum~ 8c ".jpg"
PicRight~ - "IExplf' 8L PicNum~ 8c ".jpg"
Case "2", "5"
PicLeft~ - "IExpIF' 8c PicNum~ 8c ".jpg"
PicRight~ - "IExpln" 8c PicNum~ 8r, ".jpg"
Case "3", "6"
PicLeft~ - "IExpln" 8c PicNum~ 8c ".jpg"
PicRight~ - "IExpld" 8c PicNum~ 8c ".jpg"
End Select
End i f
PicNum~ - FormatS(Val(PicNum~) f 1, "~~")
SendHeader
Send ("~p~~center~~table~~tr~~td~")
Send ("~img src-" 8t PicLeft~ 8t " width-200 height-100~~1td~")
Send ("~td~~img sre-" 8c PicRightá 8i " width-200 height-100~~ltdxltr~")
Send ("~trxtd ALIGN-CENTER~" 8i DefLeft~ 8c. " " 8c PicLeftS)
Send ("Utd~~td ALIGN-CENTER~" 8L DcfRight~ 8c "" 8c PicRight~)
Send ("~Itd~Utr~~ltablc~")
Send ("~form action-""Icgi-winlexperimentlstu-init.cxe"" method-""post""~")
Send ("~input type-""submit"" value-""Continue""~")
Send ("~input type-""hidden"" name-""study"" value-" 8c PicNum~ 8c "~")
Send ("~input type-hiddcn name-""subNo"" value-" óc subNo~ 8c "~")
Send ("~input type-hidden name-""groupNo"" value-" 8c groupNo~ 8c "~")
Send ("Uform~")
SendFoot
E1seIf Val(PicNum~) - "20" Then
SendHeader
FileNumo~o - FreeFile
Open App.Path }"Iheader.txt" For Input As ~FileNumo~o
Do Until EOF(FileNumo~o)
Line Input ~FileNumo~o, LineRead~
Send ("~p~" 8z LineRead~)
Loop
Close ~FilcNumo~o
Send ("~form action-""Icgi-win~experimentlstu-init.exe"" method-""post""~")
Send ("~centerxínput type-submit value-""Start""~")
Send ("~input type-hidden name-""study"" valuc-" 8t Val(PicNumS) -~ 1 8c "~")
Send ("~input type-hidden name-""FRL"" valuc-0~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""FRNL"" VALUE-O~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""FNRL"" VALUE-O~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""FNRNL"" VALUE-O~")
Send ("~input type-HIDDEN NAME-""DRL"" VALUE-O~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""DRNL"" VALUE-O~")
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Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""DNRL"" VALUE-O~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""DNRNL"" VALUE-O~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""NRL"" VALUE-O~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""NRNL"" VALUE-O~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""NNRL"" VALUE-O~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""NNRNL"" VALUE-O~")
Send ("~input type-hidden name-""know"" value-0~")
Send ("~input type-hidden name-""like"" value-0~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN name-""PICNAME"" VALUE-O~")
Send ("~input type-hidden name-""subNo"" value-" 8z subNo~ 8c "~")
Send ("~input type-hidden name-""groupNo"" value-" 8t groupNoS 8L "~")
Send ("~lform~")
SendFoot






If PicNum~ - "80" Then
SendTest
Else
Send ("~H3 ALIGN-CENTER~You have completed test successfully.~lh3~")
Send ("~h4 align-center~The result is as follows:Uh4~")
Send ("~table align-centerxTR~~TD~" 8c Format~(Now, "MM-DD-YYYY H:NN
A~P") 8c "~ITD~~T'D~Group No.:~ITDxTD~" á groupNo~)
Send ("UTD~~TD~Subject:~ITDxTD~" 8c subNo~ 8c "~ITD~UTR~")
Send ("~tr~~td~Stimuli~~tdxtd~RBcL~ITD~~TD~RBc~L~ITD~")
Send ("cI'D~tiRBcL~ITD~~TD~tiRBc~L~ITDxITR~")
Send ("~T'R~cTD~ATTENDED~ri'DxTD~" 8c F( l, 1) 8c "~ITD~")
Send ("~TD~" óc F(1, 0) 8c "UTD~")
Send ("~`TD~" 8c F(0, 1) 8c "UT D~")
Send ("~TD~" 8c F(0, 0) 8c "~ITD~~ITR~")
Send ("~TR~~`I'D~UNATTENDEDUTD~~TD~" 8c D( l, 1) 8i "~l'I'D~")
Send ("CI'D~" 8~ D(1, 0) 8c "~ITDxTD~" 8c D(0, 1) 8t. "~ITDXTD~" 8i D(0, 0) 8z
"~rI'Dx~i'R~")
Send ("~TR~~TD~NEW~ITD~~TD~" 8c n( I, 1) 8~ "cITD~~TD~" 8c n(1, 0) 8c
~~~rI'D~,~)
Send ("~TD~" 8c n(0, 1) 8c "~ITD~~I'D~" óc n(0, 0) 8c "~ITD~~ITR~")
Send ("~ITABLE~")
Send ("~H3 ALIGN-CENTER~THANK YOU! HAVE A GOOD DAY!~~H3~")
Send ("~P ALIGN-CENTERxA HREF-""IEXPISTUDY.HTM""~BACK TO
STUDY PAGE~~AxIP~")
FileNumo~o - FreeFile
Open App.Path f"`result.txt" For Append As FileNumo~o
Print ~FileNumo~o, ""
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Print ~FileNumoro, ~~---------------------------------------------~~
Print ~FileNumo~o, Format~(Now, "mrr~ddlyyyy H:mm:ss")
Print i~FileNumo~o, "GROUP: " 8L groupNo~ 8c " SUBJECT: " 8c subNo~
Print t~FileNumo~o, "F R-L-"; F( I, 1)
Print ~FileNumo~o, "F R-NL-"; F(1, 0)
Print ~FíleNumo~o, "F-NR-L-"; F(0, l)
Print t~FíleNumo~o, "F NR-NL-"; F(0, 0)
Print ~FíleNumo~o, "D-R-L-"; D(1, 1)
Print t~FileNumo~o, "D-R-NL-"; D(1, 0)
Print t~FileNumo~o, "D NR-L-"; D(0, 1)
Print ~FileNumo~o, "D-NR NL-"; D(0, 0)
Print ~FileNumo~o, "N R-L-"; n(1, 1)
Print ~FíleNumo~o, "N-R NL-"; n( I, 0)
Print t~FileNumo~o, "N-NR-L-"; n(0, 1)








If PicNumá - "t" Then Send ("This page has been hit " 8c Counter8c 8c " times!~br~")
Send ("Your Sever Address Is: " 8c CGl RemoteAddr)
Send ("~br~This is Picture " 8c PicNum~)






MsgBox "This is a CGI program for the Wcb Scrvcr.", 16, "CGI.BAS"
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Sub SendTest()
Send ("~pxcenter~")
Send ("~img src-" 8r, PicPath 8c PicFun~ 8c " width-200 height-100~")
Send ("~P ALIGN-CENTER~" 8c PicFun~)
Send ("~form action-""Icgi-winlExperimenUstu-init.exe"" method-post~")







Send ("~input type-submit value-""Continuc""~")
Send ("~input type-hidden name-""FRL"" value-" 8c F(1, 1) 8c "~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""FRNL"" VALUE-" 8z F(1, 0) 8c "~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""FNRL"" VALUE-" 8c F(0, 1) 8r. "~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""FNRNL"" VALUE-" 8i F(0, 0) 8~ "~")
Send ("~input type-HIDDEN NAME-""DRL"" VALUE-" 8c D(1, 1) 8c "~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""DRNL"" VALUE-" 8L D(1, 0) 8z "~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDUEN NAME-""DNRL"" VALUE-" 8L D(0, 1) 8z "~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""DNRNL"" VALUE-" 8c D(0, 0) 8z "~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""NRL"" VALUE-" 8c n(1, 1) 8c "~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""NRNL"" VALUE-" 8c n(1, 0) 8c "~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""NNRL"" VALUE-" 8c n(0, 1) 8c "~")
Send ("~INPUT TYPE-HIDDEN NAME-""NNRNL"" VALUE-" 8c n(0, 0) 8c "~")
Send ("~input type-hidden name-""study"" value-" 8c PicNum~ 8z "~")
Send ("~input type-hidden name-""subNo"" value-" 8c subNo~ 8c "~")
Send ("~input type-hidden name-""groupNo"" value-" ác groupNo~ 8i "~")






Send ("~option value-""NoSelect"" selected~Has this picture been presented?")
Send ("~option value-""Yes""~ Yes")




Send ("~pxselect name-""like"" ~")
Send ("~option value-""NoSelect"" selected~Do you like it?")
Send ("~option value-""Yes""~ Ycs")
Send ("~option value-""No""~ No")
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F(1, 1) - Val(GetSmallField("FRL"))
F(l, 0) - Val(GetSmallField("FRNL"))
F(0, 1) - Val(GetSmallFicld("FNRL"))
F(0, 0) - Val(GetSmallFicld("FNRNL"))
D(1, 1) - Val(GetSmallField("DRL"))
D(1, 0) - Val(GetSmallFicld("DRNL"))
D(0, l) - Val(GetSmallFicld("DNRL"))
D(0, 0) - Val(GetSmallFícld("DNRNL"))
n(1, 1) - Val(GetSmallField("NRL"))
n(1, 0) - Val(GetSmallField("NRNL"))
n(0, 1) - Val(GetSmallField("NNRL"))
n(0, 0) - Val(GetSmallField("NNRNL"))
SendHeader
If Know~ o "0" Then
If Len(Know~) ~ 4 And Len(LikePic~) ~ 4 Then
Calculate Know~, LikePic~
PicNum~ - Format~(Val(PicNum~) f l, "~~")
If PicNum~ -"81" Thcn Exit Sub
Else




Open App.Path }"~pic-rand-num.txt" For Input As ~fFileNumo~o
For io~o - 1 To Val(PicNum~) - 20
Line Input t~FileNumo~o, LineRead~
Next
Close ~FileNumo~o
If Val(LineRead~) ~ 20 Then
Select Case groupNo~
Case " 1 ", "4"
PicFun~ - "f' 8c LineRead~ 8c ".jpg"
Case "2", "5"
PicFun~ - "n" Bc LineRead~ 8c ".jpg"
Case "3", "6"
PicFun~ - "d" 8t LincRcad~ óc ".jpg"
End Select
Elself Val(LineRead~) ~ 40 Then
Select Case groupNo~
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Case " 1 ", "4"
PicFun~ - "d" 8L Format~(Val(LineReadá) - 20, "~0") 8c ".jpg"
Case "2", "5"
PicFun~ -"f' 8z Format~(Val(LineRead~) - 20, "~0") 8t ".jpg"
Case "3", "6"





PicFun~ -"n" 8z Forniat~(Val(LineRcad~) - 40, "~t0") 8L ".jpg"
Case "2", "5"
PicFun~ -"d" á Format~(Val(LineRead~) - 40, "~0") ác ".jpg"
Case "3", "6"










~META HTTP-EQUIV-"Content-Type" CONTENT-"textlhtml; charset-windows-
1252"~
~META NAME-"Generator" CONTENT-"Microsoft Word 97"~
~TITLE~Home for Study UTITLE~
~META NAME-"Template" CONTENT-"C:`PROGRAM FILES`MICROSOFT
OFFICE`OFFICE`html.dot"~
~~H EAD~
~BODY LINK-"~OOOOff' VLINK-"~OOOOff' bgproperties-"fixed"~
~H2 ALIGN-"CENTER"~Intcrnet Markcting Psychology Expcrimcnt~IH2~
~H2 ALIGN-"CENTER"~Study Instructions~~H2~
~P ALIGN-"CENTER"~This experiment has a study phase and a test phase. In the study
phase, 20 pairs of advertising pictures will bc prescnted. for cach pair of pictures, please
try to memorize thc picture with ~B~Remcmbcr~~B~ printcd below and ignore the other
one. Press ~B~Start~~6~ to continuc. ~~P~
~H4 ALIGN-"CENTER"~~!--FONT--~Please ask the experimenter for subject number
and group numbcr.~!--ENDFONT--~~IH4~
~FORM ACTION-"Icgi-win~experimentlstu-init.exe" METHOD-"post"~
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UCENTERxIP~
~P ALIGN-"CENTER"~
~INPUT TYPE-"hidden" NAME-"study" VALUE-"0"~
~lp~
~P ALIGN-"CENTER"~
~INPUT TYPE-"submit" VALUE-"Start" ~
UP~~IFORM~~IBODY~
UHTM L~
6.6.3 Web site for the Internet consumer behavior experiment
http:llwww.tax.co.gwinnett.ga.uslexplstudy.htm
6.7 Summary
The computer software was developed to support the Internet distance
experiments. These experiments would be beneficial for undertanding effective
advertising on the Internet. The software was written in C under UNIX platform
originally, using CGI (Common Gateway Interfaces) technology. Experimental logic
from multinomial models for mere-exposure effect and primary affect was implemented
during the development. Distance experiments could be carried out with the software via
Internet. Another version written with Visual BASIC on Windows NT platform is also
available.
The idea of Internet Marketing Psychology or Internet Consumer Behavior was
thus crcated based on the availability of the computcr software and the possibility of
implementation with commercial subjects. It incorporated the new Internet technology
into thc research, with the new concept of distance experiments. Its potential is unlimited





This dissertation is about the unconscious components of marketing communication,
in particular the advertising effect. The unconscious components include familiaríty,
unconscious decision criteria, primary affective reactions, and the mere-exposure effect.
Two mathematical models were proposed for these unconscious components. These models
were tested with empirical data from laboratory experiments. In addition, two new constructs
were also proposed: the unconscious decision criteria and the Internet Consumer Behavior
research. Empirical studies established and elaborated the concept of unconscious decision
criteria as the self-reported decision criteria without the awareness of actual decision criteria.
Finally, two versions of the computer software were released. It provides the possibility of
carrying out Internet marketing and consumer bchavior research. A deep insight into the
unconscious component of the mere-exposure effect with recognition measures of
advertising effect was also reported.
Seven chapters are included in this dissertation. Chapter 1 is an overview of the
theoretical issues of affect, attention, and implicit memory for marketing communication, in
particular advertising. Chapter 2 reports an expcriment on the mere-exposure effect, which
initiatcd the scries of research. Sígnal-detcction analysis was employed in the study, which
provided two directions of studies: decision criteria (responsc bias) of recognition and liking
judgements, and the response frequency (scnsitivity) of the judgements. Following the
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dircction of dccision criteria, Chaptcr 3 studicd objcctivc and subjcctivc dccision critcria
under low- and high-involvement situations, and proposed the new concept of unconscious
decision criteria. Following the direction of investigating consumers' ability to distinguish
the stimuli (oldlnew or like~dislike), Chapter 4 built and tested a mathematical model on
primary affect with three parameters to describe the processes of advertising information
processing. In Chapter 5, a more detailed multinomial model is given for the mere-exposure
effect with six parameters, focusing on the construct "implicit mcmory" to explain the data
of an cxperimcnt. In Chaptcr 6, thc idca of Intcrnct Markcting Psychology (Consumcr
Behavior) was proposed based on the availability of the computer software for Internet
laboratory experiments. Computer programs for the experimental software developed with
Internet technique for remote marketing experiments were released. This enabled the
opportunity of implementing the Marketing Psychology or consumer behavior experiments
via the [nternet. Chapter 7 is a general conclusion for the above six chapters.
7.l The unconscious component of advertising effect
In Chapter 1, it was conceptually describcd that the unconscious affectivc reaction
and familiarity can impact advertising information processing. The mere-exposure effect is
the starting point of the series of studies, with the focus of understanding the primary-
affective responses towards advertising information. With attention being a controlling factor
of distinguishing the high- vs. low-involvement situations, affective responses measured by
liking judgements behavc the same in diffcrcnt involvement situations. However, the




The mere-exposure effect seems to be dominant in influencing advertising effects
under low-involvement conditions. It is argued that advertising effects, apart from conscious
components (recollection) measured by recall and recognition tests, has mere-exposure
effects measured by tests of liking judgments, preference, and so on. In Chapter l, a review
on the traditional explanation of the mere exposure effect is followed by the explanation with
the priming effect mechanism and implicit memory. The mere exposure effect is actually the
effect on the primary affect occurring before the conscious cognition. The primary affective
reaction is further associated with an unconscious process without awareness, namely, an
implicit-memory process. A brief introduction on implicit memory was provided, which
supported thc argument that the primary-affectivc rcaction is bascd on an implicit-memory
process, independent of conscious explicit memory. Suggestions on developing and
implementing measures of the mere-exposure and primary affect, the unconscious
component of the advertising effect, are made to the practitioners.
7.2 Familiarity inhibits the mere-exposure effect
In Chapter 2, the mere-exposure effect is studied as to further the understanding of
affect and attention of advertising processes. An empirical experiment using Signal
Detection Theory was implemented.
The mere-cxposure effect is the formation of a positive al~lcctive rcaction to repcated
or single exposure to a stimulus, even in the absence of awareness. The mere-exposure effect
indicates that communication effects go beyond "explicit memory", measured with the
traditional measures of (aided) recall and recognition. "Implicit memory" indicates latent
communication effects, e.g., liking, for persons exposed to particular stimuli, and are absent
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with pcrsons that arc not exposcd to thcsc stimuli. Thc mcrc-cxposurc cffcct in thc abscncc
of awareness may represent implicit memory.
In this study, the mere-exposure effect is observed by using a new type of divided-
attention method with Chinese participants responding to Chinese characters. The prediction
by the two-factor model of inere-exposure effect is confirmed. Recognition memory may
inhibit the mere-exposure effect. Recognition memory is a dual process with two aspects:
recollection and familiarity. Employing the process-dissociation procedure (Jacoby, 1991), it
is found that familiarity of better-than-chancc recognition is greater than that of chance
recognition. It is the high level of familiarity and not recollection of above-chance
recognition that inhibits the mere-exposure effect.
The implications of these findings are that a high level of familiarity inhibits the
primary affective reaction and "replaces" these reactions with a more conscious and
cognitive evaluation. With the two-factor model, with wear-in (habituation) and wear-out
(satiation) factors, the optimal level of exposure may be determined in order to increase the
affective reaction. The study shows the robustness of the mere-exposure effect, also for
familiar stimuli.
In Chapter 2, two directions arc given for thc following studies: decision criteria and
response frequencies (sensitivity). Research on decision criteria lcads to the creation of a
new construct: unconscious decision criteria. Research on responses frequencies (sensitivity)
uses multinomial modeling technique to discover how affective and cognitive responses




7.3 Unconscious decision criteria
In Chapter 3, a new concept of unconscious decision criteria was created and two
empirical studies were reported. In study 1, forty-eight respondents attended to and ignored
paired brand names simultaneously. Then they made recognition and liking judgments to
these brand names mixed with other brand names they did not encounter. The decision
criterion (B") from non-parametric signal-detection analysis was used to represent the
degrecs of elaboration. By manipulating attendcd (central route) and unattended (peripheral
route) conditions, it was found that the decision criterion of the central route (attended
stimuli) was significantly stricter than that of the peripheral route (unattended stimuli) in one
and only one of either recognition or liking judgments.
In study 2, 120 undergraduate students rated on a 7-point scale their attitude to twelve
questions concerning advertising. The hypothesis is that there is a discrepancy between
actual objective decision criteria and self-reported decision criteria. A multivariate analysis
of variance (MANOVA) showed that self-reported decision criteria did not discriminate
between the ratings for the twelve dependent variables. However, with a factor analysis a
self-refercncing factor was discovered within the twclvc depcndent variables. This suggests
that the objective decision criteria discriminated between the ratings on the advertising
judgements. Based on the finding of the dccision criteria vs. attention relationship, self-
rcferencing qucstions obtained more attention so that thc ratings on them were associatcd
with strict decision criteria. However, non-sclf-rcferencing questions were associated with
liberal decision criteria. Therefore, the discrepancy hypothesis was supported.
Reporting judgement criteria on rating targets may be affected by various
determinants, which makes the critería to bc randomly chosen unconscious responses. ln the
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real world, for instance, when judging and rating the attitudc toward cvents, yuality oi'
products, or even the performance of personnel, the different criteria to make the judgements
within the targets could have an objective existence. However, reporting the judgement
criteria could be affected by many factors such as overt vs. specific targets, comparison with
history targets, judges' mood and pressure, etc. Therefore, the self-reported decision criteria
may not reflect the actual decision criteria.
To summarize, Study 1 established an argument that judgements made under an
high-involvement (attention) situation havc strict objective decision criteria, while
judgements for low-involvement (unattended) situation are associated with liberal objective
decision criteria. Study 2 investigated the impact of subjective decision criteria on judgement
made on the ratings on twelve questions. Some of the twelve questions were self-referencing,
but others were not. Based on the fact that self-rcferencing may induce more attention which
results in strict decision criteria, it is inferred that different levels of decision criteria exist for
rating the advertising questions. However, the subjective decision criteria reported by the
participants may not reflect this effect, as was revealed by statistical analysis. Discrepancy
between the objective and subjective decision critcria was then discovered. It was argued that
the discrepancy between the self-reported and objective decision criteria suggested that the




7.4 Multinomial model for unconscious primary affect
In Chapter 4, a conccptual modcl of thc primary aflcctivc rcaction (PAR) (Van Raaij,
1984, 1989) was introduced. In the PAR modcl, the first reaction to stimulus exposure,
whether it being an advertisement, brand name or product package, is an affective reaction of
(dis)liking. This reaction is followed by a(slower) elaborated cognitive reaction
(recollection). The primary affect was interpreted as implicit memory which is an assumed
unobservable state with unconscious and unaware characteristics (Ye and Van Raaij, 1996).
To investigate the processes underlying the subjects' mind which resulted in the
above empirical phenomenon, two mathematical PAR models based on the multinomial
modeling technique were employed with thc data from a high-elaboration likelihood
condition (attended) and low-elaboration likelihood condition (unattended). The data came
from the study reported in Chapter 3. According to the second model that fitted the data best,
PAR process filters the information in the attended (central route) condition, and it is the
only process controlling information in the unattended (peripheral route) condition. These
results have important implications for information proccssing and memory research, in
particular advertising and brand exposure and repetition, and purchasing decision as well.
7.5 Multinomial model of the mere-exposure effect
In the experiment of Chapter 5, American college students were trying to remember
and ignore paired non-meaningful stimuli (Chinese characters) which represented advertising
information. Thcir responscs for rccognizing and liking thc stimuli wcrc rccordcd in a latcr
stage. Analysis was carried out based on the recorded data and a multinomial model was
proposed which matched the data well.
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In Chapter 5, implicit memory was introduced as to modeling the mere-exposure
effect. Implicit memory is often measured by the facilitation effects of repetition priming on
a variety of implicit memory tests. In the study described here, a first multinomial binary tree
(MBT) model for the mere-exposure effect was tested with parameters representing memory
processes including implicit memory. This modcl is based on two empirical findings: ( I)
implicit memory (familiarity) always Icads to liking; (2) there is memory process
dissociation between implicit and explicit memory.
The originally proposed model with nine parameters could not be tested. However,
an alternative model labeled as the final model was developed with six parameters, fitted the
data well. Although the final model was not the only model to fit the data, it was the only
model that was consistent with the empirical findings and the postulated psychological
processes.
With the new concepts of first impression and repetition liking, interpretation for the
proposed and tested multinomial model was provided for advertising information processing
as follows.
Based on the mathematical modcl, thc liking judgcment on the advertising
information is dependent upon either the repctition-liking process or unbiased~biased first-
impression liking process given the rcpetition-liking process fails. Stimuli with less attention
were rated better in liking judgments than those with more attention, which replicated Ye and
van Raaij's experiment (1997). Mathematical interpretations for the argument were provided
based on the multinomial mode(. Repetition liking was stable across remembered or ignored
stimuli, which suggested that, when establishing consumers' liking judgment towards the
company cffort for gctting consumcrs' attcntion to thc stimuli (logos, advcrliscmcnts) is not
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thc only way to incrcasc thc advcrtising cffcct. Ncvcrthclcss, cl~l~~rt should makc lhc logos
(advertisement) more attractive to increase repetition and first-impression liking.
7.6 Computer software for Internet consumer behavior research
In Chapter 6, the software newly developed to support the Internet Marketing
experiment was released. This established a new research area as Internet Marketing
Psychology or Internet Con.cumer Behavior. The software was written in C under UNIX
platform originally, using CGI (Common Gateway Interfaces) technology. The experimental
logic of thc multinomial models for thc mcrc-cxposurc cffccl and primary affcct was
implemented in the software. The softwarc can support distance marketing psychology
(consumer behavior) experiments via lnternet. This may rcplicate and advance the
experiments reported in the dissertation with data collected remotely. A version of the
software written in Visual Basic 5.0 under Windows NT was also released.
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Summary
This dissertation is about the unconscious components of marketing communication,
in particular advertising. In Chapter I, the mere-exposurc effect and primary-affective
rcactions for advertising arc discussed. It is argucd that advcrtising does not only have
conscious componcnts mcasurcd by rccall and recognition tcsts, but also thc unconscious
components measurcd by tcsts of liking judgmcnts, prcference, and so on. The unconscious
components may also exist as familíarity in the recognition measure of the advertising
efiect. A revicw on the traditional explanation on thc merc-exposure effect is followed by
the explanation of the merc-exposure effect with thc priming effect mechanism.
The mere-exposurc cftcct is actually the cffect on thc primary affect occurring
before conscious cognition. The primary affective reaction is an unconscious process
without awareness, which can be intcrpreted as an implicit memory process. The term of
primary affective reaction is used as an equivalcnt ofthe merc-cxposure effect in advertising
studies. A brief introduction on implicit memory is provided, which supports the argument
that the primary affect reactions is based on the implicit memory process, independent of the
conscious explicit memory. Suggcstions are madc how to dcvclop and implcment measures
on thc unconscíous primary affcct, thc unconscious componcnt of thc advcrtising effcct, is
ncw to most practitioners.
In Chapter 2, it is defined that the merc-exposure cffect is the formation of a
positive affective reaction to repeated or single exposure to a stimulus, even in the
absence of awareness. The mere-exposure effect indicates that marketing-communication
cffects go bcyond "explicit memory", mcasured with the traditional measures of (aided)
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recall and recognition. "Implicit memory" indicates ~latent} communication effects, e.g.,
liking, for persons exposed to particular stimuli, and are absent with persons that are not
exposed to these stimuli. The mere-exposure effcct in the absence of awareness may
rcprescnt implicit mcmory.
In an experimental study in Chapter 2, the mcre-cxposurc cffcct is observed by
using a new type of dividcd-attention method with Chinese participants responding to
Chincse characters. The prediction by the wcar-in and wear-out (habituation and
satiation) model of inere-exposure effcct is confirmed. Recognition ("explicit memory")
may inhibit the mere-exposure effect. Recognition memory is a dual process with two
aspccts: rccollcction and familiarity. Employing thc proccss dissociation procedurc
(Jacoby, 1991), it is found that familiarity of belter-than-chance recognition is greater
than tliat of chance recognition. It is thc high Icvel of familiarity and not recollection of
above-chance recognition that inhibits the merc-exposure effect.
The implications of these findings arc that a high Icvel of familiarity inhibits the
primary affective reaction and "replaces" this reaction with a more conscious and
cognitive evaluation. With the two-factor model, with wear-in (habituation) and wear-out
(satiation) factors, the optimal level of exposurc may be determined in order to increase
the affective reaction. The study shows thc robustness of the mere-cxposure effect, also
for familiar stímuli.
In Study 1 of Chaptcr 3, 48 respondents attcnded to and ignored paired brand
names simultaneously. They then made rccognition and liking judgments to these brand
names mixed with new brand names they werc not exposed to before. The decision
criterion (B") from non-parametric signal-detection analysis was used to represent the
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degree of elaboration. By creating attended (central route) and unattended (peripheral
route) conditions, it was found that the decision criterion of the central route (attended
stimuli) was significantly stricter than that of the peripheral route (unattended stimuli) in
one and only one of either recognition or liking judgments.
In Study 2 of Chapter 3, 120 undcrgraduate studcnts rated on a scven-point scale
their attitude to twelve questions conccrning advertising. The hypothesis is that there is a
discrepancy between the actual objective decision criteria and the self-reported dccision
criteria. Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) showed that the self-reported
decision criteria did not discriminate between the ratings for the twelve dependent
variables. However, a factor analysis discovered a self-referencing factor within the
twelve dependent variables. This suggests that the objective decision criteria
discriminated between the ratings on the advcrtising judgcments. Based on the findings
on the decision criteria vs. attention relationship, self-rcfcrencing questions obtained
more attentíon so that the ratings on them wcrc associatcd with strict decision criteria.
However, non-self-referencing questions were associated with liberal decision criteria.
Therefore, the discrepancy hypothesis was supported. Thc discrepancy theory established
the construct of unconscious decision criteria.
In Chapter 4, the conceptual model of thc primary affective reaction (PAR) (Van
Raaij, 1984, 1989) is introduced. The first reaction to stimulus exposure, whether it be an
advertisement, brand name or product package, is an affective reaction of (dis)liking.
This reaction is followed by a(slower) elaborated cognitive reaction (recollection). The
primary affcct was intcrprctcd as implicit mcmory that is an assumcd unobscrvablc statc
with unconscious and unawarc charactcristics (Yc and Van Raaij, 1996).
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In an empirical experiment of Chapter 4, participants attended to brand names
(focusing) and ignore other brand names (non-focusing) simultaneously, then they made
recognition and liking judgmcnts towards these brand names as well as the brand names
they wcrc not cxposcd to bcforc.
A ncw proccdure to asscss thc dcgrcc of claboration likclihood of stimuli is
proposed based on the expcriment. The decision criterion (B") from non-parametric
signal-detection analysis was used to represent the degree of elaboration. By
manipulating attcnded (central route) and unattended (peripheral route) conditions, it was
found that the decision criterion of the central route was significantly larger than that of
the peripheral route in one and only one of either recognition or liking judgments. So the
decision criterion is regarded as an indicator of the elaboration likelihood. In addition, the
optimal point did not appear within thc invcsligatcd range of duration in the exposurc
duration-affcct curve.
To investigate the processes underlying the subjects' mind which resulted in the
above empirical phenomenon, two mathematical PAR models based on the multinomial
modeling technique were cmployed with thc data from both high claboration likelihood
condition (attended) and low elaboration condition (unattended). According to the second
model that fitted the data best, PAR process filters thc infonmation in the attended
(central routc) condition, and it is thc only proccss controlling information in thc
unattended (peripheral route) condition. Thcse results have important implications for
inforniation proccssing and mcmory rescarch, in particular advcrtising and brand
exposure and repetition, and purchasing decision as well.
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In Chapter 5, it is argucd that implicit mcmory is often mcasured by the
lacilitation cflccts of rcpctition priming on a varicty of implicit mcmory tcsts. In an
experimental study of Chapter 5, a multinomial binary trec (MBT) modcl for thc mere-
exposure effect was tested with parameters representing memory proccsses including
implicit memory. This model is based on two empirical findings: (1) implicit memory
(familiarity) always Ieads to liking; (2) there is memory process dissociation between
implicit and cxplicit memory.
The originally proposed model with nine parameters could not be tested.
However, an alternative modcl, labeled as thc final model, dcveloped with 6 parameters
and fittcd the data well. Although the final modcl was not the only model to fit the data,
it was the only model that was consistcnt with thc empirical findings and the postulated
psychological processes.
In the discussion section of Chapter 5, it is argued that the mere-exposure effect
suggests that repetition (exposure) can increase liking ratings. The study of Chapter 5
provides an opportunity to interpret the mere-exposure effect mathematically. With the
repetition of the stimuli, repetition liking i towards the stimuli increases, thus the liking
judgement increases. Based on the mathematical model, it is proposed that repetition and
non-voluntary attcntion are two separatc channcls, and thc multiple exposurc (repctition)
is morc impurtant lhan thc non-voluntary attcnlion to incrcasc consumcrs' likinl;
judgmaits towards thc stimuli (logos, advcrtiscmcnts). `Inattcntion' cvcn sccros to bc a
better condition for liking the stimuli than forccd `attention'. The reason may be that
`inattention' is associated with less cognitivc defense to stimuli such as advertising that is
perceivcd as an influence attempt. Therefore, efforts should be focused on making the
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advertiscments more attractivc, or repcating thc cxposures of thc advcrlisi;ments, rathcr
than insiructing consumers to remcmber the advertiscmcnt, in order to increase the
unconscious advertising effect: repetition and first-impression liking.
In Chapter 6, a computer-software package developed to support the Internet
marketing-communication cxpcrimcnts is relcased. Thesc cxpcriments would be
beneficial for effcctivc marketing on Intcrnet. Thc software was writtcn in C under UNIX
(Linux) platform oríginally, using CGI (Common Gatcway Intcrfaccs) techno(ogy.
Experimental logic from multinomial models for mcre-exposure effect and primary affect
was implcmentcd during thc dcvelopmcnt. Distancc expcrimcnts could be carried out
with thc software via lntemet. Another version writlen wíth Visual BASIC on Windows
NT platform is also available.
The ídea of Internet Markcting Psychology or Internct Consumer Bchavior
research was thus created based on the availability of computer software and the
possibility of implementation with commercial participants. It incorporated new Internet
technology into the research, with the new concept of distance experiments. Its potential
is unlimited bascd on the developmcnt of Global Electronic Commerce.
Chaptcr 7 provides a summary and conclusiems of thc above six chapters.
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tiamcnvallin~;
Deze dissertatie handelt over de onbewuste componenten van marketing
communicatie, in het bijzonder reclame. In Hoofdstuk 1 worden het mere-exposure (louter
blootstelling) effect en de primair-affectieve rcacties met betrekking tot reclame besproken.
De reclame-effecten bestaan niet alleen uit bcwuste componenten, gemeten door
herinncrings- en herkenningsmaten (respecticvclijk recall en recognition), maar ook uit
onbcwustc componcntcn gcmctcn door waardcrings (liking) oordclcn, prcfcrcnties, cnz. Dc
onbewuste componenten komen voor als vertrouwdhcid (familiarity) in de herkenningsmaat
voor het rcclame-effect. Een overzicht van dc lraditionele verklaring van het mere-exposure
cffect wordt gevolgd door de verklaring van het mere-exposure effect met het priming
mechanisme.
Het mcrc-exposure effect is in fcitc hct cff'ect op de primair affectieve reactie dat
plaatsvindt vóór de bewuste cognitie. De primair affectieve reactie is een onbewust proces
dat geïnterprctccrd kan worden als cen implicict-geheugcn proccs. De term primair
affectievc reactie wordt gebruikt als een equivalent van het mere-exposure effect in reclame-
onderr.ock. Een kort overzicht van het conccpt 'impliciet gehcugen' ondersteunt het
argumcnt dat primair affective reactics zijn gcbascerd op hct implicict-geheugen proces,
onaihankelijk van het bewuste expliciete gchcugcn. Aanbcvelingcn worden gedaan hoe
metingen van het onbewuste primairc affcct kunnen worden ontwikkeld en
geïmplementeerd. De onbewuste component van het rcclame-effect is nieuw voor de meeste
praktijkmenscn in dc markctingcommunicatic.
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In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt hct mcrc-cxposurc cffcct gcdc(íniccrd als dc vorming van
een positieve affectieve reactie ten aanzicn van hcrhaalde of enkelvoudige blootstelling
aan een stimulus, zelfs zonder dat men zich ervan bewust is. Het mere-exposure effect
geeft aan dat marketing-communicatie effecten verder gaan dan "expliciet geheugen",
gemeten met dc traditionclc maten: (geholpcn) herinncring en herkenning. "Impliciet
geheugcn" duidt op (latentc) communicatic-cffcctcn, zoals liking, bij personen
blootgesteld aan bepaalde stimuli, tcrwijl dic afwczig zijn bij personen die niet zijn
blootgesteld aan deze stimuli. Het onbewuste mere-exposure effect kan het impliciete
geheugen representeren.
In een experimentele studic in Hoofdstuk 2 wordt het mere-exposure effect
getoetst door een nieuwe gescheiden-aandacht (divided-attention) methode met Chinese
participanten reagerend op Chinese karakters. Dc voorspelling van het wear-in en wear-
out (gewenning en verzadiging) modcl van mere-cxposure wordt bevestigd. Herkenning
("explicict gcheugen") kan het mere-cxposure effect onderdrukken (inhiberen).
Herkenningsgeheugen is a duaal proces met twec aspecten: recollectie en vertrouwdheid
(familiarity). Met behulp van dc proces-dissociatic procedure (Jacoby, 1991) is gevonden
dat de vertrouwdheid bij herkcnning bovcn kansnivcau groter is dan bij herkenning op
kansniveau. Het hoge niveau van vertrouwdhcid, en niet de recollectie boven kansniveau,
inhibecrt het mere-exposurc effect.
De implicaties van deze resultaten zijn dat een hoog niveau van vertrouwdheid de
primair affectieve reactie inhibeert en dezc rcactie 'vervangt' door een bewuste en
cognitieve evaluatie. Met het twee-factoren model, met wcar-in (gewenning) en wear-out
(verzadiging), kan het optimale niveau van blootstelling worden bepaald om de affectievc
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reacties te versterken. Deze studie toont de robuustheid aan van het mere-exposure effect,
ook voor vertrouwde stimuli.
In Studie 1 van Hoofdstuk 3 werden 48 respondenten geïnstrueerd hun aandacht
op één merknaam te richten, terwijl er twee merknamen werden aangeboden. Ze gaven
daarna herkennings- en liking-oordelen ten aanzicn van dcze merknamen in een tweedc
seríe met ook nieuwe merknamen waaraan ze niet cerder waren blootgesteld. Het
beslissings-critcrium (B") uit dc niet-parametrischc signaal-detcctictheorie is gebruikt om
de matc van claboratic wccr tc gcvcn. Er war~n conditics gccrcccrd mct cn zondcr
aandacht, respectievclijk ecn centrale (attended) en perifere (unattended) route. Er werd
gevonden dat het beslissingscriterium van dc centrale route (attended stimuli) significant
striktcr was dan van de perifere routc (unattendcd stimuli) in één en slechts één van de
herkennings- of liking-oordelen.
In Studie 2 van Hoofdstuk 3 beoordcclden 120 studenten op een zeven-punt
schaal hun attitude ten aanzicn van twaalf uitspraken over rcclame. De hypothese is dat er
cen discrepantie bestaat tussen de feitelijke objectieve beslissingscriteria en de
gerapporteerde beslissingscriteria. Multivariatc variantie-analyse (MANOVA) toont dat
de gerapporteerde beslissingscriteria nict discrimineren tussen de oordelen over de twaalf
vragen. Met een factor-analyse is echter een zclfreferentie-factor ontdekt binnen de
twaalf vragen. Dit suggereert dat de objectieve beslissingscriteria discrimineerden tussen
de oordelen over de reclame-uitspraken. Gcbaseerd op de resultaten van de
beslissingscriteria vs. aandacht relatie, kregen de zelfreferentie-vragen meer aandacht
zodat de oordelen geassocieerd wcrden mct striktc beslissingscriteria. Niet-zelf-
rcfcrcntic-vragcn werden gcassocicerd mct libcralc beslissingscritcria. Dc discrepantie-
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hypothese wordt dus ondersteund. Vanuit de discrepantietheorie is het construct van
onbewuste beslissingscriteria ontwikkeld.
In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt het conceptuele model van de primair affectieve reactie
(PAR) (Van Raaij, 1984, 1989) geïntroduceerd. De eerste reactie op blootstelling aan een
stimulus, een reclame-uiting, merknaam of vcrpakking, is een affectieve reactie van
(dis)liking. Dezc reactie wordt gevolgd door ecn (tragcrc) gcëlaboreerde cognitievc
reactie (recollectie). Het primaire affect wordt geïnterpretcerd als impliciet geheugen, dat
wil zeggen ecn niet-observecrbarc tocstand met onbewuste eigenschappen (Ye en Van
Raaij, 1996).
In het experiment uit Hoofdstuk 4 richttcn de declnemers hun aandacht op
bepaalde merknamen (focusing) en niet op andere merknamen (non-focusing). Daarna
gaven ze herkennings- en liking-oordelen over dezc merknamen en ook over (nieuwe)
mcrknamcn waaraan ze niet warcn blootgcstcld.
Gebaseerd op dit expcriment wordt ecn nicuwc procedure voorgestcld om de mate
van waarschijnlijkheid van elaboratic (elaboration likelihood) van stimuli vast te stellen.
Het beslissingscriterium (B") uit de niet-parametrische signaal-dctectietheorie is gebruikt
om de mate van elaboratie weer te geven. Door condities met een een centrale en een
perifere route te creëren, door respectievelijk aandacht en geen aandacht aan stimuli te
geven, is gevonden dat het beslissingscriterium van de centrale route significant groter is
dan dat van dc perifere route in écn cn slechts ccn situatie van herkennings- of liking-
oordclcn. Hct beslissingscritcrium wordt dus bcschouwd als ccn indicator van dc
waarschijnlijkhcid van elaboratic. Ilct optimalc punt blcck nict in hct ondcrzochtc
tijdsinterval van de tijdsduur-affect-curve te liggcn.
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Om dc proccsscn tc ondcrLOCkcn dic tcn grondslag liggcn aan hct bovcnstaandc
cmpiritichc Fcnomccn, zijn twcc mathcmatischc PAR modcllcn, gcb~isccrd up dc
multinomialc modclingtcchnick, gctoctst mct dc gcgcvcns van zowel hogc als lagc
elaboratie-waarschijnlijkheid, respectievelijk met en zonder aandacht voor de stimuli.
Volgens het twcede modcl, dat de gegevens het beste wcergceft, filtcrt het PAR proces de
informatie in de conditie van aandacht (centrale route), en is het PAR proces het enige
proces dat de infonnatie bcheerst in dc conditic zonder aandacht (perifere route). Deze
resultaten hcbben bclangrijke implicaties voor informatieverwerkings- en geheugen-
onderzoek, in het bijzonder voor de cnkelvoudigc cn herhaalde confrontatic met reclame-
uitingcn en mcrkcn. Hct hccft ook implicatics voor aankoopbcslissingcn.
In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt betoogd dat hct implicictc gchcugen vaak wordt gcmeten
door de facilitatic-effecten van repetitic-priming op ecn aantal toctscn voon c~t impliciete
geheugcn. In een experimentele studic in Hoofdstuk 5 is cen multinomiale binary tree
(boom) (MBT) model getoetst voor het mere-exposure effect met parameters die de
geheugcnproccssen weergeven inclusief het implicict geheugen. Dit model is gebaseerd
op twee empirische resultaten: (1) impliciet gcheugen (vertrouwdheid) leidt altijd tot
liking, en (2) cr is een geheugenprocesdissociatic tussen impliciet en expliciet geheugen.
Hct oorspronkelijk voorgestcldc modcl met negen parameters kon niet worden
gctoctst. Maar ccn altcrnaticf modcl, aangcduid alti hct uitcindclijkc modcl, mcl zcs
paramctcrs paslc gocd op dc gegcvcns. Hocwcl hct uiteindclijkc model niet hct enigc
modcl was dat op dc gcgevcns pastc, was hct wcl het enigc model dat consistent was met
de empirischc resultaten en de gepostuleerde psychologische processen.
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In dc discussicscctic van Hoofdstuk 5 wordt bcioogd dat hct mcrc-cxposurc cffcct
suggcreert dat herhaling van blootstelling dc liking ratings kan docn toenemen. De studic
van Hoofdstuk 5 geeft een mogelijkheid het mere-exposure effect mathematisch te
interpreteren. Met de herhaling van dc stimuli necmt de 'repetition liking' i ten aanzien
van de stimuli toe, dus ook dc liking oordelcn. Gebaseerd op het mathematische model
wordt voorgesteld dat herhaling cn nict-vrijwilligc aandacht twee verschillende kanalen
zijn, en dat herhaalde blootstclling belangrijker is dan nict-vrijwillige aandacht om de
liking-oordclcn van consumcntcn tcn aanzicn van stimuli (logo's, rcclamc-uitingcn) tc
docn tocncmcn. `Gcen aandacht' lijkt zclfs ccn bctcrc voorwaardc tc zijn voor liking dan
gedwongen `aandacht' voor de stimuli. De reden kan zijn dat `geen aandacht' wordt
geassocieerd met minder cognitieve verdediging ten aanzien van stimuli zoals reclame
dat wordt gezien als een beïnvloedingspoging. De inspanningen dienen er dus op gericht
tc zijn de reclame-uitingen aantrekkelijker tc maken (first impression liking, PAR) of
vaker tc herhalen, in plaats van consumentcn reclame-uitingen te laten herinneren, om
hicrmcc hct onbewuste reclame-effect te verstcrken.
In Hoofds[uk 6 wordt een computer-so(twarc pakket uitgcbrachl om Inlernet
marketing-communicatie-experimcnten tc ondcrstcuncn. Dczc cxpcrimenten kunnen
gunstig zijn voor effectieve marketing op hct Internet. Dc software is geschreven in C
onder UNIX (Linux), gebruik makend van dc CGI (Common Gateway Interfaces)
technologie. Experimentle logica uit de multinomial modellen voor het mere-exposure
effect en het primaire affect is hierbij geïmplcmenteerd. Experimenten kunnen op afstand
worden uitgevoerd met de software via hct Internct. Een anderc versie is ook verkrijgbaar
gcschrcvcn in Visual BASIC ondcr Windows NT.
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Het idec van Internet Marketing Psychologie of Internet Consumenten-
gedragsonderzoek is gccrecerd gebaseerd op de beschikbaarheid van computer software
en de mogelijkheid van implementatie met commerciële deelnemers. Het incorporeert
nieuwe Internet technologie in het onderzoek, met het nieuwe concept van experimenten
op afstand. Het potentieel hiervan is onbeperkt vanwege de ontwikkeling van Global
Electronic Commcrcc.
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